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new knockabouts of the
tin keel variety are
ready to receive their tins, but no new work
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is in progress.
Among the boats hauled out
is one of some note, the Handsel, a fin keel,
with flat-floor and round
bilge. These finkeels may be all right as racing machines
but they do not strike a downeaster favorably. In the dock was the sloop yacht Mildred, wrecked on the Maine coast the past
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Her mast was gone about four feet
from the deck and on the starboard side just
aft of amidships the planking and ceiling
were gone for a space of about six feet from
the rail to the garboards. Canvas had been
nailed over the hole on the outside and the
yacht towed here for repairs.
season
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the afternoon a visit was made to the
Mechanics’ Fair. Here was found an assortIll

Coutents of To-Day’s Journal.
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the Week..A Yi-it to Windermere
nary. .Insurance Case Settled. .County
iteiee..The Lesson of Nature (poem'c.
oi the New Woman.
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Azore- Islands—Farm Facts. The
Fleet..Loan
and Building AsFishing

booths for the sale of various articles,
customers.
The whole aspect was
dismal and dreary. The art exhibit contained a few good pictures, and many that were
less deserving of hanging than those who
placed them on the walls. The poster exhibit was about the only tiling-that had the
merit of novelty. It contained a few clever
things and many monstrosities. The artists
evidently obtained their inspiration from
were

but
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Secret Societies..An Open Letter..
Real Estate on Boston Streets..The
North port News. .In Meinoriam.
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News and Notes.. Some Significant
The Small Boy Handicapped (poem)..
Winter Berth*..The Champion Tennis
Register of Deep Water Vessels A New
Wrona Villa .War on Liquor Sellers. .Adiig Columns of a Newspaper.
..
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Japan and the

concert halls or variety stage.
skirt dancer or high kicker, give her
the features and distorted limbs of a Japaa

nese picture, invest all with the most glaring colors obtainable, add somewhere the
name of a magazine or newspaper, and you
have the poster of to-day—a fleeting fancy,
let us hope.

iicals..CountyCorrespondence.-Miss
Baptist Choral Association in
Supreme Judicial Court... Mai do ConConference.-Ship News. Markets..
Marriages. Deaths.
Home..
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Wit and Philosophy. .Practical Poultry
\-wspaper Notes..Marine Miscellany.. A
Death..Corv«» or Curvo..Ex-Senator
itend..Biddeford Lamllords Threatened.
I'enounced.
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many

the exhibits were covered with white
cloths, and most of the space was in semidarkness. It was like visiting a cemetery.
The square spaces ailoted to exhibitors corresponded with the iots in a burial place,
aud there were about as many visitors as is
usually seen in a well regulated cemetery.
The rattle of an occasional typewriter, the
hanging of a piano, the whir of a machine
here ami there, were the only sounds. The,re
of

Local indusu>..Probate and Insolvency Courts.
H- -me. Wedding lie 11 s Statement from
''able Mears.. News of the Granges..
Be’:.ist 10-30 Bonds Personal.
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pianos, printing presses,
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elothes-wringers, etc. In the basement
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The shop window displays are infinitely
interesting than the Mechanics’ Fair,

more
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aud

Boston
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Back.

although

at this season no special efforts are
made In this direction, as in holiday time.
But there is always something of interest to
be seen, such as the valuable books in the
windows of Estes & Lauriat, the new publications and the photographs and chromos
of tlie Defender and Valkyrie at the Old
Corner Bookstore, the choice china, glass,
etc., ar. Briggs' on the opposite corner, etc.,
etc. The streets seemed less crowded at
this time than usual. You could actually
get along comfortably by It. H. White &
Co's and Jordan, Marsh & Go’s windows
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steamers, Belfast and vicinity
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the trip last week on the steami Bangor, his first since this hue
While the electric
<• .o
Hi the route.
m hi tlit saloons and staterooms, the adliiti :iei of staterooms, the dining tables
sa.- ou de-*k, and other innovations
ii.
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and see something of ‘heir contents without
improvements were unfamiliar, Capt. a struggle.
It seemed as though Boston
Ingraham. Purser A. H. Hanscoiu and ! ui;isi be suffering from the general dullness
1
Seward F. \V. Pole were oid shipmates and superinduced by a Democratic administra: yre to make the voyage a pieastion,
The wind was off shore, with every
-f a smooth and speedy passage,
Returning to the B. & 15. S. S. Co’s wharf
■t.

boat lelt lu*r wharf in Bedfast
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for the homeward

on

in the harbor

“igu of, activity in
Camden, where a big schoonno

was

ship,

trip a conspicuous object
large i'our-masted iron
or spanker-mast, schooner

was a

tin- fourth

be built—a passenger on the boat rigged. Her sides were streaked with rust
attract for a Second ] and she bore unmistakably the signs of a
.1 Beau had a.harbor was des* rted save long and hard voyage. It. proved to be the
-ami
v o‘t.
v a few smaU
Among them w ns Mr. Howard D. Troop of Glasgow (.‘apt. CornThe shin" left Sand
ku-dner s •ntiui; At-ie cutter Tita, a prize ing, from Calcutta.
Heads on May 8 and at first had light winds
;.e
ast seasoi, in the races at Ro<k"iLiii-r
and lim- weather, but experienced unusually
IB Idan 1 t here seemed to be -.ess
1
stormy w-rather off the Cape of Good Hope.
muni activity ami the freighth mse
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M-e.n
Tic City of Bangor does mu
Rockland before e p. m., and as she arh.re
there was time for a stroll up
Oil the wav a call was made upon F.
ins, the Lobster King of this section,

•

his busy premises would
that these shell lish are
eAtinct, whatever may be the result,
W. O. Fuller, Jr., was found j
;uture

glance about
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turning
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< »u Jan 22, when in iat. Jli
S, Ion. 24 E, the
ship encountered a terrible northwesterly
gale, during which she was hove down on
her beam ends, remaining in that position,
with her decks under water, for eight hours.
In order to save the ship from capsizing the
weather topsails were cut.
Ca.pt. Corning
states it was the w..ist gale he ever experienced in his many years of seafaring life.
During the gale the ship's sails were blown
away and torn in ribbons, and her cabin and
storerooms were flooded with water, dauiag-

ng the vessel's furniture and stores. Oct. 5
she encountered a strong ENE gale, during
which the lower foretopsail was blown away.
The wind then backed into north and west,
and afterward to south, and on Oct. 8 it
backed into the northwest again, thus compelling the ship to make a circle around
Shoals. The H. D. Troop had been
Tics’ season in the sporting department. ; Georges
There was no time for other calls au<l soon j ; within 120 miles of Boston for a week, and
very cold, disagreeable weather was experitic
yv of Bangor was off for Boston and j I
hu: passengers were seated at supper. We j ! enced during that. time.
Another new-comer was the cable steamer
tie. ht-ard many compliments as to the table
from New York for Haliu this steamer and can
testify that they Mackay-Bennett,
fax
veil deserved. Steward Pote told me
that his blitter was all made in a Winterport
Just before sailing Capt Ingraham was
dairy, that- lie buys the best of Java aud notified of the
approach of a southwesterly
Modia coffee and also makea a specialty of
gale, but all day wind clouds had been scurita. The bill of fare is made up to suit
rying across the sky, giving warning to
the tastes of patrons.
Salmon is served
every sailor of a rough night. This time
throughout the season, the consumption the
City of Bangor was headed straight
olu i. reaching ;K)0 pounds on a trip, and just i
across, thus keeping dead before it, as the
to\s broiled blue fish and broiled mackerel
course along the shore would have brought
favorite dishes.
Many hotel-keepers wind and sea first on one quarter and then
please their patrons and profit tliem- on the other. Before 8 o’clock the saloon
^
: v
Adopting Steward Rote’s methods, was deserted and long before that many had
bood butter, good coffee and tea, fewer
sought their berths, as a precautionary meadwhfcs and those of the best, would ensure
It was sursure or as Neptune’s victims.
B!" Venn
any vhere. The Parker House, Bosprising that the placid waters passed over
l"ii: won its large patronage and wide repubut little more than twelve hours before
hni-u uiainy on two specialties—choice
could have become so boisterous. For all
h'iUc ^ and the Parker House rolls, the rethat the staunch and speedy steamer made
th’i for whici is to be found in every cook
good time and lauded her Belfast passengers
b"'k, thus effectively advertising this well- before 8 o’clock
Saturday morning.

of his paper, the Rockland
and he gave the usual hearty wel:
There
his np-river contemporary.
c
t one Fuller in Maine newspaperdom,
at i
Mr. Thomas,
are all proud of him.
laic i-j the Rockport News, is an attache of
ti c Irr une and has done good work the
1
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kiuwn hostelry.

Ibtckhnd at 6 p. m., the City of
^a,:i-"‘;\ by takiugthe direct course, can easi'-Hii-* the run t,» Boston in 10 hours.
But
*:
*H rather tto
early to land in a city
au. Capt
Ingraham bore up for Seguin,
l'a:-- i 'i! sight if tin
lights of Portland, and
tan re •; a_ IU the fteamer was in Boston
hiir’ r. It was a
perfect night, not even the
feintem swell disturbing tlie placid waters,
overhead was a sky studded with
Buu>
1 wo fishermen vere
passed bound
lR' 'c11'• with all sail set
bit in tow of a tug,
<l!w* two or three fislieruie
were met bound
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The harbor also w«* uearly barren
dipping—a few lubberly looking barges,
schooner or two, that wa all. A handsteam yacht was
atinooingg off South
‘>8ton, but tlte sailing fleet tj conspicuous
earlier in the season hat
disappeared.
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The Belfast Illuminating Co. has changed
station from the Peirce building on
Franklin street, to the Gas Company buildits

ing

on

Washington

street.

Mathews Bros, are now running their mill
until 9 o’clock y, ai, to keep lip with orders.
They shipped a car-load of windows and inside finish to Honlton the first of the week,
1

James W.

to Dexter last
machines building
there for F. A. Howard & Son’s screw driver
factory. The firm is now running with 10
men, hut orders are accumulating, and they
soon as the neceswill double their crew
and set up.
sary machinery can he made

Thursday

Jones

to test

went

some

They will have 4 spiral cutting machines, 8
lathes, a special drilling machine, and 7
polishers. When these are in running order
the shop will have a capacity of working 50

If the sale of the drivers with the
improvements continues as it has beingun, and as the sales of former patterns
dicate that it will, the firm may expect to
have their shop running to its full capacity
men.

recent

by another

season.

Morrison & Bicknell’s cottage at Knight’s
Pond, Northport, was burned Tuesday
The cause of the fire is unknown.

night.

Obituary.
Capt. Hiram Y. Hodgdon died at the
home of his niece, Mrs. Laura Hodgdon, No.
73 Bridge street, Saturday morning, Oct.
12th, from injuries indicted by himself the
day previous. For twenty-two years lie had
been almost helpless from paralysis, his
lower extremities being entirely paralyzed,
although his mind was generally clear and
he had the use of his arms. Friday forenoon when alone in his room he took a razor
with which he had been shaving himself,
and cut a deep gash in the forward side of
his left arm near the elbow joint, severing
the artery. A friend who came in at that
time saw what he was doing and Drs.
Fletcher and Ellingwood, who live near by,
were called.
They dressed the wound hut
he lost so much blood before they arrived
that he died early the next morning. Capt.

OCTOBER 17, 1895.

here to-day and will be taken to Captain
Bonner’s home, 2003 Bolton street.
The
Captain was born in Anne Arundel county,
Ma., sixty-seven years ago. At an early age
he took to the sea aud became master of a
vessel before reaching his majority.
He
commanded the schooners Jackson, Alabama and Louisiana, the brig Alice and the
bark Seneca, and built the barkentine Adda
J. Bonner. When he sold the last named
vessel to F. W. Wilson & Son she had earned §69,000 for her owners above cost and
running expenses. After this Captain Bouner entered as master of th<e fleet of C. Morton Stewart & Co., beginning his command
with the barkentine Glad Tidings, which he
fitted out.
Then in the order named he
superintended the building of and commanded the following vessels in the Stewart
fleet:
Priscilla, Frances, White Wings,
Good News, all three-masted barkentines,
and the Steadfast, Josephine and Doris,
four-masted vessels of the same type. His
1 st command was the Doris, from which
duty he was at the time of his death on a
four months’ leave, at the expiration of
which he was to resume his position. A
widow and two sons survive him. His sons
are Mr. Eugene M. Bonner, druggist at Baltimore and Carey streets, and Mr. Robert
Bonner, printer. [Baltimore Sun, Oct. 12th.
Capt. Bonner was well known in Belfast
and had many warm friends here who will
learn of liis death with regret.

Wedding Bells.
Prentiss-Francis.

A very pretty and
most happy wedding occurred at high noon
Tuesday at the residence of Mrs. Mari 11a L.
G. Francis, No. 74 Church street, the contracting parties being Mr. Harry M. Prentiss
and Miss Sara W. Francis. The rooms were
very prettily decorated with evergreens, red
berries, wild clematis and cut flowers. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. Geo. S.
Mills, pastor of the Congregationalist church.

It

the first time he had officiated in this
capacity. Only the immediate relatives and
a few intimate friends were
present. Mr.
Prentiss’ father and mother, brother Charles
and little sister Mildred,were in attendance.
The bride was attired in a very lovely gown
of rich white silk heavily trimmed with
chiffon and wore orange blossoms. Little
Miss Prentiss acted as maid of honor. The
bouquet thrown by the bride was captured
was

NUMBER
Statement from State Constable Mears.
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Personal.

To the Editor of The Journal : I wish
to make a few statements in
your valuable
relation to my
paper in
work
as State constable, as
regards the enforcement of the prohibitory law in Waldo

E. L. Warren came to Belfast last Monday
on business.
E. J. Morison went to Auburn yesterday
business.

on

Will Weshee started Monday for
and Lynn.

county, and to refute many false reports
among the people. It is reported that I am
bribed by some of the rum sellers; that I

a

visit

to Boston

Mrs. E. H. Conant went to Portland yesa short visit.

terday for

partial to some, and do not prosecute
them, while I push others to the wall, and
prosecute them beyond reason; and many
other reports reflecting upon my integrity
am

Miss Lillian L. Fernald visited friends in
the past week.

Northport

Mrs. Joseph A. Gilmore
Monday to visit relatives.

and character have been circulated. As to
these reports I care but little personally,
but I wish to let people
know' that
they are false. I will not be bribed.
There is not money enough in the coffers of

went to

Boston

L. E. McMahan is visiting his sister, Mrs.
I. M. Cottrell of Laconia, N. H.
II.

S.

Cunningham returned
business trip to Boston.
F. W. Brown, Esq., returned
from a business trip to Boston.
from

the rum sellers to buy me. If you think
there is you can ask them, they will tell you,

Saturday

a

Saturday

or you can try me yourselves.
The work I
Hodgdon was a native of Nortliport, a son
of the late Capt. Robert and Mrs. Sarah
by Miss Lucy Palmer, who very generously have done does not justify the saying, so I
Alvah S. Redman is visiting his daughter,
Hodgdon. Iu early life he followed the sea,
distributed it among the guests. After con- leave it. But few' know what my duties are,
Mrs. Fairbanks of Everett, Mass.
and
how
laborious and difficult they are
and when a young man became captain.
gratulations a very dainty lunch was served
Capt. James Henderson went to Portland
He was numbered among the best of the
and the happy couple took the hack, bedeck- against this class of law-breakers. I could do
yesterday to visit his daughters.
ed with white ribbons, amid a perfect show- more but it is impossible to satisfy all.
young uiaster mariners of his day, and comMrs. R. C. Sheldon and Mrs. C. J. Ingrathe people must know by this
manded a number of large vessels iu the
er of rice, for the 1.25 train for Boston.
Last Certainly,
ham are in Boston for fall millinery.
time that indictments and witnesses sumsouthern coasting and West India trades.
John, sou of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Went- evening a reception is to be
given in their
His vessels were chiefly owned in New Ha- worth of Waldo, passed away Oct. 16th honor by Mrs. H. S. Bigelow, Mrs. Prentiss’ moned before the grand jury and cost of
Mrs. Mary Clair of Bucksport visited her
after a lingering illness of nearly eight years
same are not wanted.
I have as far as pos- sister, Mrs. M. W.
van and he moved there when a young man.
aunt, at No. 165 Huntington Ave. From
Welch, last week.
sible, with help of the County Attorney, cut
The schooner Templeton, one of the largest duration. Everything that kind and loving Boston they will visit in
Edward H. Kelley returned Saturday from
Springfield and
these expenses down, and have made more
then in the West India business, was built parents and friends could do was done for then proceed to New York.
a visit of inspection to Aroostook
They will be
county.
him, but his case was one that baffled the absent about two weeks. As would natural- searches and seizures than any other officer
for him and he commanded her several
Miss Mabel Smallidge of Castine returned
most
skillful
There
in
to
in
seemed
the
of
same
In
the
winter
while
at
physicians.
and
have got
my place
time,
years.
1873,
ly be expected, they were the recipients of
home Monday from a visit at .V S. Lord’s.
be no help until death came to his relief,
more liquors.
I will not prosecute a man
home in NewT Haven, he slipped on an icy
many lovely presents, about one hundred,
Miss Mary Maddocks of Lineolnville is at
heart failure being the cause. More than a which included
walk and injured his spine, which resulted in
unless I am sure I have evidence or can
useful
many
articles, among
paralysis, as above described. He then had | year since he met with a great change which which we noticed three lovely rugs, three find liquors. It is said that I have been home from Belfast for a visit to her sister.
Mrs. E. E. Pendleton left Monday for a
successful in search and seizures. We have
85,000 in a savings bank, which in addition j caused his life tube more cheerful and pleas- expensive chairs, a number of
lamps, clock,
to property owned by his wife would have ! ant, never complaining or murmuring at his
tables, six pictures, and among the table collected during the year 1865 for liquor visit to friends ill Boston and Providence.
fines §4,858.60, and received about §170 for
served for his support for many years. But lot. He will he greatly missed by all of his linen some
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Woodcock went to
very lovely embroidery, a numthis bank failed, and be lost nearly all. His
friends, especially by his mother,who lias so ber pieces of cut glass, silver, fancy dishes, liquors sent out of the State. We have re- Boston Monday night for a two weeks' visit.
for
him
his
cared
sickduring
tenderly
long
\v'fe, formerly Melissa Cottrell, daughter of ness. The funeral services were held
solid silver spoons and forks, a number of ceived from the Law Court for sentence 27
A. L. Walker and family left
at his
Monday for
cases—all second offence. These cases will,
Sylvester Cottrell of Belfast, was most de- home Wednesday afternoon Oct. 9th, Rev. books and a very beautiful diamond
a two weeks’ visit to friends in Massachupin
voted to him, and as long as her life was Myra Kingsbury officiating.
if
the
court
as
much
more
fines, produce
from the groom. The bridegroom is the very
setts.
Go, clear John, to thy home
spared cared for him most affectionately,
active and efficient railway postal clerk on money this year, and there may also be imOn yonder blissful shore.
James S. Harriman, Esq., and wife weut
her
life
to
his
practically giving
promote
We miss thee here, but soon shall come
the Belfast and Burnham run. He is very prisonment.
Where thou hast gone before.
comfort and to provide for his needs. She
I am alone in this work so far as the pub- to Boston last Thursday and returned Satknown
and
is
generally
deservedly popular;
urday.
died about four years ago. Since the loss of
is concerned, but 1 thank God that every
everybody has a good word to say of Harry lic
Maria. J., wife of Luke S. Greenlaw, died
Hon. W. C. Marshall went to Lewiston
his propertyPho/nix Lodge of Masons and his
Prentiss. He is an active worker in the County Officer is my helper. Now, I wish
brothers and sisters have provided the fi- at her home in Reno, Nevada, Sept. 3d, after
to ask the public what are you doing to put
yesterday to attend a meeting of the State
Congregationalist
school
church,
Sunday
nancial means of his support, and since his an illness of four months, from dropsy. She
down this great evil which is costing the Fair trustees.
and Christian Endeavor.
The bride is a
wife’s death have paid his board at various was a native of Belfast, a daughter of the
of the United States nearly a million
Mrs. Geo. W. Benson returned home Satof
the
Belfast
High School and has people
late
Howes, and lived here until 1865, graduate
and a half a year, and tilling our poor houses
places, wherever he might choose to go. whenJoseph
she moved west to join her husband, j been employed for a number of jears in the
urday from a visit to friends in Boston ami
When iu youth and in the prime of life he who went out about six years before. He i
and prisons and bringing sorrow and misery Biucklou.
dry goods store of A. D. Chase, where she
first went to San Francisco, but about tfie ;
was not only one of the most enterprising
was very popular.
She is also, like her hus- j to thousands of homes in our laud ? Why do
J. H. Montgomery, Esq., of Camden was
of his wife’s departure from the East,
time
and faithful of captains, but as a man he was
stand back and find fault with the offithey settled in Nevada, where they have band, actively engaged in church work, and you
in Belfast and Stockton Springs last week
whole-souled and generous, honest and hon- since lived. She was the last of a
family of is highly respected and beloved by all who cers? Why not do something to put down on business.
Her husband and aged
orable in all his dealings. Since his acci- four children.
knott her. They begin life with the best this evil? Cannot you give some informamother
live
in
and
she
leaves
one
Nevada,
Mrs. S. G. Bicknell will go to Boston this
dent his consolations have been the comwishes of the entire community. On their tion by letter, signing yen name, and informson, Dr. Mayo Greenlaw of San Francisco.
week to visit her daughter, Mrs. John
panionship of friends and his books and pa- Her age w as about 59 years.
ing me who drinks, when and where, and of
return home they will reside with Mrs.
pers.
Through all his sufferings lie has
whom they buy it? If you would even do MacDonald.
Francis at 74 Church street.
Dr. Frank C. Burrington died Oct. 16th at
kept well posted on current events, anil
it would greatly facilitate putting
Mrs. T. B. Grant of Winterport returned
this,
Vt.
Dr.
a
Windsor,
Burrington was young
Hanson-Lord. At twelve o’clock, noon, down
was a constant reader of the magazines and
home last Saturday from a visit to her sister,
the evil
and lessen
the
man of much promise, the only son of Rev.
costs
Oct.
the works of the best writers in literature L. M. Burrington of this city.
yesterday,
16th, at the residence of Mr. also. It is a fact that public opinion, pub- Mrs. S. L. Dodge.
and Mrs. Henry L. Lord, No. 8 Park street,
and science. At times he would dwell morlicly expressed, is one of the great factors in
Mrs. John Hibbard and daughter Agnes
Probate
ancl
Courts.
Insolvency
the marriage of their second daughter, Miss
bidly on his condition and there is no doubt
putting down the liquor traffic. If a hoy of Castiue visited Capt. and Mrs. X. S. Lord
that his mind was thus unsettled when he
Geraldine
Lord
and
Mr.
F.
Oeorgie
Edgar
Following is an abstract of the business
should break into one of your stores in the the past week.
made this attempt on his life. Two sisters of the Probate and Insolvency Courts for
Hanson, Mayor of this city, was solemnized. city and take a few peanuts and candy the \
Waldo County, October term, 1895:
Mason Rolersmi of Brockton, Mass., reand three brothers survive him: Mrs. S. R.
Rev.
Geo. E. Tufts was the officiating der- whole
I
Account of administration presented in
city would be very much interested j turned home
Monday after a visit to friends
Cottrell anil Mrs. Geo. W. .Cottrell of Bel- estates of Caroline M. F.
1
None
but
immediate
relatives
and
gyman.
in
that
to
and
Miller, Searsmont, j
bringing
justice,
boy
every po- in Belfast and Waldo.
fast, Capt. Geo. Hodgdon of New Haven, first and final; Henry if. Gove, Liberty, friends were present. During the ceremony lice officer would be
hunting for him and for
rst and final; Catherines. Pendleton, first;
Miss Annie Collins returned to Boston
the bride was attired in white silk very ele- evidence to convict him before the Police
Capt. David and Mr. Judsou Hodgdon of fi
Louisa J. Carr, Knox, first; John Perley, j
! Walnut Grove, Arizona.
trimmed
with
white lace. She ear- Court. Of how much more importance is | Monday from a three weeks’ visit to friends
Unity, first; Albert Walton, Belfast., first gantly
in Belfast and Searsport.
and final; Eliza A. Trevett, Winterport, | ried a bouquet of white roses. The party active work
against the great evil of liquor
second and final; Leonard Edmunds, Mont- stood under the arch of the
front
that
is
these
and
Mr. and Mrs. T. X". Winslow left Monday
parlor
hay
thieves
selling,
making
B
Charles
Gilmore was born in North ville, first and final; Elisha C. Arey, Win| window. At their right and left were tail robbing homes of the very bread and cloth- for Washington, D. C., and expect also to
Searsmout, Me., and died in Montville, Sept. ! terport, second.
Petition for administration presented in | palms and hanging smilax. In the rear, as ing necessary for the comforts of life. Go visit the Atlanta
Exposition.
50, 1895, aged 84- years,G months and 28 days. I estates of Sarah H.
Pendleton, Stockton a background, were potted plants, inelud- down into the poor destitute homes in
When a young mail lie bought a farm -in Springs: Sarah J. Massure,
your
Mr. Harrison Otis Browning of Boston,
;
Searsport; Rob- ing two
Over tlieir heads city, look at the destitution and misery there,
spruce palms.
Montville, where he lived nearly GO years. ert, A. Vinai. Winterport.
brother of Mrs. Geo. W. Varney, is stopping
Wills presented in estates of Mary P. i was a horse-shoe made of pinks and yel- then go home and stop grumbling about ofTwo years ago lie moved to McFarland’s
for a few days at Crosby Inn.
Stockton
Charles 1>. Gil- ; low roses.
Black,
Springs;
The rooms were tastefully ficers, and the laws, take hold of the
where
he
died.
He
was
a
work,
Corner,
very sucmore, Montville; David Towle, Searsport.
Wm. T. Hervey visited friends in Belfast
decorated
with smilax am! roses.
At
the
the
officers
and
will
soon
the
see
cessful farmer, a highly respected citizen,
Petition for dower presented in estate of
help
you
last week and returned to Camden, where
close
of
a
Sabina
lunch
.tile
Lincolnville.
ceremony,
evil
from
Tarbeil,
wedding
banished
the community.
j
and townsman, and bad won a great many
he has employment, Saturday.
Petition to sell real estate presented in es- was partaken of, and
J. K. Mkars, S. C.
immediately preparafriends. He was a member of the F W. tate of Andrew
McCobb, Lincolnville; Clif- tions were made for the departure of the
Mrs. W. G. Kneeland returned home to
Morrill Oct 14, 1895.
Baptist church for nearly GO years, and only- ton Curtis, Jr., Searsport.
Charlestown, Mass., last Saturday, from
Petition for allowance presented in es- bride and groom on the early afternoon
three members who joined when he did
tate of Reuben A. Shaw, Winterport.
train. They will he absent a week or two,
visit to her relatives in Belfast.
survive him. He was a strict observer of
News of the Granges.
Guardians appointed—Ephraim M. Jones and their tour will include a
visit to New
Frank G. Wilson of Waterville takes E.
the Sabbath, and whenever the weather was to minor heirs of Florence A. Jones, Unity;
the Hudson to Albany, and other
L. Talbot’s place as iireman on the passensuitable was found in the house of God. He Henry G. Curtis to Clifton Curtis, Jr., min- York, up
The
executive committee of the Maine
or heir of Hannah O.
Blethen, Searsport; places of interest. The traveling costume
train during Mr. T.'s vacation.
was a strong temperance man.
When in Evelina M. Davis to Chas.
State Grange met at the Elm house iu Au- ger
H. ami Samuel
of the bride was a suit of plain blue. The
middle life he held a colloquy in his field F. Davis, minor heirs of John A.
Dustin Cunningham of Natick, Mass reDavis, wedding presents were numerous and valu- burn, Oct. 10, those present being Worthy
with tobacco. He took a piece of tobacco Jackson; Rosa E. Keen to William P. SawMaster Edward Wiggiu of l*resqtte Isle, turned home Monday from a visit *f three
able and gave proof of the high esteem in
yer, minor heir of Jennie E. Sawyer, Chesweeks to friends in Belfast and vicinity.
from his pocket and said: “1 believe you are
Hon. Z. A. Gilbert of North Greene, O.
ter, Me.
which tile couple are held. After their reInventories accepted and tiled in estates
getting the better of me,” and with that he
Meader of Albion, O. Gardiner of Rockland,
Miss Lou Smith was at home from the
turn Mr. aud Mrs. Hanson will he at home
of Hiram E. EUingwoud, Winterport; Clagave it a fling and never touched it again to
I. O. Straw of New field, J. J. Jackson of
Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield, last
on Thursdays during November at their resthe day of his death. He belonged tu a fam- risa B. Carver, Searsport; Ernest Steger,
Lewiston, and ex-Secretary Fred A. Allen week, for a visit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Searsport; Sabrina Tarbeil, Lincolnville; idence, No. 41 Nortliport avenue.
ily of nine, six boys and three girls. His Rebecca S. Burrill, Belfast; Pliiueas Penof Auburn. The new secretary, J. J. JackE. L. Smith.
brothers and two sisters passed over the dleton, Searsport; Elzada R. Sargent, Mon- I
Gilman-Edmunds. The event which lias son of Lewiston, was installed and
Rev. M. F. Bridgham and wife of Searsarrangeriver before him. Only one sister survives roe; Benjamin Higgins, Searsmont; Mary been the topic of society in South Montville ments made
E. South worth, Belfast.
regarding the programme of the inout were the guests of Rev. I. H. W.
1
Wharff
two days last week. [Ellsworth
him. She has lost two brothers and a husfor
the
few
weeks
culminated
at
past
Account of administration allowed in es7.60 p. coming State convention.
American.
band during the past year. They have gone tates of John W. Emery, Belfast, first and m. Oct 9th, in the wedding of Miss Hattie
stiil
Dingo Grange, Freedom,
“holds the
William Lewis, Liberty, final; Josiah Edmunds and
Bert Thorndike and Charles Wilson of
Clias. E. Gilman at the home fort” and the
only a little before her. He was married in final;
attendance is as good as could
Mitchell, Belfast, first and final.
Rockland are taking a week’s outing, and
in early life to Miss Betsey Copp. They
Wills approved and allowed in estate of of lier uncle, C. F. Conner, The ceremony be expected
considering the busy season of went gunning yesterday with Chas. R.
had one son and two daughters. His son Susan Russell, Belfast; Louise S. Royce, was performed by Rev. M. F. Bridgliam of the
year. At the last meeting the second
Coombs.
lives in Chelsea, Mass., is a deacon of the Belfast, Bertha L. Graisbary, executor.
’Searsmont. The bride was becomingly and third
Allowance to widow granted in estate of
degrees were conferred on a new
Mrs. Cora Murphy, who is assistant m the
Congregationalist church and is in business Elisha C. Arey, Winterport.
gowned in white silk, while the groom wore brother. Our Grange will entertain Albion
Administration granted to A. W. Shaw in the conventional black. Miss Mattie Edin Boston. His oldest daughter married
Ct., High school, writes home that
Branford,
Oct.
the
set
for
Grange Thursday,
17th,
day
Richard S. Gay of Nosth Belfast, a deacon of estate of Reuben A. Shaw, Winterport.
sister of the bride, acted as maid of
their union meeting. A good time is ex- she like the place and is meeting with exLicense to sell real estate granted in es- munds,
the Congregationalist church. The you ngest tate of Elzada R.
honor, John F. Gilman as best man, and C. pected, and as Albion Grange contains many cellent success.
Sargeut, Monroe.
F. Conner as usher. A table was laden with
daughter married Henry Barlow of South
Fred A. Shaw of North Windham is acting
INSOLVENCY COURT.
practical farmers, much benefit may be deFreedom, who is a successful farmer and
First meeting of creditors held and assign- many beautiful presents, each bearing a rived from the interchange of ideas between as substitute for H. M. Prentiss, railway
ees appointed as follows:
was a representative to the Maine legislatcard on which was written the name of the the members of the two
Granges. Through postal clerk, during the latter’s vacation for
R. G. Dyer in estate of Fred E. Sylvester,
ure three years ago.
In 1849 his wife died
giver. After the ceremony a wedding lunch some oversight the Fair was not reported, his wedding tour.
Norman Wardwell in estate of
Freedom;
and in 1851 he married Miss Elizabeth Isaac
Mason, Swanville; Fred W. Brown in was served, followed by music, closing with but we think the Grange lias reason to be
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Prentiss, Mr. Charles
Knight, by whom he had one daughter. She estate of Silas P. Bryant; Knox; A. A. “God he with you till we meet again,” at satisfied witli it. Although perhaps not F. Prentiss and Miss Mildred Prentiss of
Small
in estate of Silas D. Brown, Belfast.
lives with her mother, who is quite feeble.
the close of which the bridal couple started quite equal to last year it was better tliau Brewer were in Belfast
Petitions tiled in estates of Lemuel H.
Tuesday to attend
May the Saviour be the great comforter of Nichols, Unity; W. A. Poland, Montville; for their home. Many an old shoe was thrown many town fairs we have seen. The attend- the marriage of their son and brother, Harry.
Fred O. Joyce, Thorndike.
of the entire family.
after them for hick. The bride is a charming ance was large and a more
orderly crowd is
Mrs. Frederick R. Guernsey and daughter,
The new rules of the Probate and Insolyoung lady and her friends are many. The
seldom seen. One thing we did not like, and Miss Louise Guernsey, have arrived in Banvency Courts have been received and are
is
one
of
our
finest
young men, aril that was the numerous side shows, etc. It , gor from their home m the City of Mexico,
Mrs. Sarah E. Michaels of West Rockport for sale by the Register at the Probate office. groom
and are visiting at the residence of Capt. F.
his pleasant disposition and agreeable mandied very suddenly last Thursday morning
seems strange that intelligent people will
I A. Guernsey, on Ohio street. [Bangor Comner have won hosts of friends.
The Girls’ Home.
They have patronize such things,when if asked to assist mercial.
at the home of her nephew and niece, Mr.
the best wishes of a large circle of friends
some worthy object they will refuse.
and Mrs. Eugene Aehorn, whom she was
!
Following are recent contributions to the
Miss Lottie Flint, who has been spendiug
visiting. She had been apparently in her Girls’ Home: a quilt from Mrs. Margaret
Fernald-Reed. On Tuesday afternoou,
the summer with her aunt, Mrs. N. E. Keen,
The Sale of Belfast 10-30 Bonds.
usual health until Wednesday, and only
Pillsbury of Belfast, who is 84 years of age. Oet. 8th, at the home of the bride’s parents,
returned home to Arlington, Mass., Tuescomplained then of a slight indisposition. It is very beautifully made, and the stitch- Capt. and Mrs. G. W. iieed, North Bucks* BID OF WOODBURY &
She expects to come to Belfast again
day.
MOULTON,
PORTLAND,
Wednesday night she retired as usual and ing is as fine as those taken by the use of port, occurred the marriage of Capt. William
ACCEPTED.
in a few weeks.
was heard moving about in her room as late
much younger eyes. Mrs. Pillsbury uses R. Fernald of Winterport and Miss Annie
An adjourned meeting of the City Council
John Billings, a member of the crew of
as 4 o’clock Thursday morning, but there
The Club of Willing Workers
no glasses.
M. Reed. The ceremony was performed by
was called for Tuesday
evening, Oct. 15th,
were uo unusual sounds then.
When her
of Thorndike Station send a generous doRev. Mr. Campbell of Bueksport Centre. to witness the opening of the bids for the the yacht Defender, visited his sisters, Mrs.
W. G. Preston and Miss Lillian Pollings of
niece went in to call her to breakfast at 5.30
nation of small useful articles. Goodwill The bride was attended by her sister, Miss
purchase of $113,000 4 per cent. 10-30 refund- this
city,the first of the week. He returned
o’clock she was found to he dead.
Dr.
and
a
$25
of
as
Florence
maid
Circle, Criehaven, gave
of honor, and wore ing bonds of the city of Belfast. The refundReed,
supply
to his home in Castiue Tuesday.
Browm of Swanville was called, who decided bedding; R. H. Howes, Belfast, kitchen fur- a handsome gown ol white, with roses, the ing committee
reported the action they had
that her death was from paralysis of the nishings; Mrs. Parker Spofford, Bucksport, maid being also attired in white. The house taken in the
Mr. Frank L. Field, who for four years
matter, by advertising in one
heart. Mrs. Michaels was a native of West dinner set; Mrs. Warren, Bucksport, 1 doz.
was tastefully trimmed with ferns, flowers
daily, two commercial publications and the lias been the assistant postmaster here, rebowls; Messrs. Gardiner and Buck, BucksCamden, her maiden name being Ingraham. port, 1 doz. knives and forks. Furniture and bright autumn foliage. The bride was two local papers, and announced the
tired from that position last week. It is
receipt
for years a teacher in the Bangor schools. of five
She married Stephen Michaels of Belfast, but lias been received from Mrs. J. L. Sleeper,
he was an
which were submitted,sealed, only due to Mr. Field to say that
bids,
Mrs. H. C. Burleigh, South Berwick, Capt.
excellent official, prompt, accurate and atCapt. Fernald is a highly respected citizen and opened by the Mayor in the
j after living here a fewr years they moved to R. H. Coombs,
of
W. H. Moore, Mrs. Geo. B.
presence
of Winterport.
West Camden, now West Rockport, where
Capt. and Mrs. Fernald will the committee and City Council. The bids tentive to his duties, and that his retirement
Ferguson ; bedding, toweling, etc., from Mrs.
is regretted by the public lie served so faiththey have since lived. Her husband died 4 R. C. Hodsdon, Mrs. H. R. Dunham, Mrs. S. reside in Winterport.
were as follows:
G. Crosby, Mrs. F. S. Clay, Mrs. S. H. Osyears ago, and she leaves one daughter, Mrs.
Bolan-Abbott.
Mr. Henry A. Bolan,
Woodbury & Moultou, Portland, $101.00 fully.
Mrs W. I. Rogers, Mrs. Fannie Philborne,
Lizzie Gould of West Rockport. She was a
Mrs. C. J. Hall arrived in Belfast from
brick, Mrs. Elizabeth Smith of Water- propiietor of the hotel at Winterport, anil ami accrued inter* st.
E. C. Stunwood & Co., Boston, $101 and
devout and earnest Christian and joined the
ville, Mrs. H. I. Hathaway, Houlton, Miss Miss Margaret. Abbott, (laughter of the late
Somes’ Sound last Friday for a visit. Her
accrued interest.
Dr. Charles Abbott of Winterport, were
Bertha Stackpole Thomaston, Mrs. H. W.
in
life.
Her
church
life
early
daily
Baptist
Cushman, Fisher & Co., $100 53 and ac- husband is in Maryland looking after the
Pitcher, Miss Annie Bean, Belfast; produce united in marriage Saturday at the residence
She and
was in full accord with her profession.
business of his brother and nephew, YV. H.
provisions from Mrs. I. D. White, Mor- in Bueksport of the bride’s uncle, Rev. A. crued inte»est.
S. A. Keen, Chicago, 100 1-8 and accrued
never missed an opportunity to do good or
rill, Mrs. N. E. Keen, Belfast; other useful L. Skinner. Mr. Bolan is a prominent citiHall and son, who are quite ill, hut improvinterest.
zen
of
Winterport and he and his bride have
The articles from Mrs. J. C. Cates, Mrs. W. H.
to lend a helping hand to the needy.
ing.
They expect to start for home in
James
W.
best
wishes
of
&
the
Belfast
and
Mrs.
Theo
a
of
host
friends
for
Longstreet
Houla
Co.,
$100
Duttou,
Boston,
Carey,
remains were taken to her late home, where
and accrued interest, less 3 per cent, com- about a week.
future full of happiness. [Bangor Whig &
ton ; kitchen stove and furnishings from R.
mission.
funeral services were held Friday afternoon, P. Stickney.
Courier.
Among the passengers to Boston by
The Society extends thanks to Mrs. FrisThe committee had authority to act withconducted by Rev. A. Snyder, the pastor of
steamer City of Bangor Monday night were
bee, Mrs. Rowe, Mrs. Howard and Mr.
Cl.as. H. Maxtield baa accepted a position out further vote of the
her church.
but
City
Council,
Israel W. Parker for work.
Miss
as superintendent ot the Belfast Light and
asked for an expression, which was given Wilson Randall and wife, Lucy Darby,
Cash contributions have been received as
Bower Co. and entered upon his duties. Mr.
Ada Stevens, Mrs. Jennie Harmon, W. R.
follows:
of
the
most
one
Congregationalist
Sunday
school,
in
favor
of
Bonner,
promhas
Maxtield
had
the
bid
Capt. Elijah
unanimously
years of experience in the
accepting
Amos Clement and family, P. S.
inent figures in the Baltimore fleet of vessels Hampden, $10.56; a class of little girls in
management of electric lighting, having had of Woodbury & Moulton, which was the Howard,
the Brunswick Congregationalist Sunday
in the Brazilian trade, died Thursday night
of the Fairtieid plant since its introChas. W. Rogers, John F. Rogers,
Staples,
charge
highest. The committee are now negotiatat the American Hotel, Boston, Mass. He school, $1 00; Mrs. Bertha Stackpole, Thomduction here, some ten years.
Belfast is
W. L. Littlefield, Mrs. Maria D. Peirce,
left Baltimore Wednesday in apparently aston, $2; Knox school, 40 cents; 5 little
fortunate in securing such a capable elec- ing with that firm for the sale of the bonds.
15 cents ;Mrs E. D.
Frank H. Starrett, A.H.York and Mrs. Frank
to
on
business.
health
and
went
Boston
children,
Nortbport,
trician as Mr. Maxtield. He will remove
good
Heart failure is supposed to have been the Milliken, Cherry field, $2; J. L. Sleeper, $1;
Mrs. Abbie Greer Stanley returned Sat- W. Lime burner of Belfast, and Charles
his family to that city soon.
[Fairtieid
The body will arrive Capt. James Buckman, Searsport, $2.00.
cause of his death.
Journal.
Sanborn of Waldo.
urday from a visit to Boston.
1

1

1

j

j

Political Points.
A Visit to Windermere Perk.
In an article on
the condition of the Presidential canvass,
Hept. 25th we left North Searsport at early
A large crew com- the New York Herald says: Just at presMaine Matteks.
dawn to visit this beautiful park as one of a
menced work on the Washington county ent Mr. Reed's strength is growing to prorailroad in Machias Oct. 1st. Jno. K. portions alarming to his opponents, and, committee in the interest of the Waldo
Ames threw the first shovelful of dirt, although he is in the woods, he knows it. j County Veteran Association. It proved to
followed by Geo. A. Curran. Wescott & The managers of liis campaign are Joseph I be a very beautiful day and on arrival at
H. Manley, one of the Republican NationMitchell, the contractors, will push tlio al
Waldo Station we called at the homestead
Committees’ big four; Senator Henry !
work.Ex-Secretary Whitney and famof Bro. Josh. Littlefield, but found him away
Cabot
W.
National
Lodge,
Murray Crane,
ily closed Mossley Hall at Bar Harbor Committeeman
from Massachusetts, and from home. His better-lialf, Sister LittleOct. 1st anel sailed on yaclit Columbia for
James
of Fitchburg.
Jr.
The field, was just sitting down to breakfast
Phillips,
New York_Lieutenant Hcrsey, 12th lumaxim of these gentlemen in affairs and invited us to join her. Soon the train
fautiy, l S. A., is on his way to rejoin
The [ whistled and we jumped aboard.
his regiment at Fort Niobraro, Nebraska, politic ll is “Work, imt don’t talk.”
Along
after a four years detail as military in- | result of their labor is most apparent in I comes Jerry for our fare and, by the way, he
structor at the Maine State College, Oro- | Pennsylvania, which lias swung from the !
says, ‘‘are you not one of the chaps we carno.The following nominations for of- I McKinley into the Reed column. Thomas !
ried to Belfast when we ought to have left
ficers of the Maine League of American I C. Platt and Mr. Manley have long had I
at Waldo Station?” After answering in
Wheelmen have been filed and will be rat- an understanding that New York’s second ! you
ified at the election in November: Chief choice should be Mr. Reed.Amos J. the affirmative, aud a good laugh, Jerry left
was nominated for Congress
on his mission, which is to see no deadheads
consul, Charles S.'fHichborn, Augusta; ! Cummings
in the Tenth Congressional district, New
vice consul, Will 'Bryant,
get a ride on his train. Soon Thorndike was
Biddeford; York
a
at
couI
city, by Tammauy Hall,
reached and Dr. A. J. Billings, another of
secretary treasurer,
Percy II. llicliand
the
ventiou
held
i
October
5th,
ardson, Portlaud: representatives, C. A.
the committee, was in waiting with his colt,
State
Win.
J.
nominated
Democracy
Bodwel), Sanford, Charles E. Litchfield, I
This is the only Congressional which by the way is out of his time, but can
Lewiston.In response to a communi- ; Brown.
show a good step, and off we started for the
cation from Gov. Culberson of Texas to ! contest this year, and the election is held
the governors of the several States as to to till the vacancy caused by the death of Park, which was reached fifteen minutes bethe laws applying to prize lighting. Gov. I Alexander .1. Campbell, who was elected fore the appointed time. Comrade Howe,
Cleaves replied; “In response to your tel- I to Congress in the Tenth district last fall. another of the committee, had already arin the last derived. After looking the Park over, the ofegram, prize fighting is made a misde- |_The Republican party,
cade, has not held a more emthusiastic ficers of the Park Association (all gentlemeanor by our statute and is not tolerated
the.
one
Oct.
which,
5th,
in Maine."_At a meeting Oct. 3d of the I convention than
!
for a third term men in every respect) arrived and we looked
Ke; ublican State committee Mr. Bryon placed in nomination
the grounds over again in their company.
Frederic
T.
of
MassaGov.
Greenhalge
Boyd ol Augusta was unanimously electThe speeches of the conven- Then with the President, Dr. Fuller, and
ed secretary of the State committee to chusetts.
fill t he vacancy caused b. the resignation tion were unusually brilliant, even for a the directors, we met at one of the cottages
The speech ot for a short consultation.
of F. I-!. Southard.The jury iu the sen- i Republican convention.
This Park is situsational Laughton-Cyphers case at Skow- | Chairman Guild was a ringing eff ort, and ated on Unity Pond in a
grove of pine
the
in
which
Gov.
nominatspeech
Long
had
tlie matter under considerahcgan
aud cedar, aud we found it to he one of.
tion only about one lioi r and a half, Oct. I ed Gov. Greenhalge was a strong one,
Nature’s most beautiful spots.
Already
2d, and returned the following findings: ringing with lofty sentiments. The acFirst, that the charges of cruel anil abu- ceptance speech of the Governor was a cottages have been built, with a hotel,
It was pitched upon stable, boathouse, plenty of boats, and a
very happy effort.
sive t: catmi nt and adultery made by Mr.
Laughton against his wife were true and a lotty plane, and its noble sentiments of small steamer for excursions and picnic
earnest
endeavor
were warmly approved
that a divorce ought to lie granted Frank
parties. Pure water has been brought
the convention.
It was a great day
J.. Laughton.
Second, that the charges! by
into the Park, and it is as good as we ever
for
the
and
a
Republican party
great day
of cruel and abusive treatment and nondrank. After partaking of a good dinner at
for
For
both
it
Gov.
Greenhalge.
presagsu] l i'it. made by Mrs. Laughton against ;
the hotel, the doctor called for his colt and we
her husband w ere not true, and that she ed a magnificent victory in November,
such
as that of
last
it returned by way of Unity village. This road
if,
year,
indeed,
ought not to he granted a divorce. Third, j
that Herbert E. Cyphers was guilty of does not splendidly surpass even that in- I leads through a nice farming country where
alienating the affections of Mrs. Laughton j comparable success. Following is the everything indicates prosperity. We passed
from her husband, and that Mr. Laugh- 1 complete ticket: Governor, Frederic T. the creamery, also the corn factory, which
tel: should recover damages in the sum of
Greenhalge, Lowell; Lieutenant Gover- has
just finished up a prosperous year. This
s2O0.T1 ore were imposing ceremonies 1 nor. Roger Wolcott of Boston; Secretary
of
State, William M. Olin of Boston; was the first time we had visited this secat Fort Fairfield Get. 3d at the dedication j
of the monumt-M given by the State, com- i Treasurer and Receiver General, Edward tion of Waldo county by team. Fifty or ;
Shaw of Newburyport; Auditor, John sixty years ago this was the home of Dr.
memorating the patriotism of John Baker, P.
W. Kimball of Fitchburg; Attorney Gen- i
a ] Jivulc citizen,
Billings and he knows every farm and who
during the contentions
Iiosea M. Knowlton of New Bedford.
or, the disputed
territory on the eastern j era),
occupies them. We will mention only a few.
.The
Boston
Globe
made
a
canvass
of
frontier in ls:',-t.
The monument was i
The lirst is the Farwell homestead, situated
presented by the Secretary of State. The I the Massachusetts Republican State Con- on Unity stream, and it is so well known
hist, iv was given by Major Dickey of vention as t,» the choice of the deleIn the re- throughout Waldo county that it needs no
Fort Kent.
It is the only ease of the gates for President in ’Oo.
j
kit o
vi
known.The contracts have turns made Thomas B. Reed received as description. Next was the Clark farm, and
been let o r a sz'G.OoO hotel at liangeley.
many votes as all others combined. Wil- we noticed particularly the apple trees which
Tin old h’angeiov Lake house will he I liam McKinley is their second choice, were bending with their weight of fruit. Next
mov.-d to Lake Point and an addition I with Harrison as third_The Republican came the Hurd farm, noted for
raising potabuilt.A little less than two million representative convention at Roife, Iowa, toes. One thousand bushels is not
regarded
which has been deadlocked since July lb,
people tide ovei tin Maine Central in a
as much of a crop. One of the boys" raised on
yen; am, tin freight earnings last year adjourned finally. Oct. Oth, without making a nomination. The convention took this place is A. A. Hurd of Belfast. Just
iitnooi.il d to sg.7in.r4g.
Borne. :
c.limed janitor at Colby, was 7137 ballots during its intermittent ses- before crossing the si re.on we passed the old
dll' 'ting tiie burning over of part of the sions.
sehoolhouse where the doctor said he had
f.m.pns when a freshman who happened
got many a Hogging as a boy sixty years ago.
ahug in ill o out: “Weil, Sam, that's
Fi**u and <»amk.
The Maine Fish and The next is the Perley homestead (Home
most ns black ayou are!"
"Yes, sail,” Game Commissioners held a hearing re- Sweet Home.) Bru. John Perley sleeps on
pi' u i.tly replied Sam, “and next year it cently at Wils.m's Mills.*on the Magalloway
the hillside near the spot lie loved so well.
will lie most as green as you are!".
rivet, upon a petition asking that the As we
passed we thought of the many urgent
Jo-i i'li Reardon. m*w holding'a lucrative tributaries ol
river
and
Magalloway
j
cit k>hi] in the intt state commerce comParmacheuee lake, above and including invitations to visit ins home aud felt sorry
mission
lliee in Washington, a former AbbotCs
brook, and also including that we had neglected to do so until too late.
resident of Brewer and Bangor, and later Parmaebenee falls, on the
Magalloway, be We pass on to Thorndike Station, bid good
f IVitland. is one of the numerous canclosed to fishing.
There was no remon- by to the doctor, board the train, and in due
didates lor surveyor at the port of Port- strance
except to the closing of the falls, time reached Waldo Station where we found
land. and is said to have a strong backing.
and the petition was granted.
The clos- our horse all right, bills all paid, and so
The other candidates for the office, the
ing of these waters will protect young were off for home after a pleasant aud proof
which
is
a
are
exsalary
£4,500
trout and landlocked salmon on their fitable day.
A. s.
year,
Mayor Johnson of Waterville. Hon. Simon breeding grounds, and make better fish>.
Brown oi Waterville, Editor Fred C.
the
ing below, by largely increasing
supObituary.
Plaisted of the Augusta New Age, and
ply. On the trip the commissioners shot
Sarali J., widow of the late Benjamin
Winfield Eastman of Cumberland county. a few
Commissioners
partridges.The
died Oct. 3d at the residence of her
There promises to be a very interesting have ordered the
closing of Goose River Thomas,
contest...-...Governor Cleaves, Oct. 4th, stream, which rises in the Camden hills son ^Charles Thomas, Camden street, Rockafter a long illness, of a painful dropsiland,
nominated Col. A. B. Farnliarn of Bangor and flows into
Rockport harbor, a distance cal affection, aged 09 years. Mrs. Thomas
foi SheiilT of Penobscot county.GovThis has been a great was the daughter of Charles ami
of about six miles.
Abigail
e:iU'i
Cleaves, on Oct. 7th, appointed trout stream, and will be again, with a few (Williams) Allen. She leaves three sons in
II.
Picliardson
(
of Portland,
has.
Percy
years “rest.”.The great rush of hunt- Rockland, Charles with whom she has made
>. Iliohborn of Augusta, Prof. G. II.
her home, Theodore ami Clifford, and one
ers this fall is toward Norcroes station, on
sou residing in
Hamieu of the Maine .state College, and the B. tV
Fitchburg, Mass. Most of
A.,from which point the throngs her other
relatives reside in Belfast. She
Roland T. Patten of SkowBegan, deleseparate to Pamedumcook, Millinocket, was a very excellent woman, and has left
gates to attend the Good Roads Parlia- Ambejejus cud Jo Merry lakes, or yet behind her a character revered and a
precment to he held at Atlanta. (4a., Oct. 17farther to the Katahdin region and the ious memory to he cherished. [Rockland
R*.
he Governors of the several States West Branch_Commissioner Wentworth Star.
ami teirilories appointed
delegates to says that there is more game this year
this parliament.The trustees of the than
Allen, who at one time lived
last, and that the supply will hold in Capt. Daniel
Gorl.am Normal school have elected Mrs.
Bangor, died Thursday in Boston, at the
out well even if every man who goes into
of
about
GO
aged
Ro>; (
years. He was a sailor in
Johnson, ieael er of the model the woods gets all the law allows.Bill
his youth and rose to he a captain and for
school connected therewith, to fill the
Moriarty of Bangor, hunter and guide, lias thirteen years commanded West India mervacancy occasioned by the resignation of it camp at Xahmakanta lake, 23 miles from chantmen.
During all that time his estimMi-.- i-nnie M. Colby, the former teacher.
Xorcross station, this season.
He reports able wife accompanied him on his voyages,
.Edward Hutchins, who it is said at- that to the west and southwest of Katah- being ever a devoted helpmate. A little
tempted to murder his daughter at New diu moose are nearly its plentiful as deer_ over two years ago when Mr. Hanna, a
•Siberia recently, and. upon his failure,
Three hook and line mackerel fishermen wealthy Cleveland, O., gentleman, had the
sought t<* take liis own life, was taken to arrived at Gloucester Oct. 4th from North big steam yacht Comanche constructed at
that port, Capt. Allen was sent for to take
Oct. 5tli and lodged in jail to
Bang <
Bay with good trips, something that has her to the sea board and did so in such a
await tlie February term of court.
He is
not happened before at this port for many successful manner that he was secured as
undei s^'.oCO bom’s which he cannot obThe vessels are schooners Carrie captain.
years.
bbn.in the U. s. circuit court in Port- and Annie, with 240 barrels of
large fat
lami Oct. 5th, in the case of William T.
Evelyn, wife of Hon. J. T. Berry, died
fish: Noon Day,235 barrels, and Grade L.
Oct. 7th at the family residence on Summer
receiver
Gilbert,
of the Commercial Al- Fears with 310.
Mcrhee said that
Capt.
St., Rockland, aged G4 years. The cause was
liam «• Lite Insurance
Company of New when he left the bay mackerel were plen- dropsy.
Mrs. Berry was a daughter of the
5 oik, vs. the Maine and New Brunswick tiful in the
vicinity of the Magdalene late Jonathan Crockett. She was thrice
wherein the receiver of the Islands and took the hook freely.
The married, the surviving husband, Mr. Berry,
Ccmnieicial Alliance sues to recover the hand-line fleet in the
bay consisted of being ex-president of the Knox & Lincoln
sum of
£55.000, which he alleges in liis about 20 vessels, all of which had done railroad, and one of Maine’s foremost citiThe deceased moved in select social
writ, was received by the M. A X. B. Co.,
fairly well. The men were mostly middle- zens.
circles and was
esteemed. Two sisHorn the directois of the Commercial
aged, and were out of practice in line- and- ters survive, one highly
of whom is Mrs. Williams
Alliance without consideration, Judge hook
There had been much talk of
fishing.
The
brothers
are Dr. W. E.
Bangor.
Webb handed down the decision,
deny- about the method now in vogue of catch- Crockett of Boston and Prof. A. T. Crockett
ing the motion of the defendants to dis- ing mackerel with the purse seine. He of Rockland.
miss the action on the ground that the believes it has been the means of exterreceiver had no authority to sue them in
News has been received of the death of
minating mackerel and frightening them
this jurisdiction.
from their spawning grounds. There was Calvin Nelson Tolman, formerly of Rockland. He has resided for many years in
just as much live feed in the water for the
where he died Sept. 19,
In IJjiiki-.
The constitutional conven- fish as ever, hut no large fleet of vessels, Liverpool, England,
after an illness of five weeks. He was the
tion of South Carolina lias decided there as in former
scattered
over
the
son of the late Calvin and Margaret
years,
(Kaler)
shall never be a divorce granted in South ground,
throwing out artificial bait, Tolman and was horn in Rockland Aug. 12,
Carolina for any cause.
The vote was 80 which tended to keep the mackerel to- 1832. He was never married. Two brothers
to 40.
Senator Tillman did his best to gether in large bodies and prolong the and two sisters survive him, Franklin Tolhave divorces of other States recognized
He believed that had man and Mrs. J. H. McIntosh of Rockland
fishing season.
and Oscar Tolman of Rock port and Mrs.
in tiie State.
For once his appeals were
there been 200 vessels in the bay this seaEdgar H. Walcott of Union. His remains
heard with deaf ears and lie was voted son
using the hook and line, there would were interred in Kirkdale cemetery, Liverdown.The big ocean steamship St.
have been as many mackerel taken as pool.
Paul, built by the Cramps of Philadelphia,
formerly. The fish would be taken better
as a sister ship to the St. Louis for the
Harold J. Haskell, son of Capt. Caleb and
care of and command a higher price.
Rose Haskell of Deer Isle, died on hoard the
International Navigation Company’s line,
schooner Hugh Kelley, which has been dismade an average speed of 20.5 knots an
At Pittsfield, Oct. 5tli, charging a cargo of coal at the wharves of
Tuj:f Topics.
hour in her official trip of almost S8 knots
Frank B., won the wagon race in 2.50. the Stickney & Babcock C( al Co., Thursday
over tiie government course off the Massanight. The deceased was six years of age
chusetts coast Oct. 4th,and scored another Charlie Gid won the 2.30 trot and pace, and
was sick but 12 hours, the cause of his
decided success for American shipbuild- in six heats; best time, 2.35 by Nellie W.; death being cholera morbus.
Fiags were
ers.A Massachusetts court decides that winner's best, 2.38_At liigby park, Oct. fiying at half mast on the schooner Friday
won
the
unfinished
Obelisk
2.23
5th,
a prize tight is not a
iu honor of the deceased.
[Bangor Comtight. The Texas
2.15 1-4.
Black Nathan mercial.
legislature makes a prize tight a felony.... trot, best time,
Tale won the international competitions led to the three-quarters but two bad
The Rev. Joel S. Stevens, wlio died at
with Cambridge at Manbatten Field, New breaks then spoiled his chance.At
recently, was a native of
York. Oct. 5th, taking eight events out Presque Isle, Oct. 5th, Leslie C. won the Orange, Mass.,
but in 1861 he came to Maine and
Vermont,
of a possible eleven.The funeral of 2.24 trot, in four heats, best time 2.25. preached to the Methodist societies at Winwon the 2.30 race in four heats;
Harry Wright, the veteran base bail Joker
terport, Hampden and other places. In 1862
and chief of the National best time, 2.20, by Quiver; winner’s best, lie enlisted in the 16th Maine regiment and
manager,
Nelson
won
the
1-4.
3-minute
2.20
served three years. He received wounds in
Lucy
League staff of umpires, who died Oct.
in three straight; best time, 2.37 1-4. the war which disabled him from doing
3d.
took place
at
Philadelphia the race,
much active work since.
Briou
won the 2.40 race; best time, 2.37
0th.
The services were conducted by
Itev. W. W. Sylvester of the Memorial 1-2_The track at Rigby has seen several
Mrs. Nathaniel Crooker died at her home
Church of the Advocate, and consisted i surprises in the way of making records, on Pearl street, Camden, Oct.
8th, aged about
was
one of
the
but
there
on
greatest
80. Her husband was buried Oct. 2nd and
simply of the ritual of the Episcopal
the 2.40 race, when a livery since his sickness she had been in
3d
in
Oct.
church.
Interment was in West Laurel
failing
of unknown pedigree and record, health. She leaves a large circle of friends.
Hill Cemetery.One of the most
pleas- horse,
won the race in straight heats and made a
of
Scandinavian
writers
ing
as well as one
Insurance Cases Settled.
of the most accomplished of scholars is record of 2.14.
lost in the death of Professor Hjalmar
The Mutual Life and New York Life have
Hjortli Boyesen of Columbia College.
Washington Whisperings. Bids were each settled with the holders of the §50,000
Born in Norway in 1848 and educated in
opened at the navy department Oct. 1st policies which these companies had upon the
his native country and Germany, he came for the construction of six
Clinton A. Woodbury of
composite gun- life of the late
to this country in 1808 and settled in boats authorized
Deering, who, at the time of his recent death
by the last naval appro- in
bis
office
in
Portland, was said to have
Chicago. For several years he was editor priation bill. The act limited the cost committed suicide,
hor a longtime the comof a Scandinavian paper published there, of the vessels to
$230,000 each and provid- panies refused to pay and suits were brought
and in 1874 he was appointed
professor of ed that no more than two should be built against them in the U. S. Court. They have
German at Cornell.
He held the chair by one firm.
The Bath Iron Works bid now effected a compromise by paying a part
for six years, until in 1880 he
accepted a $229,400 for one of the single screw boats, of the policies, though not the whole by any
similar position at Columbia, where he with certain
exceptions noted in their means. The exact terms of the settlement
remained until liis untimely death. He
the papers in the are not made public, there being an agreespecifications.All
ment among the parties concerned to keep
was one of the founders of the
Authors’ case of Mr. Spofford, librarian of Congress, them
strictly private. At one time a great
Club in New York.William W.
Story, are in the hands of the President, and the fight*was anticipated in the U. S. Court over
the distinguished American sculptor, died impression is gaining that he will not be these cases.
suddenly painlessly Oct. 7th at the coun- disturbed in his office. It appears that
try house of his daughter, Marquise Auditor Holcombe has withdrawn his
A Bad Speculation. A short time ago a
Peruziz at Vallombrosa, Italy. His health
objections to the financial methods of the publisher brought out a book entitled “Adlias been failing since the death of his
librarian, and the latter’s requisitions on vice to Plain Women.” Only one copy lias
been got rid of, and that was taken
wife last year. Mr. Story was born in the
treasury for salaries and general ex- as yet
Salem, Mass., February 2i, 1819. He was penses are honored without delay. The by the office boy to his mother for curl paper.
at one timeU. S. Commissioner for Maine.
investigation has not yet been completed.
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
Hl'lousness, In ligestlon. Headache.
,v pleasant laxative. All DrussistsNEWS OF

THE

County Correspondence.

WEEK.

Palermo.
Hetiry B. Carr and family
have moved to Albion to spend the winter with their daughter, Mabel
Hussey.
-Mrs. Betsy Perkins is visiting friends in

|
i

;

Montville-Mrs. Abbie Ware of Whitefield returned home recently.Clarence
Worthing has bought the Robinson house at

|

j
j

Branch Mills and is

Children

Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

I

at

blacksmith
his trade...

a

Cela Nelson and Willie Grant are running a
machine this fall.Cora A.
Goodwin visited her father in Montville last
week.
\

threshing

North Skarsport.
About fifty were
scut at the party at Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Ames Saturday night, Oct. 5th, and a very
pleasant time was enjoyed by all. After

)>r.

AYER’S

Cherry

Pectoral

listening to some fine music, both vocal aud
instrumental, games were played until
12 o’clock, when all returned to their several
homes-Quite a number of our people
went to meeting at the Roberts sclioolhouse

SAVED HIS LIFE
So says Mr. T. M.

Reed,

highly

a

respected Merchant of Mid*

dletown, III.,

of a

Young

Oct. <5th. There were over one hundred people present. After listening to that able
preacher, Rev. Luther H. Hammons of BelDr. Howe
fast, there were 22 exhortations
of Winterport was in town recently_C.
A. Lowe and Mr. Clark of West Wiuterport

Man who was supposed
to be In Consumption.

“One of

mv

customers,

some

ago, had a son who had all
the symptoms of consumption.
The usual medicines afforded him
no relief, and he
steadily failed
until he was unable to leave his
bed. His mother applied tome
for some remedy and L recommended Ayer’s ('berry Pectoral.
The young man took it according
to directions, and soon began to
improve until lie became well
years

were

in

town

recently buying poultry_

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Holmes and friend of

Abbington, Mass.,

are

in

town, the guests of

Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Smart.
Waldo Centre. D. Dyer, wife and sister
of Winterport have been visiting at Mr.
Matt Wilson’s... Mrs. I. G. Reynolds of
South Brooks was the guest of Mrs. Miles

and strong.”—T. M. Heed, Middletown, 111.

Luce recently.Mr. Ralph E. Freeman lias
been in Rockland on business.Mr. F.
Wentworth and daughter Nettie visited
relatives in China., Waterville and Augusta
recently...Mrs. Ella Sanborn and children
arrived home October 2nd from Princeton,
Mass., where they spent the past six months.
-Maria Arnold of Methuen Mass., is
V family gathvisiting at Alman Robert’s
ering was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Whitcomb Oct. 3d and the occasion
was very pleasant one.
Among those present were Oliver Blake and wife ot
Morrill,
W. B. Cammett aud family, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Sanborn, Mr. and Mrs. Ned Ellis,
Mrs. Maria Clements aud Mrs Ruth Mixer of
Waldo, Mr. and Mrs. John Frazier and Mrs.
Irene Higgins of Belfast.Nathaniel Cross
lias arrived home from Isle-au-IIaut_L.

“Some time ago, T caught a
cold, my throat and lungs
badly inflamed, and I had a
terrible cough. It was supposed
that I was a victim of consumption, and my friends had little
hope of recovery. Hut I bought a
severe
were

bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
took it, and was entirely cured.
Mo doubt, it saved my life.”—

1. Jones, Emerts Cove, Tenn.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectora/
Received Highest Awards
THE WORLD’S FAIR

AT

1

;

MISTER! YOU VE
DROPPED YOUR

F^LrU G
A GREAT BIG PIECE FOR
IO CENTS-

A. Whitcomb is in Boston
ordering goods
for his store.... James Oil ley arrived home
from Castine Oct. 5, and spent
Sunday with
his parents.

•

Prospect Ferry. The Ladies* Circle met
! with Mrs. B. C. Avery Oct. 2nd. Among
those present was Miss Elmira Ginn,
presi1 dent of the \V. C. T. 1‘
of Damariscotta...
Mr. Luther Butler of Mt. Heagan died very
| suddenly at his home Sept. 30th. The re| mains were taken to Franklin for hurial_
! The sad news of Mrs. E. D. Sherburne’s
death, which occurred in Ilallowell, was reI ceived here Oct. 3d. Mr. S. was a former
I resident of this place and his many friends
| sympathize with him in His great loss_
and Mrs. Orrin Luke visited in
: Mr.
i Stockton Oct. oth and 0th_Capt. J. S.
Harrimau is working at Mt. Tuck_Mrs.
E. R. Batclielder and son Allie returned
home from Boston Oct. 2nd_Mr. and Mrs.

Is_Sajjj*Os-

Company,,

building

shop, wherb he will work

|

NEVER FAILS

-TO

are visiting in Searsport-Mrs. Manley Ginn has gone to New

Bottles with 5 weeks treatment, $1.00
Bottles with 2 weeks treatment,

.50

All Druggists and Dealers
sell it.
AH jobbers handle
it.
Address all communications to

Boston, Mass.

P.O. Box 1300.

A. A. HOWES A VO.,
4w3!>*

Jobbers, Belfast,

BOOK

Me.

Bill

The undersigned, having made
arrangements
with one of the best binders in the State, is
prepared to receive

.Hooks(Pamphlets Magazines
*

and have them bound in a neat and
binding, and at very low prices.

strong

GKO. W. BURGKSS.

JOB PRINTING
of every description promptly attended to.
Send your orders to.'..

Burgess' Job Printing Office,
BELFAST, MAINE.

3m33

DISORDERED
BLUR BEFORE
THE EYES,

c

WE CHALLENGE
Better times

satisfy

Any

CHARLES

one

wishing

to

their
of said

and

money

Mass-Miss

Lesson

Chairs at almost your own price.
Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1.50

Top and Wool lower than ever before
Sofas and Parlor Sets lower thai any

to the sea,

Since

And they

the woodland,

MR. WILLIS

come

and go forever in

J. C.

a never-

ceasing train,
mortals, gazing on them, know
they’re sure to come again.
’Tis the message of Jehovah, to his people—

Dyspepsia by using

we

you and me—
Take the promise that I give you of your Im-

Lie Bailreal Liver Fills.

mortality/”
[John Kendrick Bangs,
Champion of

SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Manufactured by the
Railroad Medicine Co., Burnham Maine.

take orders in every town and

■

■

in

first-class workman, is connect.
!
this establishment. Repairing
niture, Upholstering and Vaio
a

1NG

done in

with

despatch.

a

thorough

m

& Son.

RESTORED MtNlfOOu

Harper’s Bazar.

maun.

-

:i
The great remedy for ntfvous prostration
diseases of the generate organs of fit her *
o
Nervous Prostration, Filing or Lost Manhood,
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental
cessive use of Tobacco* Opium, which lead
tion and Insanity. Wfh every $5 order w» Lr v
>
guarantee to cure or efund the money.
per box, O boxes for#5.00.

S

m

SMALL PILL. SMALL BOSK. NO 6RIPIN0.

to

have been in’ business.

Thompson

Every Box Warranted.

MEN

we

,f!,(

care.

There’s the vast unrestful ocean, ’neath
fair unclouded sky;
There’s the dancing wave a-wrinking as the
ships go sailiug by ;
There’s the garden with its tiowers, with its
roses all ablow;
There’s the very soul of purity, the first
fresh fall of snow.

And

upwards

Hair

the deepening evening blue.

Sure Relief foi

Moving!

Fancy

with its gorgeous autumn hue;
There’s the twinkling star a-peeping through

PRICKLY FEELING
OF HANDS OR FEFT

:::

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from $10.50 upwards.

silvery.

every

NERVOUS

:::

Because it is offered at prices that tempt buvers.
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

Nature.

of

There’s the vista through

DEBILITY,

will try and

O^CONNELL.

Elva

There’s the meadow full of clover, and the
cattle grazing there—
All is silent, ail is peaceful, all is free from

LIVER COMPLAINT,

we
:::

Our Furniture is

Randall of Stockton
Springs is visiting her sister, Mrs. Lizzie
Eames-Miss Carrie Davis of Stockton
Springs is spending a few weeks with Mrs.
I. F. Gould.

upland

CONSTIPATION,

and

THESE ARE MOVING TIMES.

pledge 85,

or more, can
intenti >ns to
committee.
The hall will
any
be built on wliat is know n as the old barrack lot. Remember, this is a stock company and any one may have a share, as the
Grange is to hire rent_Mrs. Willard Keen
intends to spend the wrinter with her
daughter, Mrs. May Stackpole, in Lynn,

send

ow

SOUR STOMACH,

coming

—

Now a’.I golden in the sunlight, in the shad-

OVER-EATING,

are

you at the present..

White Store, 81 Main St

There’s the sunrise o’er the mountains in
the shimmering August days ;
There’s the sunset in the valley in a veil of
bluish haze;
There’s the river flowing gently from the

DIZZINESS,

A

And Latest M

Mrs. A. A. Ginn, was read, and one new
member joined, after which the time was
given up to social chat. Mrs. Horace Emerson of
Winterport joined the party at
tea time. The ride home was much enjoyed,
as the sky was
clear and bright. These
gatherings are helpful to the members, and
may they come often during the winter
evenings. The next meeting will he with
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Colson, Oct. 17_South
Branch Grange have decided to build a Hall
in the town of Prospect, by a stock company, the shares to be 85 each. Five sisters
have been chosen as a committee to solicit
share-holders
Mrs. Jennie Ward, Mrs.
Heneritta Ginn, Mrs. Ella M. Littlefield,
Mrs. Etta Gray and Mrs. Addie Thompson.

The

STOMACH,

Clothings

Fresh from the Market

There’s a wealth <»f lovely pictures in this
blessed world of ours:
There’s the rainbow in the heavens, after
spring and summer showers,
With its wondrous hues prismatic, with its
perfect arching grace,
From the zenith of its beauty to its distant
misty base.

IS THE RESULT OF

VOUR-

We have got our FALL AND WINTER STOO
We will give you our best attention. Our

York to visit her husband... .Mrs. Addie
Pearson of Port Clyde is visit ng her mothMiss Margaret
er, Mrs. Henry Billado.
Smalley of Port Clyde is also visiting Mrs.
B... .Miss Stella Berry of Be*fast is visiting
her cousin, Miss Olive Billado. ..Edgar Harriman and wife have returned to their home
in Laconia, N. H-Capt. and Mrs. A. J.
Crocker of \Vinterport visited at Capt. Grander Harriman’s Oct. fith.
Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
met with Mr. and Mrs. Cliar es E. Littlefield
Oct. 3d. A line report from our secretary,

California Catarrh Cure Co.,

v

Fall & Winter

Freeman Batclielder
The discoverer of this remarkable remedy cured himself after
HO years «*/' suffering.
It
will cure you.
Full directions
of every bottle.

15r

city;

no

delivering; good wages from start, pay
weekly; no capital required; work year round.
12w38*
GLEN BROS., Rochester, N. Y.

the

New

Woman.

John Temple Graves, some years ago editor oi the Evening Herald of this city, hut
more recently of Ro me, Ga., and the succes"
sor in oratory of the immortal Henry Grady,
is lecturing on “The New Woman.” His
language is as beautiful and fascinating as
his subject. [Jacksonville, Fla., Metropolis.

BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

|

KOU SAIF.

,j

^

,i id>i‘
PR. MOTT"? cfTLMICAL CO.. ('lev• 'out.

BY R. H. MOODY, BELFAST, MAKE.

in the Azores Islands.

c="~|1ft,

delight

f

dead white.
There are two

of

Fat al, Sept. 9,1895. Although
have remained in Portuguese
,sieu since the day of their discov-

except during the short and almost
,en period of Spanish dominion—
..'■old which we call Fayal is named in
„!il European geographies O Lilias
Flamengos, the Flemish Island. It

_

ib,ait in tliis way.
Away back in
ii ntury, when Portugal occupied

[li

among the nations
cartli than at present and could afire away territories as large as

higher position

Mrs* X J*. Bell, Ossawatomie, Kan*
wife of the editor of The Graphic, the leading local paper of Miami county, writes
“I teas troubled with heart disease

retains, King Duarte prearchipelago to his brother,
an.
At this time England was
w

cis

for six years, severe palpitations, shortwith such exness of breath, together
treme nervousness, that, at times I would

piously drenched in the blood

walk the floor nearly all night.
We
consulted the best medical talent.
They said there was no help for me,
that I had organic disease of the heart for
which there was no remedy.
I had read
your advertisement in The Graphic and
a year ago, as a last resort, tried one bot tle of
l>r. Biles' Xew Cure for the Heart.
which convinced me that there was true
merit in it. I tookYnree bottles each of the
Heart Cure and Restorative Nervine and
It completely eured me. I sleep
well at night, my heart beats regularly and
I have no more smothering spells. I wish
to say to all who are suffering as I did;
there's relief untold for them if they will
oniy give your remedies just one trial.”
T»r. Miles Heart Cure is sold on a positive

under the
of his

Pei

reign of Henry
spirited spouse,
happened that King

more

It

caret.

had married the Count of
Duke of

,p

Henry

v

.u

as

colo-

a

devastating

n

and she

send out

great many Flemings
protection from the per-

Azores
:

Bergundy,
to

rai

the Low Cotui-

of Flemish

e

speech

lias

.auished from flic islands and
inhabitants

.i

aain
!

now

numerous

indications of

the bulk of the

i'll

make any
hut

S]ianish descent;

,.f

i:i:i

i stunt Flanders.

miles inland is known to this

1 in tlie harbor of llorta on

colored canaries fill the air with song.
There are long hedges of camellias, and

capotes gossiping together

a

on

eas—and such roses! They grow

bay and

across
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get Scott's Emulsion when yon

Bowne, New

it and not

want

York.

All

a

cheap substitute.

Druggists.

50c. and $1.

GRSFF5 lihlZtc

Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout,
Lumbago, Sciatica,
j
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhosa, Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver
and Kidney Diseases. A positive Cure effected in from 6
to 18 days.
j
I
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That

we have five cent money
order with every ONE DOLLAR CASH PURCHASE.

We shall carry

SERVICK.

a

line line of

MEN’S PANTS,
BOYS’ SHORT PANTS.

j

Tobacco

for

expressly

DON’T FORGET

+ Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale bv F. E. Crowley
l’AYSON TICKER,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, ami (ien'l Manager.
F. E Boothbv, C.en’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1 0. 1895.
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TO BELFAST.

the history of American naval
Captain Reid and his officers

that

v

sign

Be
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Portland.. 12 25
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fence of tliis vessel

The

A M

Waterville

cannon, “Long
is tire 42-pounder

before the castle of .San Juan.

-

TIM E-TA BLE.

Blending

Flavor

Juan, where the famous
Tom,” is mounted. It

the Armstrong was blown
many years her wreck lay

*

FROM BELFAST.

wearied traveler may swing her
indulge in all-day siestas;

the old fort ban

If you have borrowed from
health to satisfy the demands
of business, if your blood is
not getting that constant
supply of fat from your food
it should have, you must
pay back from somewhere,
and the somewhere will be
from the fat stored up in

On and after Oct. 14, 1895, trains
connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

Unrivalled Skill

incense

and every night be lulled to sleep by the
music of old ocean’s grandest symphonies.
Directly opposite to Hotel Fayal stands

principal residences and

beautiful,

of such

aromatic

fort San Juan. Though he had only seven
:ht sky that of Italy, the sea
j guns and 00 men, lie repulsed three atpresent the queerest of styles and studies. !
tinis that hint of bloom. About
tacks of flotillas sent in by the English
Some ot them are veneered with
porce- I
the half-moon-shaped bea. h a
squadron, destroying many boats and inlain lilt* called
azulejos, (literally trans;
huiit upon the s<Hid reek j ns
on the enemy a
loss of 300 men.
uded, “bine eyes”) and the- names of the dieting
y
under the frowning ramparts
that he must eventually be overstreets are also lettered in the same blue i Finding
where sentinels pace to and fro
; powered, C'apt. Reid caused the muzzle
and white ware set into the walls.
blue and white Hag of Portugal,
■4
“Long Tone* to be pointed into the
i’bt shops are mere windowless store1
wait up the slippery steps of Cm
hold, and died, thus scuttling the ship,
house.- with blank outer walls, but each
’.shed granite quay the reveille
n'hen .he escaped with his crow to the
\
w ith two or three enormous doors
which
•i from the fort, answered
.'•hore.
by the dand wide open
hong afterwards ‘Long Tom’’
but
are
barred
at i
by day
■!
! was fished up and mounted in the fort
trumpets lrom tlie garrison on
as
it
tor a siege.
ig111
Dwellings are ! -where
1-top. ami the resonant vhingoi of
patriotism impeihs at least
'.di above the shops, with small hah oCm era. 1
Tia- high, ub-tanthd |
every American coiner to make it a visit.
; Yu-.-. i'rejecting over the street.
Ralconies
:r
There is nothing else very warlike about
along the w ! ol» cit v
re as universal as in Hay
above the beach of glittering
it contains a few rusty
I the old castle,
'■"i ;
-•••*bon oi Madrid,
isonie project j
a
much needed bulwark,
I guns and pyramids of cannon ’nails, and a
llnm supports of carved
stone; others
mly one naitow street bc- ; i'est with
squad of soldiers, whose principal ucc;:airy insecurity upon fan■•
tlit- tirst line of houses. Day
pation seems to he the peaceful one of
ciiall\• wmuglit
timbers.
and
others I
L
-! : t lie heavy surf thunders against
cards.
Fannie B. Waiid.
siiow the daintiest patterns into which playing
'".•••ling sea-wall with a violence
’U'U:and iron can be
Farm
Facts.
wrought. All j
mikes the earth tremble.
At high
aie laUiccd, and in this
lattice-work are j
Returns to the State bureau o£ statistics
mlr-ws roll nearly to the top of
queer iittle slides and grates- peep-holes, i show that
the butter product of the l'4
and iii severe storms they often
I behind which many a Juliet watches her creameries in Maine for 1894 was
2,513,000
uioss
it. plunging in immense
Romeo s corning.
in passing you get I pounds.
mto
the fort, and
over
the
The largest orchard in Maine belongs to
glimpses ui lovely and rougish faces, (the i
adjoining buildings, that quiver lovelier because
It
half concealed), and re- | Mr. Charles S. I’ope of Manchester.
1
■■‘•ike before them like reeds in the
has about
trees, w hich cover nearly
etive coquettish smiles and
sly salutes 30 acres of 1,000
both walls and buildings have
land.
The principal product
with fans and finger tips.
It is consider- of this orchard is Baldwins.
The other
:ny times crushed like an egg
ed highly improper for a
Eayal maiden of varieties are Gravensteius, Ilubbardstones,
y the force of the waves, in winter
the better class to so much as
Tompkins, Talman’s Sweets, Rhode Isa v when the
glance at a land
harbor becomes a broken
Greenings and Roxbury Russets. Sevman
in the street, and should
venyou
eral thousand bushels of fruit are borne
'«;
of foam and tlie granite quay is
ture to call upon her,
though with a in this orchard yearly, and its owner has
Siopletely buried from sight. Then all
String of introductions a yard long, the been enriched by it.
-e smaller craft in the
bay are swamped, social heavens would
surely fall; hut loMany think tlie grain crop of the State
h.'cls drag their anchors and drift
upon
this year is one of the largest in the
cal custom gives them the blessed
agprivi1 'cks or the
beach, and it is impossiif it does not exceed, any ever
lege of flirting with any stranger who gregate,
.>s through the main street of the
in
Maine.
There
previously- produced
happens to come along, from the safe and was a wider breadth sown than was ever
"dh.ut being thoroughly drenched.
of their balconied known before.
Most of the grain, it is
lofty
vantage
ground
wharf was a chattering
multitude, alcobas. Evidently that rare
said, is oats, with an occasional field of
conjewel,
■'■ their
or oats and
'Sunday best” though the
barley, or of mixed
sistency, does not abound even in these peas. Threshers are grain, a
!i
both men and women barefootiiuding yield of 40
Western Islands.
The houses are built to 50 bushels to the acre
average to the
wooden shoes. There were voluble
in continuous blocks close up to the side- farm among good farmers, with selected
trimly uniformed soldiers, peastracts.
walks, the lower floor being on a level with theThese large quantities of grain,
f-li produce to sell,
bountiful corn crop, will be a
beggars in varie- with it. Each has a
court-yard or sagao, great help to the growers. One farmer
■■cs ami bevies of
giggling senhori- as the Portuguese call
will
raise
1500
bushels of oats.
to
it, equivalent
hotel in every ease
convoyed by patio of the
In the better
Spaniards.
hieunas wiio kept a sharp eye
The Gloucester Fishing F'leet.
houses tiiey are paved in
J 1
t “iuatious
patterns, with
sous of Mars.
Most of
gray and white pebbles, with dados of
11 "ore
For
the year ending Oct. 1st the loss of
gay woolen caps, like those
bright colored tiles, having a beautiful life and property in the Gloucester fisher'apolitan fishermen, the pointed
Oriental effect.
These glazed tiles, by ies lias amounted to 12 vessels, aggre‘'s'
lied and hanging over the side;
1021.02 tons, and 92 lives, a marked
the way, are an
relic of the gating
a shirts
interesting
and trousers of wiiite linen,
decrease from the year previous, when 30
Moslem occupation of the Iberian
1
!
penin- vessels, witli a total tonnage of 2423.42
t jacket of dark woolen stuff
sula. Irving, writing about the Alham- tons, and 137 lives were swallowed
'"u
by the
carelessly over one shoulder. All bra, says of them: “Some are still
The value of the vessels lost the
to be waves.
" un i,
were bunnetless, with
is
with a total insurpresent
red, seen among the Moorish
ruins, which ance of year 880,700,
'W cotton
800,704, of which 829,104 was in
handkerchiefs tied have been there
of eight centuupwards
the
local
mutual office.
Four vessels
kadi heads.
They wore white ries.” When the Spaniards invaded the were lost with their entire crews and
one
1 a
owns” and very full skirts of
Netherlands the tiles went with them— with a portion of her men, making 51 men
■“
•! red
lost by foundering and stranding, the balcalico; and some peered white porcelain, with geometric
figures ance being lost in dories,
■llli ,lle
by falling overplacket holes of coarse linen of
blue, brown, green or yellow—and board or other accidents.
thrown over the head and their
;
cleanliness made them acceptable to
1 *■ hers were
William H. Glover & Co. have a conentirely euvelop- the Dutch. In colonial days our foretract for a very fine summer
•l>'« or hooded cloaks of dark
cottage at
fathers brought them to New
Euglaud,
Islesboro. The site of the cottage is in
a
that strange garment which
where we knew them as Dutch
the
neighborhood of Dark Harbor. It is
tiles; but
“ms wear on all
occasions, both they are still Moslem, and Dutch only
be tor the lfev. Leighton Parks, rector
by to
summer.
The
cloak
of
Immanuel
is
part
Episcopal church, Boston.
I,
adoption. These of the Azores are most111
The lumber for the frame was shipped
enormous circle, extending to
ly made in Oporto, and there are many from Bangor last
and
was
■““ the
hood, of astonisliing other manufactories in Spain and Portu- commenced. The week, is to work
be finishcottage
■■“hs, is so stiffened
with whale- gal. It was the late Mrs.
^
Harrison’s ed and ready for delivery in May. Glover
1
’“hram that it looks like a dream
& Co. have a large crew at work upon it
to have the White House kitchens
and it will be advanced as far as possible
capote costs from thirty to floored and ceiled with neat
Dutch
before cold weather.
[Rockland Star.
V '!,Us »wl is the chief article in but her ambition was not realized. tiles,
To
of a well-to-do
Fayalsese return to our Fayal sagao; a long flight of
”kl' the Mexican
rebosa and the wooden stairs leads
i,r-:Hs],
up to the dwelling
I aver used,” writes one lady, in regard to
c, a.‘"JIled water-proofs we used to
part of the casa, and usually a bell rope
;
multitude of short-comHood’a Pills. “They ora so mild and do
beside the door on tbe landing.
hangs
°llei details of the
their work withtoilette. All Nobody pays any attention to the
!„■
bell,
1,6 seen
out any griping.
<jf a woman in side of
Be is
which seems to have been put
however,
I recommend
h“nds and a Pair
eyes, glistenthere mainly for ornament—the proper
them to all (of'll- ,v„ "tI,! 1U tLe depths of a coal-hod.
way, from the Azorean standpoint, being
fering from ooot,ie tw°sides °f the
n
to announce your arrival by
tivenees. They
clapping your
61 in 8uch a
way as to hide bands, as
will eertalnly
did in the Arabian Nights,
they
wll‘cli gives herself
bring your habits
ample you remember. The great -double doors
^
1
Peei out upon
regular. Weuss
everything of the sagao are painted green, blue or
range “
no other cathar*1
-P«cial'y to 8tudy the (to yellow and have clumsy iron
hinges,
tic.” Hood’s
11
costumes of Las Amerilocks
and
latches,
knockers that would
Pills are rapidly In creasing In fates. Mb
than

would otherwise own no homes and from
inculcating those lessons of prudence,
economy, saving and thrift which lie at
the foundation of material prosperity.
These associations are of
comparatively
recent origin in Maine,
yet already they
have accumulated $2,123,028.10.
Of this
sum in
passing it is well to note that
is
the
share of the seven asso$788,285.19
ciations in this immediate
vicinity, or as
is sometimes said, in “The Greater Portland.” Every dollar of this sum has been
invested at home and the
overwhelming
proportion of it in enabling those to build
homes for themselves and securing to the
community at large—the State—all the
advantage of the incentive to good citiKinship emanating from such conditions.

Sufferers from premature old age, or loss
of power, will find much of interest in
the
book above mentioned.

by

from health.

of this borrowing is thinness ; the result, nervewaste.
You need fat to keep the blood in health unless
you
business.
want to live with no reserve force—live from
hand to mouth.
After all that lias been said about these
Scott s Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil is more than a medicine.
institutions in our State as affording opportunities for investment, the greatest of It is a food. The
Hypophosphites make it a nerve food, too.
all their many advantages are
reaped by It comes as near
the State at large in the provision
perfection as good things ever come in this
they
make for building homes for those who world.

hammock and

the

quaint

If we are not misinformed, the bank examiners of New England, in their recent
session in Boston for
investigating the
Granite State affair, were unanimous in
their conclusion that its methods had
been wrong in the past, and were divided
only as to whether or not the promised
abandonment of such in the future would
remove objections to its continuance in

cures.

Tall mimosa

and the nuts are burned as incense in the
churches.
In this charming place an in-

llorta,

In every square is a
public
hillside, its quaint, gregate.
where water-carriers loiter and
pichouses, painted glaring white well,
of women, dropping their
iled roofs, resembling the Swiss turesque groups
and tilling their churn-like
.>f our childhood: above, tier | horn-cups
casks, are coming and going, with much
|
•l
witli
ridges
misty hollows in
and gossip, the whole
day loug.
‘’iitlly narrowing and fading laughter
the city is vastly mure
ru-tied outline of tin* central Architecturally.
cs

are

trees, the leaves of which

the cathedral and barracks.
At intervals ii widens out into
large well-paved squares and tiny parks,
where beggars and fleas “most do con-

a

of 50 feet.

palms and immense ferns. Ivies and flowering creepers fairly run riot, and the

the street.

all the business of

world of clamor and ges*
the long, straggling city fol-

ing

s

—

manner

trees,

borrowing

;

methods.

This book will be sent free on
receipt
twenty-one (21) cents in stamps,
for postage and
wrapping only. Address,
World s Dispensary Medical
Association,
No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
F01 more than a quarter of a
century
physicians connected with this widely
celebrated Institution have made the treatment of the diseases hinted at above their
specialty. Thousands have consulted t. em
by letter and received advice and medicines which have resulted in
permanent

the island,
walls of lava stone, 10

by
high and 3 feet thick.
trees guard the
entrance,

from the mountains past orange-groves and
vineyards and garden-embowered villas.

up and
of their

lengtti
gardens of

feet

The Rtiada Sao

the Pico chan-

on

curability, by home-treatment,

j

of doubtful reputation and questionable

of

many feet high and one single Cherokee
or Banksia rose bush entirely covers one

Francisco, Horta’s principal thoroughfare, extends the whole
we saw:
The few vessels riding length of the city in a straggling,genial sort
of way. inviting fellowship from all manner
•r n the roadstead tricked out in
luting Hying from gaff and mast- of lazy waterside folk and scenes along
: manner of smaller sailing crafts
shore, and from the far prettier and more
Mediterranean waters darting interesting thoroughfares that come down
c

and

diseases.

bowers covered with passion flowers, acacias rosy with bloom, steplianotis, ipomo-

As you may imagine, nothing can
be funnier than the side view of two

morning, tlie gala day-of the week
good Catholic countries; and this

...

ing steps to prevent the miscarriage of the
savings of those, seeking s uch institutions
for their investments, to foreign companies

business worry ; intemperance, sexual excesses or abuses over excite
the already
enfeebled nerves and result in
exhausting
diseases or drains upon the nervous
system.
It 8 ft drag and a
handicap to every
youim man to be a sufferer from nervous
debility or weakness, low spirits, irritable
temper, impaired memory, loss of willpower, and the thousand and one derangements of mind and
body that result from
pernicious habits often contracted through
ignorance of nature’s laws. The wreck of
constitution, weakened vitality and manly
power, following such habits would be a
sorry ending to life in this splendid age of
learning and labor. It will fast become an
age of unsettled brains and shattered nerves
unless our young men know
themselves.
To reach, re-claim and restore such
unfortunates to health and happiness is
the aim of the publishers of a book
of
1000 pages,
profusely illustrated, written in
plain language, on the nature, symptoms

sion the whole year round, exhaling delightful perfume, while the little olive-

canas.

those exiles.

>\

WKAT WILL EECO'IE OF THE YOUNO
MEN OF THE DAY?
Cigarette smoking is one of the evils
Which is fast increasing
among the young
men of the period.
It is an age of nervous
ness, nervous excitement, nervous weakness and debility is the
growing malady of
the day.
Minds are over burdened in
•chool, the pleasures of social life follow

guavas, nespras, figs, pomegranates,etc.
Here are flowers, too, in wild profu-

Associations,

MISERY

^

as

Building

Elsewhere in this issue are printed the
views of several officers of our local Loan
and Building Associations. No one can
read them without concluding that Governor Cleaves was amply justified in tak-

good inns, in both
English language is

orange groves and banana walks
and smaller fruits in abundance, such as

Restores Health

Flamengos—the Valmings, because it was otigiually

the

lined with trees under which are rustic

Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure

Valle dos

which

seats,

guarantee that the first bottle will oenetit.
All druggists sell it at $1, 0 bottles
or
it will be sent. pro ua id, on receiDt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Likiiu.it,, lad.

population
capital

The

mi got its name, llorta, from
Flemish founder; and a lovely
>>

Loan nd

RUIN

spoken—the Hotel Central and the Hotel
Fayal. The fixed price in all the Azorean
hotels is 150 reis a day—a large su m,
you think at first sight of the figures, but
it is only $1.19, American money, for fare
fully equal to that for which our hotels
charge $3 per diem. The floors are bare,
but frequently washed, the beds a trifle
hard, but always clean, and the attendance good enough—after you get used to
going out on the balcony and clapping
your hands while shouting, “Ho! Jose!”
exactly as Don Quixote summoned
Sancho Panza.
The Hotel Fayal has the
advantage of being nearest the landing,
and of having a very large garden surrounded by high walls, its broad avenues

1A,

K ,urs

scs.

antiquary, and the lintels and

are

correspondence of The Journal.]

b

an

casements of hewn stone are painted in
colors to match the doors, while the walls

NOW CALLED
u? HAS FLAMENGOS,
HOKTA, ITS TORT AND PRINU,.
SOME AZOREAN ODDITIES,
1TY.
u
v,, tom" AND SAN JUAN CASTLE.

STAPLES &. COTTRELL, 12 Main Street

Week to Boston.

—

Chew is desired.

■

Now is the time to

[

Stomach.^

Unfortunately man’s
'Three Rules Are:—

cannot.

1

intervening landings.

A careful diet.

1.
1

RETURNING
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays at 5.00 r m.
From Rockland, touching at Camden,
Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at from 5.1)0
to 0.00 A. M.
From Bangor, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.00 a. m., touching at

^

Can digest most anything.

i

■

lows
t"r Camden. Rockland and Boston. Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturi.avs (about')
2.30 i* m.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and Bangor. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays at (about) 0.00 a, m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

y

Ostrich’s

FRED W. P<)TE, Agent.Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Sunt....Bostor.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager.Boston.

\

2.

Don't,

3.

If you do hurry, remember
small dose of
L». F.”

hurry.
a

save

35c.

a

.IT*** »■ STEAMER CASTINE, weather permitting, will run everv week day
in connection with II. & B. S. Co., as follows
Leave ‘West Brooksville at 7.20 a. si. ; Castine,
7.4o: Hughes Point, 8.30; Ryder's Cove. 9 00Lime Kiln, 9.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
•Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m., for the

DB. E. C. WEST’S NEEVE AND BEAIN TEEATNENT
is sold under positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost Manhood;
Qui-knoss: Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex. caused by over-exertion. Youthful Errors, or
Excessi re Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
and Dentil. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions, 25 cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
B. H.

5,,tl

C. W.

LC D<Mln
—.

WE HAVE GOT HOLD
OF THE BEST LINE

for either sex.

remedy being inj*»+ts>A directly to the
This

seat of those diseases
of the Genito-Urinary

.OF.

Organs, requires no
change of diet. Cure

guaranteed

in

1

to

3

Pinna II

plain park
by mail, 31.00.
only by

1

H. MOODY. BELFAST.

B.

*

29

shown in Belfast, manufactured in Tampa* TlorUla, from
pure Havana leaf and by Cuban
ever

Prices, 8,10 and 15 Cents.

BRUN’S

>Steel£ Pennyroyal Pills

....TRY THEM....

the original and only
FRENCH, safe and rel able cure
r on tiie market. Price.
sent
x by raai I.
Genuine sold only by
B' H. MOODT, BELFAST.
are

|

C igars

workmen.

LADIES DC YOB KH01II
OR. FELIX l.E

Poor Jit Hon.

Druggists.

GEO. F. EASES, M.D., D.D.S.,

f‘

The Nose and Throat,

fcash'

No. 840 N»;w bury St.,
(Near Corner of Fairfield St.)
...
BOSTON,
MASS.

c:hoids

►Piinuujj1"6’

t.u

out,’

GRAY’S business COLLEGE
AND

School

Shorthand and Typewriting.

of
P«*»d for

L

SUGAR-LOAF

LEHIGH,

GEORGE’S GREEK CUMBERLAND.
Prices at
Wharf.

Delivered in
Dump Cart.

$5.35
5.35
5.15
5.15

....

free Illustrated Catalogue.
A. Gray & Son, Portland, Me.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only
3
Oct., 1894.—lyrtB*

Stoves for Sale.
Two large second-hand stores, suitable for
store or office, for sale cheap.
GEO. A. BAILEY,
62 Main Street, Belfast.

CORRECT

We have the best assortment in this

county.

J. H. A J. W. JONES,
Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St.

$5.50
5.50
5.30
5.30

DELIVERY.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
37

33. 35 &
TELEPHONE 4*2.

Front

Street,

Belfast.

:Sltf

INVESTMENT.

ZpflfceDtQiiartfirlyDiviMs
DEO., MABOH. JUNE

Absolute

FOR FARMERS.
The farmers of Maine whos? property is unincumbered by mortgage are giving encouragement
to a Maine enterprize by
insuring in the

and SEPT.

Guaranteed
Beal Estate.

Security

by

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Go..
OF AUGUSTA.

The Petit Manan Land and Industrial Company
offer at par, §10.00 per share, fifty thousand dollars of the Treasury Stock of the Corporation.
The Company invite the closest scrutiny of its affairs and prospects, and will be pleased t<» answer all inquiries.
A sufficient acreage of real estate is reserved as
a perpetual and absolute guarantee to stockholders.
Present condition of the business warrants
the management in stating that a special dividend
in addition to the 2 per cent, quarterly dividend
will he declared in 1800. All stockholders of
record Oct. 28,1805 will receive the Dec. quarterly
dividend.
Write the Company for
pectuses, etc.

Ool. HENRY tr. STAPLES, President.
Oapt. 0 E. NASH, Vice President.
E. S.

BOARD OF

surveyor’s plans, Pros-

HENRY fi. STAPLES,

FRANK L. WEBBER,
CHARLES H. BIAIADELL,
CHARLES W. JUNES.

Boarding

This company is popular because it is meritorianti has had a marvelous growth, it is the
only Maine company doing business on the dividend plan. It is conducted upon the lines of two

ous

STABLE

I have bought the Revere House stable and shall
continue it as a feed and boarding stable as heretofore. Everything is in good order and prompt

of the oldest and most successful insurance companies In the United States, viz: the Holyoke and
the Quincy of Massachusetts, who have been
doing business since 1843 and 1851 respectively,
and have never failed to pay a dividend. All
buildings insured in this company must he surveyed bv an agent of the campany, and a plan
made. This is doue at the company's expense.
Every person insured is a member of the company during the life of his policy, and is entitled
to its benefits. Dilapidated,unoccupied or neglected buildings, and those in bad repair, will not 1)6
taken by this company at any rate. We give insurance for protection. Those wishing to insure
for revenue only will have to seek it elsewhere.

attention is
able.

given to customers. Terms reason
CHARLES A. WILEY, Belfast,
3m32_Opposite Revere House, Spring St.

Notice to Pensioners.
estate of J. C. Cates.
claims pending should

All

persons

WIH.ECTOHS
CHARLES E. NASH,

ALGERNON BANDS,
JAMES E. FI LLER,

PETIT MANAN LAND AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANY,
H4 High Street, Belfast, Maine,
Or 401 John Hancock Building, Boston, Mass.

Feed and

TURNER, Secretary,

0, W, JONES, Treasurer.

L. C. MORSE of Liberty has bought the
pension business and records belonging to the
a

Delivered
and put in.

WEIGHT,
CAREFUL

SMALLIDGE. Manager.

MOODY. BELFAST.

I E DBIIII’C
O
~~

above named landings.
Passengers going East take steamer Castine
from Belfast at 2 00 i\ m., every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Take steamer next day for
all landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport and
Maehuis take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 I*. M., stop over at
Castine, take steamer
Frank Jones next
morning for all landings from
Castine to Machias.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
Ryders Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. vogell, Castine; R. A.
Dodge, Brooksville.

■

VEIN,

....

NEW
LIFE

BEFORE

Bm

\

....

Bitters, ft

Bottle.

1

PLYMOUTH

Belfast, and Castine Route.

you lots of suffering.

L. F.” Atwood’s

,The True

) AAA I

First Quality
Thoroughly Prepared

Chestnut Coal.$5.10
$tove Coal,
5.10
4.90
Egg Coal,
Winter Arrangement—In Effect October Furnace Coal,
4.90
1, 1895.
PROMPT DELIVERY,

will^

i

y:ur Winter’s Coal.

buy

Commencing Monday, October 14, 1 s<»5, steamwill leave Belfast, weather permitting, as bil-

ers

'

An

j

Best Little Purgative

-_____

having

correspond with him
Liberty. All claims will receive prompt
attention.
3m31
L. C. MORSE.

J. O. JOHNSON,

at

j

Liberty,

Agent for Waldo County and Vicinity.

The

An Open Letter.

Republican journal.

A CRANK TO A PHILOSOPHER.

“I believe

BELFAST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17,1895.

Northport News.

Churches.

Wyman Faxon of Boston closed bis long
departed on last Thursday’s

Rev. Mary A. McIntyre went to Hartland
Monday to assist in a series of revival meet-

the people of Maine live

YOU CAN’T
GET SOMETHING

visit here and
boat.

chiefly on the summer boarder. No, I ings.
With the settleam speaking gravely.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid Society will
Charles Pendleton, with his sister Martha,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
ment of the West, and the opening of
have a harvest supper next Wednesday are visiting relatives in Brockton, Mass.
a
vast
of
army
Journal Pub. Co. transportation facilities,
Mrs. Helen S. Butler of Thomaston is
people come East every summer, seeking evening, Oct. 23d, probably in Memorial
the little strip of Bea-coast between New Hall.
her sister, Mrs. A. F. Elwell.
visiting
A.
CHARLES
11LBBURY,
York and New Brunswick. These people
}
Services at the Universalist Church SunChauucy Davis of Islesboro paid his anwant a breath of the salt air.
They come
Oct. 20th: 10.45 A. m., An all-around nual visit to his sisters, Mrs. William Elwell
Lord Sackville’s recent utterances fully prepared to spend money.
They spend day, and its
Life
adaptability to every need, Matt. and Mrs. Joseph Lane, and returned home
on an average perhaps $100 each,
men,
justify this Government in giving him the

Bepublican

and children.
This money goes,
first to the transportation companies and
the railroads ought to be able to tell you
what an enormous number of people come
east every summer, and then through every
channel of sustenance so that it reaches,
in time, almost every person in the State.
1 do not know what Maine would do without the summer boarder industry.”

4:23. S. S. 12 m., Ruth’s Choice, Ruth 1:14-22.
Y. P. C. U. fi r. si., My Belief as to Life,
Matt. 0:25-31.

women

sack.

Perhaps the President hoped to propitiate the Prohibitionists by taking an
all-watei route to Washington.
The Boston Journal devotes an editorial

Manley is true
demonstrating^hat
to Mr. Reed and not intriguing in the inJ. II.

to

terest of

other candidate for the

some

Presidency. Was

this

necessary?

Corbett and Fitzsimmons
much trouble in

arranging

are

having

for their fistic

Belfast, Me., Oct. 12, 1895.
Hon. Charles Francis Adams Boston, Mass.

ily neighbor

My dear Sir.

has called

my attention to George Grantham Bain’s
interview with yourself, whom he calls a

j

FOR
Large

sizes in MEN’S SCOTCH
regular 50c. goods for 25c,

the first of the week.

The first Sunday of his vacation Rev. J.
F. Tilton occupied the pulpit of the First
Baptist church in Portland. The regular
pastor, W. S. Ayers, is ill with typhoid
fever. Two hundred and fifty were present
at the communion service which followed
the preaching service.

the

same as

I’m

Oi

course

In the eyes of the Herald
up-to-date Admirable

not.

the President is

an

Chrichton.

Speaking

of the

investigation

of

the

Granite State Provident Association, the
Turf, Farm and Home says: “It is a
well known fact that there are other

com-

to turn him about. I think you will agree
with me, that gravity is one of the most
impressive and impregnable assumptions

the church. [Rockland Tribune.
Mr. Porter is president of the Lincoln Co.
B. Y. P. IT. and has many friends in Belfast.

of the

There will be no services at the Baptist
church next Sunday morning, but the Sunday school and Christian Endeavor meetings
will be held as usual. Rev. Geo. E. Tufts

philosopher.

‘‘Speaking gravely”

you assert that you believe that the people of Maine live chiefly on the summer

boarder.

Just here seems to

to be
panies doing business in the State who least,

a

crank,at
opportunity to

favorable

one

usual.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

The result of the investigation in connection with the recent fires has ended as every-

to have been

investigated long

ago.
Take up the life insurance companies, for
instance, that have been playing fast and

Bi rleigli in the

Congressional
generally doubted.

contest is

Maine to

Mr. ■!. K. Meats, State Constable for
Waldo county, publishes a statement in
another column, to which the attention of
temperance people is specially"flirected.
The leports affecting his character needed no refutal among those who know Mr.
Meat's. It is

generally admitted, by friend

and foe alike, that Waldo county has never
had a more efficient, officer for the enforcement

id the

liquor laws,

and

of these summer boarders

with the

hearty co-operation of the sheriff, county
attorney and county commissioners the
expense of the work has been reduced to
the minimum.
Mr. Hears’ appeal for aid
in his work is one that should receive
prompt and favorable response.

a

lose faith in

Belfast Odd Fellows and Rebekahs are
represented at the Grand Lodge in Portland
tins week by Grand Master Samuel Adams
and wife, R. G. Dyer, Mrs. Viola Ames, Mrs.
V. K. Keene, Mrs. C. S.
Webber, E. H.
Haney, 1'. V. Cottrell, Misses Bertha I.
Bird, tirace E. Walton, Hattie Furbish
and t arrie E. Gilmore.
Tie- officers of Qitantabacook Lodge F.
M., of Searsmont were installed last
week by E. A. Porter of Liberty, D. I). G.
M., as follows; W. M., V. N. Dyer; S. W.,
L. 1. Ness; ,T. 5\
James Fuller; treasurer,
A. L Maddocks; secretary, L. C. Poor; S.
D-. C. H. Burgess; ,J. D., L. H. Thomas; S.
S., L. Lincoln ; J. S.,—marshal, E. R. Keen ;
chaplain, Rev. M. E. Bridgliam; tyler, E. S.
and A.

.,

Wing.
There

large gathering

Red Men
Tarratine Tribe last Frimeeting
day evening. Twelve visitors were present
fn m Portland, and live pale-faces were initiated into tile Tribe. The election of offi-

at The

was a

of

of

was completed and the braves were
raised to their stumps as follows:
Sachem,
B. 11. Conant; senior sagamore, H. W. Duntou: junior sagamore, E. M. Crocker; chief
of records, M. R. Knowlton;
keeper of
wampum, F. H. Welch; prophet, Clias. M.
Perkius: asst, chief of records, W. H. McIntosh. After the business of the
meeting
oysters, hot coffee, etc. were served.
cers

The Grand Bodies I. O. O. F. are in see’
Sion in Portland this week. The Grand
Representatives held their annual meeting and
elected officers the 14th. The annual tate
convention of the Rebekah’s was held the
same day. Out of the CC
Lodges in the State 47
were represented, there
being 157 delegates in
all. Tlie secretary’s report showed the total

membership of this lodge in Maine to be
0,805, a gain of 555 over 18<)4. The following
officers were elected: President, Mary L.

philosophers.
idol to ask

It

seems

like

shattering
philosopher
proof. 1 cannot quite bring myself to the
point of doing so. But 1 do wish you
would run your eyes over the figures once
an

for

a

more and see if you have not made
take- in the totals.

a

mis-

A little further on you assert: “I do
know what Maine would do without
the
summer
boarder.”
Confes-

not

sions

of ignorance are very damaging
to the reputation of a philosepher and I
hasten to inform you that down here in
Maine, each year, we cut a little ice—per-

haps
but

Societies.

uncle John and aunt

half
a

a

million tons

on

an

average.

few slate quarries, not many,
to supply the world with

enough

slate.

AYe have

where

we

make

a
a

few
few

granite quarries
million paving

we

cross.

me,”

and

on

on

the Kennebec.

the

Androscoggin

AA'e have a

few-

woolen mills.
AA'e make a few shoes.
AA'e tan a few hides and we have several
other little industries.
AA’e do a little
farming. AA'e have a few sheep.
The summer boarder is profitable, there
can be no doubt about that,
but really,
Mr. Adams, some of our people are so
very busy about other things that they
wag their heads and say: “Go to, thou
art no philosopher.”
Yours very respectfully,
Arthur I. Brown.
The new woman hails from Belfast, surely.
Among the lists of delegates to the annual
meetings of the grand lodges of Odd Fellows
at Portland from that city appear the names
of two men and eight ladies. The odd Rebekahs far out number the Odd Fellows.
[Bangor Commercial.

McDonald & Brown have ordered another
lot of hard pine lumber to replace that lost
in sell. Wm. Frederick. As Mathews Bro’s.
will not duplicate their order at present a
smaller vessel has been chartered to load
for McD. & B. exclusively, and quick des-

HIS

MISS ANNIE L.

25c.

was

Belfast for eighteen years. Bishop Healy
performed the ceremony in Hayford Hall in
1877, during the pastorate of Rev. Fr. McCarthy. Miss Monagan is a fine singer and

in

FALL & WINTER

a

one

Carr^South Norridgewock ; Vice President,
Gertrude W. Sargenl, Bucksport; Secretary,
Grace E. Walton, Belfast; Treasurer, Carrie
E. Pierce, Oldtown; Warden, Sarah H. patch is promised.
Henry, Portland; Conductor, Annie K.
We had not learned of any business deAdams, Belfast; Chaplain, Maggie Ander- pression in Belfast and we still believe that
city to he in a prosperous condition. Conson,. Lewiston; Inside Guardian, Lizzie
we cannot account for the idea of
Ayer, Bangor; Outside Guardian, Sarah Pet- sequently
starting a Populist paper in that city. [KenRumford
Falls.
The
tengiil,
Grand Lodge
nebec Journal.
elected officers Tuesday, as follows: Grand
The depression will occur after the paper
Master, Clarence M. Ward. Biddeford; is started—in the pockets of the projectors.
Transfers in Real Estate.
Deputy Grand Master, Arthur N. J. LoveThomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will
The following transfers in real estate were
joy, Augusta; Grand Warden, A. L. F. Pike, have a
campfire at Memorial Hall this, recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Norway; Grand Secretary, Joshua Davis, Thursday, evening. There will be a picnic for the week ending Oct. 10, ISbo: Tlios. D.
Portland ; Grand Treasurer, W. E. Plummer,
Nickerson et als Swanville, to Albert S.
supper and speeches by Hon. S. L. Milliken,
Portland; Grand Representative, Samuel Rev. S. L. Hanscon and others. An invita- Nickerson, do.; land and buildings in Swanville. Win. Clafiin, Boston, to Mary E.
Adams, Belfast. The Grand Lodge decided tion is extended to ail soldiers, their wives, Stilwell, Bangor; land in Stockton Springs.
to leave to a committee the acceptance or reand others interested in the welfare of the Robert E. Parsons, East Livermore, to D. A.
Blaisdell, Benton; land in Burnham. Woodjection of the tender of the homestead of Jo- G. A. R.
bury S. Davis, Searsmont, to Louisa S.
seph II. Farwell of Unity, Me., for an Odd
Miss Kingsbury expects to start for Meri- Davis, do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.
Fellows Home.
Mary A. McLellan, Bucksport, to Arthur
den, Ct., next Monday, where the United Boyd, Prospect; land in Prospect. Alpheus
States or General Convention of Universal- Dyer, Belfast, to H. J. Locke, do.; land and
On Host on Streets.
ists hold their biennial meeting. Miss K. buildings in Belfast. Stephen L. Perkins,
The cigarette fiend is very much in eviWinterport, to Lizzie Perkins, do.; land and
will be absent a week. Sunday, Oct. 27th,
buildings in Winterport. Oliver Whitten
dence.
the Rev. Chas. Henry Wells will occupy the et als., Unity, to Maine Central R. R. Co.;
At 2 p. m. the newsboys cry “Five o’clock
Monroe,
pulpit, preaching morning and evening. He land in Unity. Chas. A. McKenney,
Warren Weston, do.; land in Monroe.
edition.”
comes from Wisconsin, where he has charge to;
to
Elisha
M.
O.
Dodge,
Northport,
Mary
Where but in BoBton could yoa read,
of a pastorate until Dec. 1st.
Flanders, Belfast; land and buildings in
Charles
McNeil, Frankfort, to
Northport.
“Elegant native smelts.”
Accidentally Shot. Word was received
Martin Cuddy, do.; land and buildings in
at
Do not regard it as personal if you hear here Monday of the death
Billings, Mon., Frankfort. Frank B. Knowlton, Belfast, to
the cry of “Chestnuts” as you pass.
of Perley Lowell from accidental shooting. Joseph H. Estes, do.; land in Belfast. Willard E. Hall, Searsmont, to Chas. H. MorriHe started from Billings with a dock of
son, do.; land in Searsmont. Manly Clark,
Reception to the Defender Orew.
on the prairie, 18 miles
out
when
and
sheep
Frankfort, to Elijah W. Sprague, do.; land
in Frankfort. Archibald C. Morse, MontThe greatest reception ever given on Deer from the nearest ranch, was attacked by
land
Isle was tendered the Defender crew last cayotes. In shooting at the cayotes a bul- ville, to Nicholas Cooper, Searsmont;
in Searsmont. Alida G. Schanz, Port TownAn
Friday night at Northwest Harbor.
let entered his leg, and he started at once send, Wash., to Samantha Kittridge, Belfast;
enormous crowd was present from the surof blood before land and buildings in Belfast. Jason Estes,
rounding country. Cannon boomed from for camp, hut died from loss
in Troy.
Deceased was a native Troy, to Geo. H. Estes, do.; land
sunset until far 'into the night. At eight
a physician arrived.
Cora A. Bachelder, Burnham, to Oscar Faro’clock an elaborate banquet was served in of Waldo
as a farm
worked
has
and
County,
rington, do.; land in Burnham; Orrin Farthe Town Hall at Northwest Harbor. About
hand for various parties in Belfast and Wal- rington, Burnham, to Melvin W. Goodrich,
five hundred guests were seated. Letters
of
Unity, do.; land and buildings in Burnham. Mary
do. His wife, formerly Miss Clark
were read from Capt. H. C. Haff and others,
to Alice M. Gould et
and an address was delivered by Hon. E. was at Billings, but did not reach him unti 1 H. Deering, Jackson,
als., do.; land in Jackson. Mary E. Cates
P. Spofford, after which there was a dance,
He was about 40 years of
Daniel
to
B. Dolloff, Thornhis
death.
after
et
Unity,
als,
more than two hundred couples participadike; land in Thorndike.
age.
ting.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier

May 4, 1894.
*41,989.54
May 7, 1895.
*119,323.50

July 24, 1894.
Oet. 2, 1894,
Der ||,
*59,180.29
*14,532.52
*79 4.,,
July II, 1893.
Sept, 28, 1895
*123,985.58
*149,147.48

a

1

MILLINERY,
EfOlNIVKTS

and

TRIMMINGS
In all New and Varied Itenigns.
NO DAY set apart for openings, but
NEW and FRESHLY TRIMMED
H ATS & BONNETS always

ALSO

HAS

A FULL

on

LIKE

OUR

...^

UNDERWEAR,

FLAVOIi, WHILE Ul'Il

....

HEW TEAS

CORSETS,
GLOVES,
FANCY GOODS,
STAMPED GOODS,

INVESTIGATE FOR YOURSELF.
We call

special attentiou to our

Cl,':,KCn Formosa

Here it Is!

^“Special

/lAKh\s

inducements offered to club

62 High Street,

This

new departure is expo.,
yield advantageous results r
House and public alike, since:
will by having constant

money be enabled to buy
upon such terms that will

Boston Tea Co.,

them to place before their o.;>'
ers goods at
prices lower

Belfast.

S Fur
THE BOSTON

Young

before

ever

in

seen

| Wilcox Hat.
j
You can tint! them at
j

PALMER’S,
Masonic
and

no

STEAMSHIP

Temple

where else.

Call for the Wilcox's Boston Derby
and you get the proper thing.

A

Cape 30 inches in
-S8.50
length
Fur Cape 30 inches in
length, better quality, 9.50
Fur Cape 30 inches in
12.50
length, fur edged,

Ladies’ Astrachan Coats,
-25.00
with sleeves,
Any judge of fur will say that this
last mentioned garment is less than
ONE-HALF what it would

thi

< (>

21st Annual Season ol

A Fur
A

Management of

.RESPECT FIT.LY ANXOFN

...

man

St

4w40

Capes Boston and Bill
The

At an Extremely
Low Price.

OERBv.

you are not well
dressed unless you wear a

cost to

make.

F1

Low

a re

On tin* tl eet of steamers -f the
Bangor and all landings «>n
River and Ba> to lb-sion an

■

Boston, aside fnun being the I1
verse and the center ot the So'.
whi' h all else revolves, is ti e I!:the United States, and its arm
year drawn more than one huminpie from all parts of the United >
places of historical interest, its l
tire Grounds, its homes <*t l’oeand its Modern Cemeteries and A
Grounds.
Your education is not complete
visited the old State House, U
Old North Church, the Old South
Hill Monument, the Washington I
of Longfellow and Lowell and Har
The Triennial Exhibition of the
chanics Association in Boston, is

I
I

Commencing Monday, Oct. 14. !'•
until Friday. Oct. 2f», 1 >
will lie made to Boston by every
will be good to return on an\
fourteen days of date of pun-haduced rates of fare as follows

£

I
f

tinning

Ladies’ Fur Boas from
....OF....
Please

FALL

AND

give

trouble

WINTER

us a

call.

show

to

j 5^5 qo
No

goods.

B. F. WELLS.
MILLINERY

& Friday,

Thursday

Bangor, Hampden, Wlnterpor: m
Bucksport to Boston and return
From Searsport and Belfast to B»v

QPENING.

FRED l’OTE, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN H. AUSTIN. Gen-!
WM. H. HILL, Gen !

ANNOUNCER

THAT

|

M

Sijj

Maine

Belfast,

ON

Fr id ay and

i

Saturday,

{°ct*

,8"19*

2w42

13tf

Office for Rent.
The finely located office in Hayford Block, Belfast, near entrance to Opera House, formerly occupied bv Mr. James Vattee, will be for rent after
November 1st. Apply to
CHAS. W. FREDERICK, Attorney.
2w42*

TO RENT.
Cottage House on Miller Street.
Inquire of
A A H0WES &
Belfast, Oct. 10,1895.-41 tf

TIIE PUBLIC ABE

Open

from 9 to 12 A. V
1 to 4 P. M.

DEPOSITS

sown I I I'

COKDIALLY INVITED.

MISS CUSHMAN, HA miner.

GOOD WORKMEN
_NEED-

Misses & Childrens’

GOOD TOOLS
...FOR....

CAPS

GOOD

in all the latest styles just received from New York and
SELLING CHEAP at
B. F. WELLS’,
Belfast, Oct. 1,1895.— 2m40

UPHOLSTERING.
Mattress

Work, also Robes, Rugs
Sleigh Trimming.

and

Over
3m40

C. 0. Poor’s Drng Store,
High Street, Belfast.

W0'

Our store is full <*t p""
If we can’t warrant rhen1
will tell you so.

j. h. & j w.
Successors to F. A.Carle,"

BEST
4

/’. A. BOBBIXS.

C0.,

SURPLUS. S

HAVE A DISPLAY OF

TO WlllCn

MAINE.

SEARSPORT,

|

<

National

MRS. J. C. CATES

SHE WILL

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear a specialty.

1

From Camden to Boston and return
From Rockland to Boston and return
Stateroom List sow Open.

-——-

h. ddrgin, m. d.

t
*

From

October !2-1 and U5.

B@“ALL CORDIALLY INVITED.

g

and return.

Belfast, Oct. 1, 1895.-3m40

'e.

A billiard table of the best make and in good
condition will be sold cheap. Apply at the billiard
room. Church street.
G. BICKXELL.
Belfast, Oct 10,1896.—3w41

CASH.

to

orders.

liOSTSN

STRICTLY

lb.

25V’Premiums GIVEN AWAY
purchasers of Tea, Coffee or Spices.

FALL STYLE.

j

choice

Oolong Tea

at 50c. per

Spriiii

saetions will be

33

MILLINER.

Billiard Table for Sals.

Leading Grocers

Respectfully announce to i:
lie and their valued patvoi
after Sov, 1. 1S95, a!

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION.

&c., &c.
MISS A. r. SOUTHWORTH,
j
MISS R. A. FRENCH,
(

=

Stockton

AI!E rN'Sl'HPASSEI) FOB STlCKNt.Ill
AND

MRS. R. P. CHASE,

EVERYWHERE

11

lyt;

Customers lell Us

DR. SWAN’S J.W. Ferguson & Co. Fall ana Mr Mm,

SOLD

a!

1

are now

Springs.

in

At.lie D. Gordon, ) Committee
on
Sarah McManus, !
Emma F. Murch, ) Resolutions.

depositors tP-P

We still have a few 85.00 SAFE DEPOSIT BOIES. All our boxes
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.

HOSIERY,

H
Un

rated liis statement in every particular.
The Justice then nodded his head in his
characteristic way, and asked if they had
The gentleman thought
any witnesses.
those in the house would do, so after a few
preliminaries, Mr. Kelley and the lady were
asked to arise. They did so, and the Justice,

tion.

\
-•

OF

Justice asked him to state the nature of the
and he would be pleased to act bis
part promptly. Mr. Kelley briefly told him
his object in coming, and the lady corrobo-

of those presthe groom and his bride drove swiftly to
the South shore to settle down in the enjoyment of a cosy little home by the sounding
sea, prepared for just such an event as he
has long looked forward to, and at last fully realized by the genial George. May they
bask in the sunshine of long continued happiness is the wish of all their friends.

Com/itroiu

This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo Countv, our vault has all the kin
in Fire and Burglar-l'roof work, thereby offering {/renter seenritii to
1
bank in this county.

hand.

case,

ent

to the

as
4,

!
FRENCH

Miss

On Thursday evening last Mr. George M.
Kelley, accompanied by Mrs. Gerow of Lincoln, appeared before the Justice of the
Peace, Mr. F. A. Dickey, and informed him
that lie had a very important case on hand
and would be very glad to have him attend
to it at once, and after a cordial greeting the

Receiving the congratulations

from our sworn statements
Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

the

HATS,

small

the most graceful manner possible, prououneed them man and wife according to
the laws of the State made and provided for
such instances. They smiled very sweetly
upon the Justice, and he smiled very sweetly upon them as he received his fee.

These figures are taken

of

meats

tette.

pupil of Mr. Chas. R. Adams of Boston, J
of the leading vocal instructors of the
country, who predicts for her a brilliant
future. Bishop Healy expressed himself as
greatly pleased with the church edifice and
parsonage in this city and complimented the
people here on their work. He also spoke
In Memoriam.
in high terms of the order and attention
given throughout the services by the entire
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, has
congregation, many of whom were young
adopted the following resolutions:
people not connected with the church.
Whereas, Our Divine Master, whom we
doeth all things well,
The Shakers have made a great hit. Their should all remember
has
again seen fit to remove one of our beDigestive Cordial is said to be the most suc- loved
members from our midst, Sister Betsy
cessful remedy for stomach troubles ever introduced. It immediately relieves all pain Files, who died Sept. 21, 1895, and it becomes our sad duty to pay a sorrowful triband distress after e ding, builds up the feeble
ute to her memory. Sister Files by failing
system and makes the weak strong.
of the privilege of meetThe fact is, foods properly digested are health was deprived
as she otherwise would,
better than so-called tonics. The Cordial ing with us as often
but by manifesting great interest in the
not only contains food already digested, but
Grange and by her kind and sisterly deFood that is
is a digester of other foods.
portment endeared herself to all the memnot digested does more harm than good.
bers of the fraternity.
People who use the Cordial insure the diTlieref -re, Be it resolved that Harvest
gestion of what food they eat and in this Moon
Grange has lost a worthy member
way get the benefit of it and grow strong.
and
while we deeply deplore her loss we
The little pamphlets which the Shakers
her memory and extend
have sent druggists for free distribution, will ever cherish
and condolence to
contain much interesting information on the our heartfelt sympathy
the remaining members of the family.
subject of dyspepsia.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
Laxol is not a mixture of drugs. It is be sent to the afflicted family and a record
made
of them on our Grange books. Also a
nothing but Castor Oil made palatable.
copy sent to the Belfast papers for publicais

KNOWLTON, President.

L. A.

INDIVIDUAL Feb. 28, 1894.
DEPOSITS:
130,353.99
Mareh 5, 1895.
*83,978.53

CRIE,

Temple.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Deposits Solicited.

Having just returned from Boston invites attention to her large and attractive stock of

afternoon with two other ladies. Of course
there was nothing remarkable about that,
but the most curious incident of the gathering was the discovery that all four of the
ladies had been all the afternoon unconscious of the fact that they had been knitting on four legs, which caused a general
twitter all around, as well as a beautiful
pink blush to flash over the placid countenance of Mabel, the youngest of the quar-

school,

The hymn “Mother, dear, O, pray for
very artistically sung by Misses
Blanche and Vannie Dolloff; also the Ave
AYe have a million dollars of Maria and the hymn “Come, Holy Spirit,”
berries.
by Miss Monagan. Fifty young people then
dairy products to sell. AA’e think we were confirmed
by the Bishop. Sixteen live
shall have the stock on hand to keep
in North Vassalboro and Oakland, the others
the
in
above
right along
lines, while in •in Belfast. This is the first time that the
addition we build a few ships. AA'e make ordinance of confirmation has been observed

goods

r

pill and

MANSFIELD,
Masonic

WITH HER MILLINER,

Very recently two ladies took their knitting work, children’s shields, and spent the

and John E. Kealy of Belfast. The sermon
by the Bishop was a practical discourse on
the seven sacraments, especially confirma-

AA’e have just put up a few million cans of
sweet corn, and a million cans of blue-

few cotton

nOOQ S

opinion

the after-dinner
family eathartic.

Dills

_

Togus,

nine thousand tons of starch this fall.

a

■ I

Last spring F. P. Reed of New York sent
quantity of pumpkin seeds to be distributed among the farmers in this vicinity,
One of the most interesting and important as they were considered to make first-class
pies, anti offered five dollars to the person
events in the history of the Catholic Church
in this city took place Mondayevening. The
raising the heaviest one, to be weighed at
The seeds were planted
services were assigned for Sunday, but Elwell’s store.
in due season, and the result of the harvest
Bishop Healy was unable to be present ami
is being heard
from.
Adelbert Dickey
the services were postponed to Monday
evening. The only service Sunday was the brought the first one, which weighed 04 1-2
E. B. Elwell had cue weighing
usual morning mass, at which Miss Mabel pounds.
Monagan of Ellsworth sang Gounod’s Ave 71 3-4 pounds, and Charles Knight one that
Maria, and during the communion, Alberto ripped the beam at 83 pounds. In all proba- i
Frenellis' O Salut-aris. Monday evening the bility the latter will pocket the Y and wink
service of confirmation was held, fifty can- at the others as he passes by. A curious fact
didates receiving the rite. The church was j about these pumpkins is that they turned
out to be squashes, a variety known as the
very handsomely decorated with flowers,
New York red. They are extensively manupalms and autumn leaves. Right Rev. James
B. Healy, Bishop of the Diocese of Portland, factured into pies in that city and sold to the
the best pumpkin pies in the
presided. The priests present and assisting public as
world.
Nevertheless, it was a very easy
were Rev. Fis. Jeremiah McCarthy of Gardiner, formerly of Winterport and Belfast, way of earning five dollars and having 83
James O’Brien of Bar Harbor and Ellsworth, pounds of beautiful squash to your credit
besides.
John P. Melligan of Hallowell and
on

blocks,
quarry stone and
build a few million dollar’s worth of tion and marriage. He gave a powerful and
buildings. AYe make about two million eloquent plea for the indissolubility of the
casks of lime.
Our fish products amount marriage bond, and stated the position of
the Catholic Church ou that point, in the
to three or four millions of dollars.
AYe
words of the Saviour: “What God has joindo a little lumber business.
AA’e have a
ed together let not man put asunder.” He
few little pulp mills where we make paclosed his address with an earnest appeal to
per. AYe don’t make much of a stir about the
young people who were then to receive
it, but we can supply half the United confirmation to keep in the path of virtue and
Btates, at least. AYe are going to make honor and never to bring dishonor upon the
and where

In my house and gladly recommend it, for
the benefit 1 have received.” Mrs. A.
Lynch, Pettingill’s Corner, Maine.

sell that the offer of Captain Baker for
spruce wood, not less than five inches inside
of the hark, will not cause much of a hustle
among the farmers here, if three dollars per
cord is all they can get, for at that price it
would not huy a man’s salt to hire wood of
that dimension chopped and hauled 7 miles
to Belfast.
Make it four dollars, Captain,
and see how the farmers will spruce up.

will preach in the evening. The music will
include the anthem “Deus Misereatur” in C,
by Danks, chorus choir, and solo, “Jesus

| “Christian Endeavor and Sunday
Sarah each needs the other.”

down to

and do not pay out a cent's worth. I hope
what you say is true.
I do not want to

AYe have
Secret

see

come

A. P.

to

give the philosopher a turn. There may
be people in Massachusetts, not philoso- Lover of
My Soul,” arranged from Abt, by
phers but snobs, who have assumed to- Miss Milliken.
loose with the peoples’ money in our State wards Maine an air of patronage quite like
The Maine State Sunday School conventhat of Englishmen to all America.
That tion (all denominations) opened at Winthrop
without let or hindrance.”
sort of people are beneath notice, but Mr. last Sunday evening, and continued to WedMr. Manley would not talk on politics,
Adams, I am amazed that a man like nesday noon. It was rich in the number and
but .-ays this is a Bepublican year.
[Bos- yourself, who is above snobbery, should ability of its speakers, and was the best seston Traveller.
assert that the State of Maine sion for- years. Rev. S. L. Hanscom is the
llis Augusta literary bureau is not so “gravely”
lives ellieily on the summer boarder. The Waldo county member of the executive comreticent. And by the way, the statements
mittee. Monday evening Rev. R. T. Hack
support of nearly seven hundred thousand of Portland
emanating from this bureau should be
gave an illustrated stereopticon
costs
a
sum
of
quite large
money, lecture ou Ancient Rome, and
taken
uly with many grains of allow- people
Tuesday mornand we must not forget that a good many
ing Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of Belfast spoke
ance.
The reported position of ex-Gov.
ought

New Woman

a

Blnce taking Hood’s Barsaparilla. I was
at death’s door, bloated and crippled with
rheumatism, and friends thought I could
not live. Hood’s Sarsaparilla did me a
vast amount of good and made me feel
much younger. I always keep

Philosopher, published in the
Sunday Herald of Sept. 22. Most people j
body thought it would, (as the last fire did)
in smoke, or about the same thing, nothing
have felt, and feel now, a profound rein particular. Now everyone is asking the
spect for philosophers. But, I have often
E. W. Porter, who has been superintendEvidently prize-fighting must go.
noticed that the opinions of even philoso- ent of the First Baptist Sunday school for same question that Boss Tweed asked,
“What are you going to do about it?” of
not wholly exempt
were
from the past nine years, presented his resignaThe presidential yachting trip to Wash- phers
tion to the church Tuesday evening. James
the selectmen.
Probably they will do as
a philosopher plants himWhen
attack.
R. Small was elected to fill the vacancy.
ington must have been squally. However,
are a-miml to, and that will end the
they
Mr. Porter’s superintendence the
tilt President is no landlubber.
[Boston self squarely and solidly in any position, Duringhas
school
been exceedingly prosperous and fiery fizzle.
Herald.
presently arises some crank who labors has contributed many
to the membership of
It is the
of those who have wood
Boston

Texas put up the bars, Arkansas tells them to keep away, and the Indians won’t have them in their domains.
matinee.

VESTS and

ODD LOTS in CHILDREN’S GOODS at low prices.

The rain of Sunday and Monday was most
welcome. It was ,much needed about here
as most of the wells were entirely dry, and
those that were not dry were too low to use
the water without first boiling it. It is
hoped there is a break in the couditiou of
things and that the supply of water w-ill be

reseuttd by the pastor, his wife and Mrs.
E. P. Alexander.

WOOL VESTS,

ODD SIZES MEN’S WHITE WOOL
PANTS, regular price $1.25, for 75c.

Mrs. Oscar Drinkwater and Mrs. William
Weston are slowly improving, much to the
gratification of their families and friends.

There will be no services at the Unitarian
church next Sunday on account of the absence of the pastor, who is attending the
National Unitarian Conference at Washington, D. C. The Belfast church is to be re]>-

NOTHING.

But you can get a lot for a little. UNDERWEAR
this week at wonderfully low prices.

YET;

ounces

Vaseline i"

jar with metallic
only 10 cents.
ALL MEDICINES AT

LOWEST

PRICES.

sen

J(j

OV

b is nr ast.

but four prisoners in Belfast
a remarkably small

ATe

T»-iuliuft, process,

W'""

this season of the year.

for

*"'

B Grade,
Lower Grammar school,
S'irth Primary held sessions last

"*

and

Mat

were

closed

Tuesday,

to

f1.'. the teachers, Misses Bird

and Walton
the Rebekah convention at Port-

j.

|!
'!

\|

,j

j

he lias hired one of the
; i’ i■ stores on Common street, opposite
m,1-house, for a store-house.

|

The following additions
made to tlie telephone

are

soon

exchange:

be
A. B.
to

Otis’ residence, Citypoint; Dr. A. C.
Ellingwood’s office, Masonic Temple; L. T. Shales
& Co., grocery store, Main street.
W. h. Gay, the State
photographer, has
taken views of Camden
scenery for the State
board of trade, to be showu
the

throughout
country and to he exhibited at the State
House, Augusta. Why not views of Belfast ?
Mr. George T. Reed met with
quite
..miected but uot with the central a severe accident last Friday. He was
a
repairing gun when the cleaning rod slipped and entering the left hand between the
i> umell of Rockland is buying hay
thumb aud base of tlie index huger went
Maine Central depot in this city for
Boston, and is loading directly through the hand and came out just below
■, t
In case of not getting cars fast the little huger.
,.s.

Wilson has sold Sherman & Co. the
the telephone
s;irv poles for building
|lt‘[we-jii their leather-board mills. The
nbuilt as soon as possible aud the

\

T. H. Marshall Relief Corps will hold
their meetings the ft ret and third
Fridays of
each month during the winter, beginning
Nov. 1st.

Mr his

use

recently, when the air was chilly
make one’s fingers tingle and a
Mazed in the fire-place in the

'•■(>
i

Mr.

id,
•.

Mr
i>-

roses.

miy

Jewelry Store.

ks
^

V. B. Paul entered and

package said, “There is sotneyou.” We opened it and were
set a bouquet of mixed garden
iispiciioiis among which were

is

Notwith-

rain of Saturday evening a
..nher of people called at the new
11 re of Mr. Willis A. Cates, 57.‘5
It was the opening night
street.
pretty store was brilliant with
m!e the display of watches, diathe

—

giass. silver ware and jewelry
extensive and beautiful.
The
l"\v was resplendent and display'i her things the champion cup ofi:t Stevens Silver Co. [Portland

;•

14.

■

The Superintendent of
Mail Service lias ordered the closed
Notes,

v
e for through mail by the afterglit train to be re-established. Post*
A ilgrnv lias issued another circular,
of Oct. 12th, giving the time of
0 i departure of mails at the Belfast
is follows. Western mail arrives
and ‘1.25 p. in.: closes at 7. a. m.
; 3.35 p. m. Eastern mail arrives
Moses at 1 05 p. in.
1
■

the demise of Skip
which occurred recently under
o:
f Dr. Freeman.
Skip’s pliysi-

s««rry to record

Waldo County Chops. The latest bulletin from the State Board of Agriculture has
the following concerning Waldo County:
Yield of corn about an average.
Acreage larger than usual. Large yield of grain
of excellent quality.
Not much damage reported from potato rot. Less than an average amount of stock fodder.
The cemetery in West Belfast has been
put in tirst-class condition by the people
living in the vicinity, under the direction of
a committee of ladies.
The grounds have
been graded and a new iron fence built, at a
cost of

$130.

The.

sum

of §105 has been

by subscription in the neighborhood,
and the < ity lias been asked for an appropri-

raised
ation.

Hon. Fred Atwood of Winterport sent to
the. Granite State Fire Insurance Company
of Portsmouth, N. H., a copy of last week’s
Journal, containing the communication on
“Carrying Lights into Barns,” and an editorial thereon, and the secretary of the company in acknowledging the same
says:
“This is a good thing and should be appreciated by all companies doing business in

r<

i

wt

.w.

and

t

lasts, and among others
shoe for gentlemen.

winter russet

tV>

Frost,

Main street, enumerates
of his bargains in underpants, etc-A. P. Mansfield, Masonic
>
selling underwear this week at
•'

e*-k

a

J
1

r

78

some

fully

low

prices, including

some

odd

hildren’s goods-A very desirable
Hay ford block, near the entrance to
House, will he for rent from Nov.

•h

1st

Apply

bition,

of

which notice will be given.

Painted Calves. An amusing case came
up in the Police Court last Monday. There
is a grange hall in Waldo County which the
members decided needed a coat of paint,
and a short time ago a crowd turned out to
While plying the brush the workmen saw a pair of calves approaching in
the road, aud two men applied a few daubs
of paint to each of the animals, and returned to their work, without thinking of the
dire results that might follow. The calves,
not liking the looks or feeling of the foreign
substance on their pretty coats, took the

paint

it.

provided by nature for cleansing
the same aud lapped off the paint with their
tongues. Both were made sick and one died.
means

to C. W. Frederick... .This is
i-inery season. Mrs. J. C. Cates an-s her
opening for Friday and Satur- The owner did not see the matter in the
11
t
38-lb, and the public are invited to same funny light that the perpetrators did,
and got out a warrant for one of them.
aer display of fall and winter milliMrs. B. F. Wells, 17 Main street, has After hearing the testimony Judge Rogers
turned from the market with the decided that an offense had been committed
atf-Ht styles in
hats, bonnets, ribbons aud under the statute and bound respondent
trimmings of all kinds. Call and see them. over to answer before the grand jury.
3 w Ferguson & Co., Mrs. Ii. P.
Chase,
Steamer Notes. The Castine made an
: er, will have their
opening of fall and extra trip to Castine Friday to connect with
1; millinery next
week, Thursday and the Sedgwick and bring over the Edward
I i'M;ay, Oct 24-25, and to which all are corW. Emerson troupe, who were to play in
dih• iy invited.
Belfast Opera House in the evening... .The

m

■

-•

>

Ethel Bowden of Brooksville steamer Pentagoet, Capt. Oakes, from East|
number of fully ripe field straw- port to New York, made a trip last week in
O*-t. Oth....Joel p. Wood of North-: 45 hours, the quickest passage she has ever
1 Swift & Paul a lot of lettuce Oct. made-The Boston and Bangor steamers
[‘
entered on their arrangement of four trips
It was of an early variety but
planted
Minot F. Stearns has bought a house per week last Monday. The Penobscot is
at the corner of Court and
Salmond now off for repairs, but will soon come on
and will build on it soon-The first for the winter, when the Lewiston will
be taken off.
There is no boat for Bosthe season is
reported the morning of
ton on Tuesday, Friday or Sunday, and
u
when pails, tubs, etc., froze over,
none from
Boston Monday, Thursday or
no & Field received a car-load of corn
to the reported nego-v
* k that
weighed out 1,100 bushels and Sunday-In regard
tiations for the purchase of the steamer
is.
.Y. B. Paul of Morrill left at
Lewiston of the B. &. S. S. Co.’s line, Gen■'< real office last week a
large and
eral Manager Hill says: “The Lewiston still
linn'Is
trace of pop corn raised on his
continues to be the property of this comCapt. York of Rockport sailed last
There have been some overtures
J
pany.
h' in
Ella
fora
and
pinkey
trading
made for the steamer by would-be purchass‘u** tnp—W. C. Tuttle recently bought
for a short route out of Boston, but
"!,TIHge. studio at Middleboro, Mass., and ers,
1
Tuttle of Belfast and John Stevens nothing has been done.”-The Maine
■
varspurt have formed a partnership to Steamboat Co. has decided to build a new
steamer to run between Portland and New
"" the
photograph business there....
-"I-- & Jones
have been in Boston the past York. She will be built of steel and will be
;*
over 300 feet long, with a carrying capacity
k buying
goods for their store. The
equal to the Manhattan and Cottage City
•‘UHUinaa was in
charge of Miss L. H. Jones
hrooksville during their absence-W. combined. The contract will be given out
Monroe and John McTaggart have each this winter or early in the spring and the
au2bt, a partridge by hand the past week. steamer will be finished in 1897. General
Henry Mason has piped his house in Manager Coyle authorizes the above stateEast Belfast for water. He laid 140 feet of ment. ...The Castine broke her rudder Satthe house to the river.Sch. urday morning and was not able to make
V !’f‘
rurTiljlr Clifford, Delano, arrived at Bucks- her trip that day. She went to Bangor Sun<Jt^ from the Grand Banks, N. F.,
to bring down a delegation of Catholics
a full fare of
cod_Mrs. A.C. Burgess day
,
Jr a (lahlia in her garden this season that to attend services here in the evening, but
tc’a height of 11 feet and 6 inches- the
Bishop was not able to come and the
Patterson had dandelion greeus
rv .1
others remained also and the steamer came
1 from his
garden Oct. 14th.... Win. H.
She arrived here about 7 p. m.
v,building a stable at the foot of down light.
8treet-Mayo & White are making and went back to Castine early Monday
a<i,lltion to their bottling house on Pleasaj
with Saturday’s freight. She restreet—J. T. Pottle is building a two morning
addition to the stable at the Brooks sumed her regular trips Monday.The
The new book of the City Charter, old steamer Pioneer, whose sale was reportetc., has been received from the ed last week, is to have a new deck and
r8’ and
ready *or distribution.... some repairs on her hull, and be converted
Thera Wfcre
six unissued marriage certifiCat
the hands of the City Clerk yester- into a barge for freight, lumber, etc. It is
fr,»' October bids fair to be a good month reported that she will be used by the Maine
Central Railroad Company.
Carriages.
Miss

’’i K1

Lni

0rJ'sp'
bin.{Uance8»
(javs

shipped by train Monday

SL We have only space this week to say that
Hoyts’, “A Trip to China Town,” as presented at the Opera House Tuesday evening
first-class performance,full of fun and
music, and most heartily enjoyed by the audience. It is seldom Belfast is visited by so
clever a company and we hope they will
was a

come

again.

run

away from

Farmer’s Institutes
The Maine Board
of Agriculture have arranged institutes for
Waldo county as follows: West Winterport,
Tuesday, Oct. 29th; North Scars port. Wed-

nesday,

30th, and Belfast, Thursday,
Oct. 31st. The program for each meeting is
the same, and consists of the following subjects and speakers: “My methods in conducting a dairy,” by B. F. Briggs of Auburn ; “Stock feeding, and the silo,” by
Prof. G. M. Gowcll of Orono, and a lecture
Get.

by Secretary Mclveen, “Why

go west

young
man?” Each lecture to be followed by discussion. Music by local talent. The public are cordially invited.
VlNALHAVEN CONTRACTOR MlSSINO. A
to the Rockland Star from Vinalhaven says that Payson S. Lane, the wellknown contractor, left home Sept. 2<ith, arid

Is

been

seen.

He left

City, N. J. Among the firms lie owes are:
Lampsou & Stimpson, Rockland; S. D. Sargent & Sons, Bangor; Shaw & Morse, lumber dealers of Bangor; M. X. St. Clair Co.,
Camden; P. Mitchell, Rockland: M. C.
Whitmore, Camden. Several parties who
have paid him for their buildings in advance, will be obliged to pay again, as lie
has left his workmen partly unpaid, and
several ben claims have been put on the
buildings.
A Successful Hunting Trip. Dr. S. W.
Johnson returned by the evening train Oct.
9tli from a hunting trip to the vicinity of
Mt. Katalidin, bringing his full legal quota
of deer. He left Bangor Sept. 27tli, by the
B. & A. railroad for Stacyville, from which
a ride of eight miles carried him to the East
Branch House, the headquarters of Ayer &
Rogers lumbering operations. This camp
possesses all the requirements of a hunting
and fishing headquarters. The scenery is
grand and beautiful. With Katalidin looming up 17 miles away in the west, and its
smaller neighbors on either hand, with the
woody hillsides, the many glassy lakes and
winding rivers, the view from any elevated
point in the vicinity is unexcelled. The
forests abound in deer, moose and caribou,
and the stream* are full of fish. Dr. Johnson speaks in the highest terms of the place
and all connected therewith. With experienced guides, good board, comfortable
camps and plenty of big game in the forests
and fish in the streams, this region is a veritable sportsman’s paradise. One object Dr.
Johnson had in view was to ascend Mt.
Katahdin, and in this he was disappointed.
After a hard tramp with his guide the basin was reached and they camped for the
night, intending to complete the ascent in
the morning. Unfortunatelv a severe rainstorm set in, and the guide declarin g that it
would be unsafe to venture farther, they retraced their steps down the mountain.

about

live

cases

of

opera toes,
boot (at that

Give it your immediate attention.

**SOME * OF * OUR4

Ladies and Gentlemen’s
And

Boots,

tion,

think we can say without exaggerathat we have one of the finest lines of

this

priced goods that

we

part of the State.

be found in this
In the ladies’ we have
can

EIGHT NEW STYLES
of

toes

and

“Berlin,”

Opera,”

“The Paris,”
“Cork Sole Boot,”

“Skating Boot,”
“Fashion & Needle Toe,”
and

last, but

not

“Twentieth

least, the.

Century Boot,’’

which is the latest thing out in ladies’ footFor the gentlemen we have several

wear.
new

toes, among them

are

the.

“Broadway,”
The

and

“Trilby”
The “Elete,”

the.

Winter Russet

Heavy

with the Scotch

Ifeoe,

edge, which is the “RIGHT

UP TO DATE” shoe for men.
We have
taken great pains to have all of the narrowest

as

of

shoes,

well

the widest widths in this grade
tit any foot as well as
get them fitted in higher price
We have them now on display in our
as

t-o we can

can

you
shoes.

windows, and if you will take the trouble to
at them, we know you will be satisfied

look

that what

we

have said is true.

2w42

B. C. DINSMORE,
(on

IIndebweab; jl, Pahts,|Ii Ftp.
Men’s A'l Wool Shirts and Drawers, regular price §1.00,
Men’s Cotton and Wool Shirts and Drawers, regular price,
Men's Cotton and Wool Shirts and

our

price, 87 l-2c

50c,

11

35c

Drawers, (better goods)

regular price, 62c., our price,..
Boys’ Cotton Underwear, sizes 20 to 32, regular price 25c., our price,
21c
Men’s Cotton and Wool Pants, regular price §1.25, our price,
$1.00
(This is a good, heavy, working man’s pant, and will give excellent service.)
Men’s Cotton and Wool Kersey Pants, regular price §1.75, our

$1 50

price

In

(These
but

are extra heavy
we are overstocked,

Men’s All Wool
(These pants

winter pants and would he cheap
and shall let them go at $1,500

Dicky Pants, regular price, §2.00,

our price,
Dicky cassiineres, and

made from the well-known

are

serviceable.)
Men’s Hair-line Dress Pants, regular price, §3.00,
prove very

(This is

enough at 81.75,

our

$1 75
always

price,

$2 50

special trade, and as we only have fifty pairs left, it will be for your
early if you wish to secure a genuine bargain.)
Men’s Extra Heavy All Wool Dress Pants, regular price, §4, our

Noyes Cilley, a set of sad-irons from Geo,
and M. A. Cilley and Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Sherman, a very pretty meerchaum pipe
from l,ulia Roberts, a glass basket from
Freddie Joyse, a piece of silver from
Emery
Roberts, a towel from Enoch Bartlett, two
fruit plates
from
four girls, a sugar
shaker from Celia Maud Roberts, one large
Pitcher from Mrs. Bina Dodge, one large

a

interest to call

price, $3

OO

(These pants are made from the celebrated l'utnam cassiineres, and always
give perfect satisfaction.) And last, but not least,
The King of Wear Desisting Pants, TIII11 CAM PTON,

regular price, §3.00,
We have them in all

We

can

our

price,.$2 75

sizes, from 32
11

show you

to

48

waist, and in extra long legs.
ft

"IJJ

G!

^ in every

department.

NO MAKE BELIEVES

Curtis, one syrup pitcher from Miss Mina
Spearing, a white apron from Mr. E. C. Cilley, one towel from Mrs. Isaiah Hall, some
print from two boys, one towel from Eftie
Tibbetts, 10 yards of cotton flannel from Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Bowen, one brush from
Everett Felker, a very pretty comb case
from Dora Felker, print from Blanche Lenfest, vase from Olive Roberts. At an early
hour all retired, feeling that they had spent
a very pleasant
evening. We all heartily

^EVER ENTER INTO SELLING^
AT

OUR

STORE.

Right Things Called by their
Right Names and Sold at
Right Prices.

wish Mr. and Mrs. Roberts many returns of
the happy event and will again visit them
on their golden
wedding.

Shipping Items.
Sch. Jonathan Cone
taken on the marine railway Friday to
be cleaned and painted and have her forefoot repaired. She has also had a new jibboom and some repairs to her sails and rigging-Sch. Vera arrived Friday with 55
M. deals and 881 M. shingles from St. John,
N. B., for Cooper & Co-Sch Anna D.
Price discharged boards from Bangor for
Cooper & Co., Tuesday-Sch. Mary Eliza
loaded hay at F. G. White's and sailed for
Black Island Saturday.Sch. Fannie
Whitmore, which brought the frame for the
barkentine building by McDonald & Brown
and has since remained at this port, was
chartered last week to load paving at Hurricane Island for Philadelphia and was towed
to Hurricane Friday. W. A. Arey of this city
has gone in her as mate.. .Sell. Willie L. Newton, which has been at this port for several
weeks unchartered, has chartered to load
ice at Rockport for St. Jago, Cuba. T. B.
Barr is her chief officer for the voyage_
Fred G. White has loaded schs. Jas. Holmes
and Miantomomah with hay for Boston_
Sch. Menawa fiuished loading paving for
Newark Saturday and sch. Maggie Mulvey hauled into the dock to load-Sch. A.
Hayford arrived Saturday with coal for
F. G. White from New York.Sell,
C. & K. Tarbox, the property of the C.
E. Weeks Company of Rockland, and formerly employed by them in the fishing business, lias been sold at auction by the U. S.
Marshal to satisfy judgments against her.
Mr. G. E. Bicknell bid her off at $275, and
although only 31 tons and 40 years old, she
is in good condition and fully equipped for
fishing-The barkentine John J. Marsh,
built at Newburyport in 1873, and 410 tons,
has been laid up at Portland for some
months. She was the property of Ghase,
Leavitt & Co. and the brig Ernestine, that
has been laid up at South Portland for
nearly two years, was the property of W. S.
Jordan & Go. An exchange has been made
between the owners. W. S. Jordan & Co.
will rig the John J. Marsh as a three-masted
sch. and use her in the coasting trade. Capt.
J. S. Drinkwater, formerly of the David
Torrey, will command her-The tug Kate
Jones returned to Boston last Sunday afternoon, after being in Boston bay since Saturday night, searching for the ship Wm. H.
Conner, Yokohama for Pori land, Me., which
passed Highland Light at 4 p. m., just as
the storm commenced. She was unable to
find her and the captain was of the opinion
that she must have stood off shore when the
wind shifted. The Portland tugs have also
been out looking for the ship-The little
pinkey sch. Julia Ann, Capt. Loring Rand,
from Winter Harbor, Me., arrived at Boston
Oct. 10th with 400 quintals of salted fish.
The Julia Ann is a vessel of 20 tons, and is
70 years old, having been built at Gloucester in 1810. Slie is still in a good state of
preservation. Twice every year she goes to
Boston from her port, Winter Harbor, aud
the remaiuder of the time she is used for
shore fishing off the Maine coast_Sch.
Sarah L. Davis arrived Tuesday from ElizaOethport with coal for Swan & Sibley CoSch. George Bird arrived Wednesday with
feed for Howes & Co. and Swan & Sibley
Co. from New York-Capt. Kimball, late
of sch. Nellie S. Pickering, is to have command of sch. Lester A. Lewis, and Capt.
Burgess of the Lewis will take the F. C.
Pendleton.
was

lasts, namely, the.

“The New

.IN.

kettle from Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Roberts, one pickle dish from Minnie Spearing,
one mustard dish Mr. C. E.
Stephenson, one
pair very nice towels from Mrs. David

SPECIALTY THIS FALL OF

$3.00

BARGAINS

stew

WE HAVE MADE A

A

since that time has not

Never-

now-a-days.

on

The quantity has been doubled, but the price is still 35 cents.
Imitations and substitutes may be offered you—look out ^k
The genuine bottle bears the name—Perry Davis & Son.

the evening a much larger number were present. Ice cream and cake were
again served, and later nuts and candy. The
evening was spent in singing and playing
games. Among the many and useful presents were a barrel of very nice
apples from

patent
price)
which is well worth and cannot be bought
elsewhere for less than $1.25. This price
is extremely low, the stock is not large.

special

behind him debts of about $5,000, owing
his workmen, firms of whom lie lias
bought
lumber and various other parties. It is
rumored that he bought a ticket for New
York and also that a letter has been received in Vinalhaven from him dated Jersey

of the

ordinary
theless we have got
Ladies' nice looking
leather tip. all solid
out

*

know when it will be needed.

can never

Silver Wedding in South Monroe. There
was a very pleasant
gathering at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Roberts, Oct.
9th,
the 25th anniversary of their
marriage. The
afternoon was spent in social chat, music,
etc. Ice cream and cake were
served, and
at five o’clock the
company partook of a
bountiful supper of roast chicken, cold boiled beef, lobster salad, cakes, pies, etc. After
supper the dishes were very quickly washed
by Nelson Curtis, Jr., and wiped by Hattie

LIES'III

pain hand—you

Keep Pain-Killer constantly

teachers of the Normal school:
Principal A.
F. Richardson, Miss Mary E.
Hopkins, Miss
Nellie F. Harvey, Kate S. Russell, and delegates from each of the three classes now in
the school.

Cilley.

H»in£ is certain X

lulls

Secretary, Miss Susie Bickford; Treasurer, Miss Ella Jordan; Financial Committee, Mrs. L. S. Chileott, Melvin Moore, Albert Mead. Among those present were these

a

all yield to its magic. A recox.
than fifty years proves that

Pain-killer
1

ent ;

Cuticura Remedies are sold throughout the
world. Price, Outicuka, 50c ; Soap, 25c. ; Resolvent, $1. Potter Drug and Ciiem. Coup.,
All at >ut the
Sole Props., Boston, IT. S A.
Blood, Skin, Scalp, and llair,” free-

that Pain-k

pain

no

more

One

Casting Alumni.
The annual meeting
and banquet of the Castine Normal School
Association was held in the Bangor Exchange, Bangor, last Friday night. About
34 members and guests were present. Previous to the banquet a business
meeting was
held in the parlors of the hotel, at which
these officers were elected:
President, A.
F. Richardson; Vice President, O. L. Clem-

Miss Myra Jenkins of Pittsfield has opened an art studio in the corner room over
Moody’s drug store, and will have public
days Thursday, Friday and Saturday, this
week. She is an artist and instructor in oil,
drawing, crayon and china painting. Miss
Jenkins has spent four years in Gardiner,
where she had 9b pupils, and two years in
Augusta. Her pictures displayed on the
walls show true artistic merit.

There is

stings,

of

The following ladies from Chas. L. Stevens
Relief Corps, No. 17, of Castine made an excursion to Belfast last Thursday and were
entertained by T. H. Marshall Relief Corps:
Mrs. C.
M. Davenport, Mrs. W. H.
Morgridge, Mrs. Lizzie Bridges, Mrs. N.
Laskey, Mrs. M. J. Straw, Miss Kate Davenport, Miss Helen Bridges, Mrs. L. A. Waterman, Mrs. L. Blake, Mrs. F. Littlefield, Mrs.
L. J. Thomas, Mrs. J. W. Worcester, Mrs.
J. H. Robinson. A picnic dinner was served
at Memorial Hall. Their very
pleasant visit
was enjoyed by all
present. Come again,
sisters.

morning.

Messrs. Frank A., C. W. and Roland Follett visited the Topsham fair last week and
stopping in Brunswick went into a barber
shop for a shave. There were three chairs,
all vacant at the time, and the Messrs. Follett did not have to wait for the call of
“Next.” When sliaved Mr. Frank Follett
remarked to the barber that three brothers
had been shaved at the same time, something that might not occur again for many
years.
Well, said the barber, 1 can tell you
something more, you have been sliaved by
three brothers.

■

B. C. Dinsmore
^ this week a
ladies’ IK)cent boot.
v'- it he says of ,t. He makes ft
spec*ai; i ladies' and gentlemen’s S3
d lias ladies’ boots in
eight new

were

House, and enough money was realized to
settle their hills and start them for home by
steamer the next day.
The entertainment
netted the company 821.IK), which, with a
discount made by Mr. Brownrigg on the
hoard bill, allowed the players to leave no
unsettled bills in Belfast. There was not

■

rs.

sound. They

Ilf

Kr not stop. Colic, cramps, toothaci.
r
ache, sprains, cuts, burns, bites

?carter

George Lincoln of Taunton, Mass., was in
Belfast last week aud bought five yokes of
oxen.
Dr. Freemau went to S. V. Philbrook's barn Saturday and examined them
for tuberculosis, and found all the auimals

The members of the Gray-Tingay dramatic company who became stranded here last
week were given a benefit Wednesday evening by the employes of the Belfast. Opera

■

ki:tisemen

Following is a list of unclaimed letters
remaining in the Belfast Post Office for the
week ending Oct. 12 1895:
Ladies —Mrs.
Laura Hall, Mrs. E. O. Harris, Miss
Georgia
Staples. Gentlemen—Mr. William Hill, Mr.
Henry Movill.

Canadian revenue cutter
and consequently to chauge her
fishing
ground. The difficulty with the Queen’s
revenue officers lias since been settled.

■

■

Dr. C. P. Bean, at 590 Tremont street, Bosrooms for the care of house patients
and is associated with one of the best oculists in Boston for the treatment of cases in
that line—facts that his friends in Belfast
and vicinity will be glad to know.

Maine.”

mised to

The brilliant lecturer, Mias Charlotte
Thorndike Sibley, will jire her lecture,
“Over Palestine Hills on Horseback,” at the
Congregational church, Waterville, Wednesday evening, Oct. 16th. Miss 8iblev has just
returned from the Holy Land, and the lecture will be illustrated by stereopticon
views of the points of interest she visited. A
graduate of Wellesley, with post-graduato
course at Yale, Miss 8ibley has had great
success as a lecturer, her efforts
calling forth
the warmest praise. An organ and piano
concert of fifteen minutes, commencing at a
of eight, will precede the lecture.
Waterville Mail.

ton, has

Henry F. Knight returned Saturday from
a mackerel trip to the Bay in sell. Grace L.
Fears of Gloucester.
They were gone 2
months and 8 days and packed out 310 barrels of mackerel, all extras and No. Is. This
vessel was high line of the Meet, but her good
luck was caused by her being obliged to

the act necessary, but
to pay their passage on
be as humane as pos- enough, however,
the boat and they were given free trans't*e that he had a
good burial. He
by the B. & B. S. S. Co. The prop•riy a tramp dog, but was taken in portation
of the managers of the company is still
k fords and proved a very faithful. erty
held here as security for unpaid bills.
-.mi.'iilarly to Mell and Kate. Tears
The Belfast W. C. T. U. is doing its usual
shed o\ er the poor dog, and when
l
urnal reaches Brooklyn, N, V., more charity work in the distribution of clothing
to the poor, ami those who have anything
y to follow.
suitable for the purpose are requested to
Cases.
The three cases against
leave the same with any of the following
Benner <-f North port for keeping
members of the committee: Mrs. H. W.
house
and
a
::g
tippling shop, being
Pitcher, Congress street; Mrs. Fred Saverv,
seller and keeping a common uuiEast Belfast: Mrs. H. J. Cottrell, High
•re called up in the Police Court
Mrs. E. W. Willis, Bay View street.
Respondent pleaded not guilty, street;
Contributions may also be left at the rooms
xaminatiou aud was bound over in
Thursday afternoon. This afternoon will
i' I, case..
The hearing on the liquor
be a “working day,” and quilling will be in
at the depot Sept. 28th was held in
order. Friday evening the union will give
Court Saturday forenoon
The
a reception to Mrs. W. B. Conant and Mrs.
resisting of one barrel <*f bottled
Eli Cook, who are about to leave us.
v.
ordered spilled.
Many visitors enjoyed the large display of
r• vr> Sparks.
The watering troughs
and Thorndike went dry last pictures at Mr. II. L. Woodcock’s studio
last Saturday afternoon. Mr. Woodcock had
■■k tin; the locomotives were obliged to
it Belfast and Burnham...-The Maine just finished mounting about cue hundred
'rai K. R. Co. has bought of Oliver Wliit- sketches in water colors from scenes in and
and others of I'nity a strip of land at near Criehaven, on the East Belfast shore,
I
.*.tstation, for an additional gravel pit. around the wharves in this city, and near
Quantabacook. Mr. Woodcock left Monday
Ti:e n*»w pit is 1,moo feet long, bit) feet wide
with these sketches for Boston, where he
.* ;southeriy >-nd and comes to a point
the north* r y ad. It *oitains 3.2 acres. will remain two weeks. Among his new
w Tin.--,- table for the afternoon
T1
pictures were some tine fruit pieces in oil
Mr. Woodcock has been
■:
■•at mo .-lTect Monday. The and water colors.
ra
fas: and Burnham is the same as very fortunate of late in disposing of many
aiauiei. hat for
crossing the pas- of liia more expensive pieces in Augusta and
Bangor. On his return from his trip to BosM
se .gi-r
time at Thorndike is 5 minton he will have more of his work on exhii'
: than hefi -re.
made-

0!

;

There will be a special meeting of the
Belfast Wheel Club at their rooms Oct. 23d.
All members are requested to attend.

the
North Belfast.
Mr. R. S. Gay, Mr. W.
S. Hatch, Mrs. E. Mitchell and daughter
Millie, and Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hatch, atMaine.
tended the conference of the Congregational
churches at Jackson, Tuesday and Wednesof
last
week.
a
enday
They report
very
joyable and profitable occasion. Four of the
above named company were hospitably entertained by Mr. and Mrs. John H. McKinley, who were residents of this village
twenty-nine years ago. We learn that the
fifty-first anniversary of their marriage occurs the
14th of next November.
They
have never had a death nor a funeral in
their home; and their family remained intact
until last winter, when their son Henry,
who lived in Waldo, died very suddenly.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinley are well preserved,
HATS,
she being able to attend to the household
duties of a large farm uuaided_Mr. Frank
BONNETS,
Clough and daughter Rose of Charlestown,
RIBBONS and
Mass., were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
Gay last Wednesday and Thursday... .Mrs.
TRIMMINGS
H. C. Bailey was absent from home several
OF ALL KINDS.
days last week visiting friends in Augusta.
JUST RETURNED FROM THE MARKET.
Miss Louise Gurney went to Boston last
Saturday where she will remain the coming
winter to attend a school of oratory. She
was accompanied by her brother, Thomas
Belfast, Oct. 17,1895.—2w42
How's This!
Gurney, who is to take treatment looking to
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
a cure of an impediment in his speech....
Alonzo Beckwith, who was quite badly hurt
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
last week by a large rock falling on his legs
Catarrh Cure.
and feet, is slowly recovering-Wilbur
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Carter met with a serious and painful acciWe, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
dent Monday evening.
He started away
a
while
delicate
A long
for
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
from his father’s home with a horse and
finanwagon, and while in the dooryard the horse
perfume that, could be sold for honorable in all business transactions and
became frightened and started to run
able to carry out any obligation made by
cially
OUNCE.
We
have
PER
25c.
around the buildings. The young man with
West & Tra ux,
their firm.
his feet braced against the fender tried in
it now in all the leading odore
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
vain to stop the animal.
The dashboard
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
for that price, or in an eight
gave way, precipitating Wilbur under the
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
horse’s heels. His jaw was broken and he
ounce, glass topped bottle, for
It required
was otherwise badly injured.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
$1.50.
the attendance of two physicians two hours
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
to properly treat the sufferer. The family
the system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
have the sympathy of the community in
4w42
Druggists. Testimonials free.
their misfortune.

corner)

Belfast,

[atest Styles
Millinery,

....

Mrsi B. F.WELLS

Poor A Son.

We have grown up under the above good mercantile rules.
The same rules still govern us—and we are growing, and will
continue to grow, prosper, win trade and gain the confidence
of our patrons, by adhering strictly to these sound business

principles.

THE WAY TO SUCCESS
Is

ly

as plain as the way to market. It depends chiefin knowing how and where to buy.

WE HIT THE MARK
Of public approval by buying what the people need
and selling it, at a price within their reach. Deceive
nobody. Tell the honest truth about every article
we offer.
If we make a mistake—and who doesn’t
—let us rectify it.

E. P.

FROST,

Just Below the

78 Main St.,

Masonic

Temple.

THE TRUTH!.

Wedding Presents Cheap,
morning

We start this

holiday goods,
we

for Boston and New York to buy
and in order to raise a little money
have marked all of our

Fancy Cliina and Cut Class

our

Sown

piece is marked in plain figures, and as far as possible
have collected all the above goods we have and put them
two tables n order that they may be looked over easily.

Each
we
on

5 & 10 GENT GOODS
We have the

Regular

10c.

largest

very

Cheap.

line of these

Whisk Broom, 5c.

goods

in the

county.

es®“Please come in and see us. We are in a little
confusion just now owing to the work we are having
done on the store, but are prices are so low that we
are doing business all the time.
j

CARLE cfe JONES,
21 Main Street,
Belfast, Maine.
-

WANTED, 100
to

Hay Prospers

buy their HAT WIRES of

us,

all

sizes used in this section constantly on
band. You send your orders here you will
be

■T

sure

to pet the

poods.

TT. <f- .T. TV. .TOXKSt. TTa—Hrnre,
(nraoawoBS to v. x. oaim)
60 Main Straef, Belflut.

Boston
U AY DOWN IX

Bags
PRICK,

oa, or, rs and 8»r Cents.
....ALSO...

Valises and Trunks kinds^
2m40

II. F. WELLS’.

Literary News and Notes.

The

Small

Hoy

Harper’s

■

nest!
With my pistol at my side,
1 would roam the prairies wide
An’ to scalp the savage Iujun in his wigwam
would I ride—
If I darst; but I darsen’t!

Magazine.

In the November number tire
fortunes of the same character will be
her
anomalous
traced,
position furnishing
the author with an opportunity for a vigorous characterization of Oriental society.

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

Handicapped.

The native wife of an English merchant I’d like to be a cowboy and ride a fiery boss
Way out into the big an’ boundless west;
gures as a character of secondary importance in Julian lialph’s story, “Alone I’d kill the bears an’ catamounts an’ wolves
I come across,
in China,” which is one of the prominent
An’ I’d pluck the bal’head eagle from his
features in the current number of

TAKINGJHANCES.
WOMEN ARE CARELESS.

They Over-Estimate
Strength.
[SPECIAL

Their Physical
Advice to Young W omen.
J

OCR LADY READERS

]

Women are very apt to over-estimat®
their strength and overtax it.

Duiing October the fashions described ! I’d like to go to Afriky an’ hunt the lions
When they are feelthere,
and depicted in Harper's Bazar will inAn’ the biggest ollyfunts you ever saw!
ing particularly well,
clude beautiful gowns and wraps, appro- I would track
the fierce gorilla to his equathey sometimes take
priate for the out-door exercise and
torial lair,
* chances which in the
recreation which autumnal weather makes
Au’ beard the cannybull that eats folks
long run cause them
raw!
possible. Among literary features of note
much pain and trouI’d chase the pizen snakes
there will he a blight story entitled The
ble.
This is due
ts
An’ the pottimus that makes
Instinct of Stepfatherhood, by Lilian Bell,
J largely to their not
author of “The Love-Letters of an Old His nest down at the bottom of unfathomable likes—
iff fully realizing howr
Maid;” a play to be acted by women only,
If I darst; but 1 darsen’t!
ST delicate their senfrom the pen of Margaret Sutton Briscoe,
sitive organism is.
|
its title “Masques;” and numerous charm- I would I were a pirut to sail the ocean blue,
'i he girl who has
I
a big black flag a-fiyin’ overhead;
ing articles on household and social topics. I With
would scour the billowy main with my
just become a woFew more pathetic stories fiom real
gallant pirut crewr
T—| man can hardly be
Au’ dye the sea a gouty, gory red!
lile, illustrative of the strength of charexpected to act
acter oi a child of eight, w ere ever told
With my cutlass in my hand
wisely, everything is
On the quarter deck I’d stand
than the ( no t/liich appears in the October
new
to her.
so
(She,
number of Babyhood under tlie heading And to deeds of heroism I’d incite my pirut
should be
howevof-,
band—
of ‘FaitInu 1 to His Trust.”
In interest- |
and
w
told:
oman
every
If I darst; but I darseri’t!
should realize that to
ing contrast to this is the illustrated true
stoic of “How Tony was Tamed.”
The Ami, if I darst, I’d lick my pa for the times
be well her “monthly
that lie’s licked me !
medical articles in this number are on
•s.
periods" should
I’d lick my brother ail’ my teacher, too!
A be regular. Wet
“Nuising in Infantile Skin Affections,” I'd lick the
fellers that call round on sister
A \ feel. or a cold
by Dr. ('. \Y. Allen, and “Nursery Gymalter tea,
\ \ from exposure,
nastics,'' by Dr. S. .]. Foit. The medical
Ail’ I’d keep lickin’ folks till 1 got
editor answers a number ul questions
l
\ may suppress or
through!
11
the
diet
of
bet!
I’d
run
You
on
conaway
upi
render irregular
young children,
\
From
lessons
to
my
etc.
A
my
play,
n,
rather
novel
stipatii
and fearfully
nail-biting,
view is put forth by a wiiter on "Dolls An’ I'd shoo the liens, an’ t-eaze the cat, an’
I painful the menkiss the girls all daj—
Psychologically Considered.” The MothI so?, ai d perhaps
If I durst; but 1 darsen’t!
er's Parliament” contains, as usual, a
/ I sow Ihe seed for
in
Field
Record.
Chicago
number ol interesting and helpful letters [Eugene
/
future ill health.
on the many subjects w hich arise in the
/
Lvdht K.PinkDefender’s Winter llerlh.
x'—x
_eau .,i,n training oi y, ung children, si.00
/,(,■ -h.v Vegetable
‘a year.
New Yon a, Oct. 7. The Defender, the
Bahyliood Pub. Co., o Beckman
Compound will ever be the unfailing
St.. Now Yolk.
rei
; yacht which through the use of precious
y in such eases as well as all t lie
'Ihe editor oi the lieview of Beviews metals in her constiuction cost Messrs.
peculiar ailments of women. Millions of
women li\e to prove this.
Mrs. M. L.
finds several incidents in this fall's politi- Vanderbilt, Morgan and Iselin something
Verrill tells plainly what it has done for
cal situation on which to comment with like 8200,000 to equip and maintain, and
her:
effect in “The Progress of the World” the boat which carried the hopes and
I will write you a few lines to tell
foi October; tin pan played by the liquor dollars of all true patriots in the last cup
you what my trouhies were before taking
question in the Now York campaign is contest, now that her work is finished,
Lvui
E. l’inkham’s Vegetable ComThe present dif- was laid up for tlie winter season in a
very clearly described.
pound. It was the same old story,—
ficulties it the l. s. Treasury and the little creek hack of Glen Island on Wedhealings thereof on national politics are nesday. While this seems a rather tame my back and lower part of my abdomen
and painful menstruation. Of course it
discussed.
The opening of the Atlanta ending to what promised to be a glorious
weakExposition and rite recent patriotic gather- season’s racing, it was no fault of any one was telltale do-tors
ness.
Tiie
ings at Louisville and C'hickamaiiga, the connected with the manganese aluminum
diftried
five
have
(I
international yacht racing fiasco, the boat that she did not wind up her career
ferent ones)called it
building oi American battle-ships and in a blaze of glory. The Defender's rac- chroni-*
Loid
olseley s appointment as Cdm- ing career, however, is not over by any tion of the womb. I
maudei-iu-Chief of the British Army, are means, with the Valkyrie still here and
1 had lencoramong the topics included in the month’s another challenger coming. The Defendrlnea for over eight \
The Madagascar campaign, the er seemed to realize this as much as any
survey
years, ulcers on the
massacre of missionaries in China, the one, for yesterday she tugged vigorously
neck ot the womb, terrible headacnes ana
Atnitnian question and progress in South at four anchor chains, and with her canbackaches. Your medicine completely
Africa under Cecil Bhodes (whose portrait vas-covered nose pointed toward Brookcured me.”
NIi:s M. L. Vekkill, 223
serves as the frontispiece of this number lyn seemed to bid defiance to the Erie
Newell Ave., Pawtucket, R.I.
of the lieview) ate matters of internation- Basin in general and the Valkyrie in paral interest w hu h also pass under editorial ticular.
The Defender is lying in a little
review.
arm of the Sound, about 200 feet
wide,
The Ait Amateur is offering three between Glen Island and New Kochelle,
months free to all persons sending in their about a hundred yards from the Huguesubscription before January 1st. And not Yacht Club house and a cable’s length
from the chain ferry which connects Glen
looking at the October issue, now before Island
and the mainland in summer. She
us, we should certainly say that it is an
has
been stripped ol all her rigging and
offer worth accepting.
A better or more
instructive number than this for the art spars except her masts, bowsprit and
student or art lover one could scarcely shrouds, hut could be got ready for the ...WILL GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO...
imagine. It fairly teems with practical starting signal inside of ten days. Her
information. Beginning with the color- racing spars and canvas have all been
plates, we find an excpiisite panel of stowed either at l’iepgras’ yard, City IsIselin’s boat house
American Beauty Boses, which is accom- land. or in C. O.
panied by anothei plate showing the pro- which lightens her hull considerably, and
....DEALEII IN_
gressive stages ..i painting it. This is an slie now seems to have tremendous freeunique feature of The Art Amateur, and board, and as her bronze bottom shows
showing, as it does, “how a real artist for fully a foot all along her water line.
Iler aluminum topsides received a liual
paints a pier lire,*’ it is simply invaluable
coat of tlie blue auti-con"sive paint, and
to those learning to paint witiiout a teachthe
last of her Yankee crew, a dozen in
er.
li:e third color-plate is “Sunset in
left for home on Thursday.
Two big
the Inlet,
a
dcliglitiul painting by Carl ail,
Wtbir.
There are the usual eight pages anchors, with heavy wire cables, hold the
Defender
while
aft
two
immense
forward,
of Working Designs for China 1 hunting,
chain
bold her stern in position.
Wood-(/.living, and Kmbroidery, etc. All One of cables
these chains is connected with a;,
this is merely supplementary to the magaAgent for Waldo County far an
zine pi«q»er.
Iu it we find the first of a immense mooring anchor, while the other
automatic
Serbs of article:- on “K.lementary Draw- is made last to a ring in a big rock which
burglar a:arm
ing lor■ Ik-ginueis," which we commend juts out threateningly near the G1 .a Cove
arid wants a few working
shore, so that nothing short of \u earthto all ttaciiers in the schools; on “Drawing for Advanced .Students:" on the vari- quake could move her.
agents.!SF“
As the Sun reporter went to take a fareous .liietln><;s of
reproducing drawings for well look at the
Defender lie noticed a tall,
illustration in newspapers and magazines;
GEO. T. HEAD,
“Hints to Young Sculptors,” Marine gray-bearded man leaning on the club
house
rail
looking lovingly at the DefendPainting, Flower Painting, China Painter's clear-cut lines and in tutilul hull. In
46 MAIN STREET,
BELFAST,
\Voed-< arviug, Bent Iron Work,
ing,
Church Kmbroidery, The Framing of a moment the man turned round, and the
“
saw that it wit.
Hank
reporter
W ater-Colors, etc.
Capt.
For “The House”
Haff,
the Defender’s famous skipper, w ho was
we
lind a view and description
of
the cup defender so studiously.
a charming
studying
though inexpensive DiningBoom, which is to be followed by a Draw- Capt. Half gave an apologetic little laugh
ing-Boom. Library, and Bedroom, for it when he saw the reporter, and said,
is an apartment in an
my boy, I kinder hate to leave Apply a particle of the
ordinary “flat” “Well,She
never had a chance to show Halm into the nostrils.
that is described.
In “My Note-Book,” her.
Alter a moment draw
what
she
could do.
I tell you, she is strong breath
the editor, as usual, gives hints and notes
through
faster
than
one
has
Use three
which no one who buys painting or art
any
any idea of. She the nose.
times a day, after meals
has
never
been
let
out
yet.”
objects generally can afford to miss.
and before
The reporter remarked that she might preferred,
Price, o5 cents. Montague Marks, Pubretiring.
have
a chance next
Haff
year. Capt.
said,
lisher, 2o Union Square, New York.
ELY’S
CREAM
•‘That’s so, hut it does seem a shame
and
after all the money that was spent on this R A L M opens
Some Significant Statistics.
cleanses
the
Nasal
mi.
boat that we only got one race. I tell Passages, Allays Pain COID 1 ii pa PI
BBfcril#
Inflammation,
Classified as religious, and issued either you, though,” said the captain, his face and
in the interests of denominations or fac- brightening up, “that new fellow Hose Heals the Sores. Protects the Membrane from
Restores
the
Sense
of
Taste and Smell. The
Colds,
tions of denominations, or as
seems to he a blood.
He don’t want any Balm is quickly absorbed and gives relief at once.
organs of
50 cents at Druggists or by mail.
representative members of denominations, conditions or anything else; he just wants Price
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
the American Newspaper
Directory of to race,”
1895 catalogues 1,008 newspapers and*
ft hen asked if the Defender would race
periodicals, 937 of which have an aggregate the Valkyrie next year, Capt. Haft said,
circulation of 4,911,987 copies, which is
“Well, I understand the Defender is to
about one-twelfth of the circulation of all be raced, and, if the Valkyrie happens to
the periodicals published in the
be there, I suppose there will be a race.”
country.
One hundred and thirteen of these jourCapt. Haft said that he thought the Denals have a circulation of 10,000 or more fender’s present mooring was one of the
each issue, or a combined circulation of best that could have been picked out.
3,320,952 each issue, 1,883,209 of which There is twenty feet of water there at low
must be credited to journals that are istide, and under that about ten feet of soft
sued weekly. Each copy is read not
Her
only mud, so she can’t hurt herself.
by the five people usually credited to the bronze bottom is anti-corrosive, while
her
aluminum
sides
but
are
now
so high
ordinary newspaper,
top
by twice or
thrice that number in many instances, for out of water that no salt water can reach
No one will remain on board, but
many subscribers pass their papers on them.
and on to the inmates of less fortunate a watchman has been
employed to look
homes.
Individual instruction in Commercial and Eng:
These publications are pre-emi- after her during the winter.
ft hen asked why the Defender had not lisli studies, Shorthand, Typewriting, Actual
nently the home papers of newspaperdom.
Business Practice, etc. Twice the attention for
T hey are not superficially scanned while been hauled out for the winter,
Capt. less than one-half the expense of attending colmen travel into business and then left for
Half said, “Well, you know' she draws so leges located in large cities. Rooms large and
the brakemen to gather up.
equipped with all modern facilities.
They go di- much water there is no place we could elegantly
Business men supplied with competent assistants
rectly into homes, and the reading of pull her out, while it would cost us $300 a without charge.
Open from September to July.
them is a duty as well as a
For catalogue and specimen of penmanship, ad
pleasure. day to put her on the dry dock.”
Hence their peculiar value to advertisers
dress.
Half
took
his
last
H A. HOWARD,
meal
on her
Capt.
and their rank as moulders of
3m32
yesterday morning, and, after battening
Rcckland, Maine.
opinion.
Of the 937 journals with a circulation of down the hatches, he left on an afternoon
4,'.ill,087 copies, 53 percent, of this cir- train for Islip.
culation must be credited to
papers pubA Champion Tennis Player.
lished in the Northeastern .States; 28
per
cent, to those in the Ohio basin and Lake
Dr. G. F. Eames, formerly of Belfast but
region; 9 per cent, to those in the Missouri
Valley; less than 5 per cent, to the South- now of Boston, is well known as an expert
of Children and adults have worms 1
tennis player.
The Boston Transcript of
eastern States; less than 3
but are treated for other diseases. Thesymp- \
per cent, to the
toms are—indigestion, with a variable apSouthwestern States, and less than 2 per Oct. 3d thus records one of his recent victories :
petite; foul tongue ; offensive breath; hard
cent, to the Far W est and Pacific
and full belly, with occasional gripings and
slope.
Eames easily defeated Wellington on the
| pains about the navel; heat and itching sensa- /
Analysis of the list of religious periodi- courts of the Lougwood Cricket
tion in the rectum and about the anus; eyes I
Club
I
Wed|
cals from another
heavy and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry /
standpoint is still more ; nesday, thereby w inning the second section
cough ; grinding of the teeth starting during (
suggestive. Eighty-five of the 102 jour- | of the handicap tennis tournament for club
sleep; slow fever; and often in children, con- )
1|
vulsions. The best worm remedy made is /
nals published in New York State are
Only one set was played Wednespub- i members.
lished in New York
day, as the match was au unfinished one
City; 49 of Pennsyl- I from
PIN WORM
afternoon.
Both
of
the conTuesday
vania’s ICO issue from
Philadelphia; 20 of ! testants
are
scratch men, and it was
Ohio's
are edited in
59
of
Cincinnati;
,98
thought that the final set vVed nesday
Illinois’ 97 are produced in
Chicago; 41 would be an
but Eames won
| It has been in nse 44 yrs. is purely vegetable, /
f harmless and effectual. Where no \vi>rnis are :
of Massachusetts 53 bear the Poston iru- w ithout the exciting one,
slightest difficulty. Both of the
it acts as a Tonic and corrects the eon- {
and
45
of Missouri's 47 come out of Tpe.u played from the back of the court, conprint,
dition of the mucous membrane of the stom- )
ach and bowels. A positive cure forOonstipa- (
St. Louis.
T hat is to say,
themselves
almost
entirely to ground
ana Biliousness, ana a.
nearly 98 per fining
j non
cent, of the religious publications issued strokes. At this style of pi ay, Eames provvaluable remedy in all the
I common complaints of chil-1
in the six great commonwealths of the ed himself much superior to Wellington,
J dren. 35c. at all Druggists.
nation most prolific in their productions of winning a love set. His drop*strokes were
DR. J. F.TRUE&r CO.*
much harder than those of
and
3Ve.
religious literature come out of the cities. he placed the ball down theWellington,
I For Auburn*
side lines with
Tape worms we have
I
This estimate is neither
| a special treatment. Write
qualitative nor much greater accuracy. He also played so
for
Pamphlet.
f
quantitative. If it were, the allowing much to Wellington’s back hand, that it
TRACE MARK
i
bothered the latter, and broke up his
would be even more conclusive
play,
respecthe
does
good back-hand work for a
ing the dependence of the dwellers in the although
player of his ranking. The whole score of 1
country upon the great cities for their the
final match was 2—6, 7—5,
mental and spiritual food.
6—3, 3—6, i
[From “Reli- 6—0.
I
gious Journalism and Journalists,” by
Bent and largest Practical Art Magazine.
George P. Morris in the October Review
English Spavin Liniment removes all
of Reviews.
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blem- (The only A.rt Periodical awarded a Medal at the
World’s Fair.)
ishes from horses, Blood
Spavins, Curbs, Invaluable to all who wish to make their living by
Mr. Dukane. "They have a woman law- Splints,
Sweeney, Bing Bone,
art or to make their homes beautiful
Stifles,
yer at the court house now. I suppose the Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
we will send to any one H A a
FOR
next thing will be a female
judge.” Mr. 8ave £50 by use of one bottle. Warranted ■ UH lulsa mentioning this publi- M m |Ci
Snaggs. "That wouldn’t be anything new. the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever cation a specimen
copy, with superb III**
My wife has been laying down the law to me known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- 'color plates (for copying
or framing) J|.
ever since I was married.”
and 8 supplementary pages of designs (regular
gists, Belfast, Me.
Or we will send also
Prtce»
36c).
FAR
Ifift
run

|
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The ARTIAMATEUR

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

lUb.

••paintingforBeglnnenM(90pages
MONTASIE MAKES, 31 I'.lo. m.are, Jf. T.

Verona

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sld from Yokahama May 29 for New York via Kobe.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 8 for New York.
A J Fuller, Walnutt, sailed from New York
Aug 25 for Sliangliae; spoken Sept 8, lat 30
N, Ion 38 W.
Alameda, Chapman, sailed from Vancouver Aug l(i for Sydney, NSW.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at New
York Sept 5 from Singapore.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from
Hong Kong Aug 3 for Baltimore.
Charger, D S Goodell, at La Plata Aug 16
for British Channel.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Philadelphia June 19 for Nagaski.
Emma F Whitney, A S Pendletou, at New
York for Shanghae.
Gov Robie, Nichols, arrived at Philadelphia, Sept 18 from Iloilo.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Manila
Aug 27 for Boston.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, arrived at San Francisco Aug 25 from New York.
Iceberg, F W Treat, at Valparaiso Sept 7
for Iquique,
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, arrived at Philadelphia June 8 from New York.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, sailed from
New York July 19 for San Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at Buenos
Ayres about Aug 10 from New York
Llewellyn J Morse, Clapp, at Alyak, from
San Francisco Alaska Sept 10.
Manuel Llaguuo, Kdw Smalley, arrived at
New York Oct 9 from Honolulu,
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, cleared from
Philadelphia .June 10 for Hiogo; spoken
July 14, lat 9 X, ion 25 W.
May Flint, E 1> P Nichols, sailed from
Sau Francisco Oct 7 for Bristol.
R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
York June 13 for Yokahama; spoken June
22, lat 35 N, Ion 01 >Y.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, cleared from Sail
Francisco Aug 27 for Honolulu.
Sail Joaquin, Larrahee, arrived at New
York Jail 9 from Portland.
S J) Carleton, Amsbury, at Sydney, NSW,
Sept 2 from Melbourne for Loudon.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from New
York May 27 for Sau Francisco; spoken June
20, lat 24 N, Ion 42 NY.
St David, Carver, arrived at New York
Sept 28 from Hong Kong.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, cleared from

Philadelphia

June 13 for Hiogo;

Villa,

“CRACK” SLOOP NIMROD.

AND THE

SHIPS.

Sunset Hill, Long Island, was the scene
of gay festivities, last Friday evening, the
occasion being the formal opening of the
Harriman cottage, “Verona Villa.” The
many friends of the Misses Harriman to
the number of 60, including the only and
original Camp Orient boys, chartered the
steamer Alice, and, landing at the island
carried the villa by storm.
It was gaily
decorated with Japanese lanterns while
colored
fires
many
lighted up the whole
end of the island.
Inside this most picturesque and handsome cottage a cozy fire
snapped in the open fire-place and the
lamps with tinted shades threw a soft
glow over the rooms. The decorations
were elaborate and
appropriate and light
refreshments were served during the eventhe
ing by
charming hostesses. Tire exterior of the villa is very handsome and
reflects much credit upon the designer,
Mr. George A. Green of Belfast, who
brought tire greater part of the decorations with him on his crack sloop Nimrod.
The situation of the cottage leaves nothing to be desired. It faces the city and
the view from tire broad verandas is entrancing. The guests departed at a late
hour with well wishes and congratulations
for their hostesses upon having such a
fine summer home.
[Portland Sunday
Times.

Advertising Columns of

a

What is

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for
Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium,
Morphine

nor

other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless
substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor
Oil.
It is Pleasant.
Its guarantee is thirty years’ use
l>y
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and
alla\s
feverishness.
Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd
cures
Diarrhoea and Wind Colie.
Castoria relieves

teething troubles,

cures constipation and
flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach

and

bowels, giving lica'tby and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Newspaper.

A glance at our advertising columns
will explain how tlie
average Fort Payne
merchant “holds his own.”
The above paragraph is taken from The
Fort Payne Journal.
A glance at its columns shows tiiat there are
only two business bouses, a furniture store and a
bank,
that advertise in tbe Journal.
Aside from
tile small professional cards this is the
only support that the paper gets from the
people ot its home. The advertising columns of a
paper reflect the business enterprise in a town. There is certainly
not much of it in Fort
Payne. [Gadsden

Castoria.

spoken July

War

on. Liquor

At

a

meeting

of the

N, Ion 31 W.
Win II Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
Hiogo May 8 for Portland and New
York ; spoken Sept. 9, lat 15 S, Ion 28 NV.
NY J Retell, Sew all C Lancaster, cleared
from Philadelphia July 27 for San Francisco.

all de-

■

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
October, A. 1). 1895.

at
on

\ certain instrument, purporting t< be the last
ix will and testament of DAVID TOWLE, lare
of Searsport, in said county of Walco, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to lit held at Bellast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jkkb’h D. Parker, Register.

A true copy.

physicians in tlie children
have- spoken highly of' then
in their outside practice with (

and

<

::

although
only have auiot
medical supplies what is known as
products, yet we are free to confess th
we

merits of Castoria has won us to lo
favor upon it.'1
United Hospital and DistminAllen C.

Smith, Pres.

Boston, M.

-s

WALDO

Parker, Register.

WILLIAM C. PENDLETON and SARAH P.
M
STAPLES, children of SARAH H. PENDLETON, late of Searsport, in said county of
Waldo, decreased, having presented a petition that

■

Matanzas,

Attest:
JereTi I).

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 18l>5.

j
J

New York.

H. A. Archer. "■!
So. Oxford St., Brooke.

WALDO

ANDREW

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w it bin and for
the County of W aldo on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1895.
THKODOCIA T. SHAW, widow of R EC BEN A.
1 SHAW, latent W interport, in said county of
Waldo, deceased, having presentee a petition'for
an allowance out of the perx
a
estate of said
deceased.
oidered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing ;, copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
pairing.
Henry Xorweil, Cushman, arrived at New in the Republican Journal, jointed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
York Sept 20 from Brunswick, Ga.
John J Marsh, II B Whittier, arrived at | he hi at Belfast, within and lor >aid ( mint}, on
| the second Tuesday of November next, at ten of
Portland May 17 from Philadelphia.
j the elm k before noon, and show cause, il am they
Lucy A Nickels, CM Nichols, arrived at have, win the pra\»-r of said petitioner should
| New York Sept. 0 from Hong Kong.
; not he granted.
Mahei 1 Meyers, Win Meyers, at Rosario
GEO. E. Jt hNSON. Judge,
A t rue copy. Attest:
31
for
United
States.
Aug
J ere'ii J >. Parker, r< gistt r.
arrived at Havana Oct 7 from

tochildf

SS.—In Court of Probate.!..
fast, on the second Tuesday of oo
HERBERT E. R V DER, Administ ran
fate of CATHARINE S. PEXDLETn.x
Islesboro, in said county, deceased,
sented his first account of administrat
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof lie
weeks, successively, in the Republic;.!
printed in Belfast, in said county, that
interested may attend at a Probate <
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesdav
her next, and show cause, it any tb.
the said account should not be allow*.
OEO. E. loll.VsnN
A true copy. Attest
.1 ekeTi I>. PaKk 1.1; I;.

TARBELL. hitshaml of SABRIXA
TARBELL,late of Liaeolnville, in said county
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition
that his dower in the real estate of said deceased
may be assigneil and set out to him.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copv of this order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

PROBATE NOTICES

C N Meyers, sailed from
for Hong Kong and New
York.
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, cleared from
Boston, Sept 4 for Montevideo.
Amy Turner, C C McCiure, sailed from
New York May 20 for Honolulu.
Beatrice Havener, Hicliboru, arrived at
Philadelphia, Sept 13 from Port Spain.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from Barhadoes Sept 19 for Sandy Hook.
C
P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from
Seville, Aug 13 for New York.
Edward ividder, J 11 Park, from Junin
for Hampton Roads, at Valparaiso, leaking.
Edward May, sailed from Colombo June
21 tor New York; passed St Helena Sept 5.
Evanell, AY H Blanchard, arrived at Callao June 30 from Iquique.
i
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Buenos
Ayres Aug Id from Portland, dsg.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Port Elizabeth Sept 1“> from New York,
Havana, Rice, arrived at New York Sept
12 from Havana.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, sailed
from Punta Arenas, July 20 for New York.
Henry A Litchfield, at Boston Oct 3 re-

cnee

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and Bathe County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. 1). 1805.

BARKS.

Adam \V Spies,
Shaugliae July 29

adapted

superior to any pre.M

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York
City.

the purpose of enforcing the liquor law.
The league has plenty of money behind it,
and much trouble is anticipated by tbe
violators of the Maine law in that city.

from

well

“Our
incut

instead of the various quack nostrums which
are destroying their loved ones,
by forcing !
opium, morphine, soothing syi up and other
hurtful agents down their throats,
thereby
sending them to premature graves.”
|
Dr. J. F. Kincheloe,
|
Conway, Ark.

nominations, held in Portland Oct. Stli, a
law and order league was organized for

23

;ii

>

as

**

Sellers.

clergymen of

s

I recommend it
known to me.”

Castona is the best remedy for children of
whvh 1 am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the
real interest of their children, and use Castoria

PORTLAND CLKIU; VMEN HiOANl/.E A LAW
AND ORDER LKAOL'K.

Anjer Aug 14 from New York.
Win H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
June 12 for Yokahama; spoken June 26, lat

Castoria is

__

Times-News.

6, lat 22 N, Ion 30 NV.
Tillie E Starbiuk. Eben Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu June 24 for New York.
Wandering Jew, D C Nichols, arrived at

C' storia.

“Castona is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repcab-d’y told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Die. G. C. Osooon,
Lowell, Mass.

<

j

i

administration of the estate of said deceased be
gianted to said William C. Pendleton.
< irdered, That the said petitioners
give notice to
all persons interested by causing a'ropy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said
minty, on the
second Tuesday of November next, a, ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, it any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioners should
not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—
>1 ereTi i». Parker, Register.
At a Probate Conn la-id
the Countv ol Waldo,
October. A. 1>. 18‘.if>.

a:
on

Beliast,-within

SS.- In Court of Probate, lit
M
fast, on the sec..ndTuesdav oi < )c'.
HAROLD K. M I LLER. Kxe* tifor on •
CAROLINE M. K Ml LLER. late of Ssaiil county, deceased, having present,
and final account >f administration oi
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice tliereof !.••
weeks suecossiveh in the Republic;
printed in Belfast, in said county, that
interested, uia\ attend at a Probate <
held at Bel!ast. .-n he se< ond Ti:esda\
her next, and show ■•uuse. if any tin ;,
the said account should not he ai'oweu.
m:<>. l. .iniiNso:
A t rue copy. AtK-st
•I! I'K’H I». l’Ahki i..

Not it*.
ofku 1: hi ti:k Siu:i-mm w \u».
M A r of M V 1 N K. Wa LOO ( -I
\
0<
•lie! III. A. 1>. ls:u.
Tl! IS is to i\v in it e that on tl
1
October, A. J). Js n n Warrant in
was issued b\
iteo. I.. Johnson,
ct.un of lusoiv. ;h;\- lor >nid cor.utv
‘'-■tin'1 he .--n.n: K.M lid. It. IlfA '■
!
i:v. in said emit
adrdaed tn I
■ n
I >*' t»t ■
i.c ui ,n .a
said It.
O. n
]■**! ifion wa- filed on the : lb da> ■
r"
1
Vi bich -.ate interest on claim- tI'l ted that tin- j a;, men; -■!' m\ oe;
said 11‘1'tor. and tin- transit a .f
Urn hv
propers* by him are t. hi
nu-etim; of the : reditor- d -aid 1 »• Id.
their debt.s and e o..se <>,i»• or i!:niv
his estate, w ill be held at
•,Comt ..t
lie 11o 1 dt n at the I *r< .bate < sfb. e
a sa id
!
tin Ftth da* ot Niivrm er, A. 1>. l-

and for
o:

the second Tui-.mlav

|

a Probate Court held at Bel ,ast, wit inn and for
\ certain instrument., purporting to be the last
will and testament of MAliV P. BLACK.
the County ol Waldo, ou the second Tue.xhn of!
late <d Stockton Springs, in said county ol W a »(.
October, A. D. 1895.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Singapore Aug
deceased,
having been presented for probate.
MIMA M. VINA I,.sister, BENJAMIN A.Y1NAI. I
21 for New York.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
J
and W ALDO M. VLNAL, brothers ,»t rob
interested by causing a cop\ of iln> order to
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at ; ERT
A. VINAL, late of Wintevport, in said
county be published three weeks successively in the
Tampa Sept 10 from Havana.
! oi W aldo, deceased, having presented a petition I Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast. "that they
Rose Dims, Melvin Colcord, at Monte- I that administration of the es ate of said deceased
j may appear at a Probate Conn, to be held at
video July 19 for New York.
| be granted to Henry W. .Mayo of Hampden, in the
within and for said County, on the secBelfast,
o'clock in the afternoon.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong j county of Penobscot.
ond Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to clock before
Oivtn under my hand tin date first
Aug 1, unc.
noon, and show cause, if any they
! all persons interested by causing a copy of this
ten.
F. V \ >SF. |>eput\ S
win the- same should not be proved, apSt James, F B Clifford, at Shaugliae Aug
have,
order to be published three weeks successively in
As
Messenver of the Court of lnsohiand allowed.
10 for New York.
Countv of Waldo.
I the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that proved
t:\v4J
CEO.
E.
JOHNSON.
Judge.
St Lucie, J T Erskiue, ar at Zanzibar July
may appear at a Probate Court to be held
A true copy. Attest:
3 from Myautenaro.
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
JereTi 1>. Parker, Register.
SStnte
oT
Moino.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
from Philadelphia Aug 24 for Buenos Ayres. clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
WALDO SS.
COl'IlT OF INSOUK>
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed have, why the prayer of said petitioners should
October i*. A !
not he granted.
fast, on the second Tuesday of October, In tlufrom Portland Aug 15 for Montevideo.
matter of FAIRFIELD E.MEI;\
1805.
FRED
Administrator
de
bonis
ATWOOD,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Debtor.
non on the estate of ELISH A C. AREY, late of 1
A true copy. Attest:
SCHOONERS.
1
It is hereby ordered that notice be L!.
Jere'Ii I). Parker, Register.
Winterport. in said county, deceased, having presented his second account of administration of
Georgia Gilkev, W R Gilkey, sailed from
persons interested in the settlement
j count
Boston Sept 4 for Rosario.
said estate for allowance.
of F. L. l’almer and A. U.
May...
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, cleared
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three | of the above named Insolvent Debtoi.
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of weeks
in the Republii an Journal,
a copy of this order to he published th..
successively,
from Bangor Sept 28 for New Bedford.
October, A. D. 1895.
in
said
that
all
Belfast/in
printed
persons I successively, in the Republican Journ.i.
county,
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
certain instrument, purporting to be the last interested may attend at Probate Court, to be held I paper printed in Heiiast, in said count\.
Galveston Sept 12 for Apalachicola.
will and testament oi CHARLES B. GIL- at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of November may appear at a Court of Insolvem
t<•
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from MORE, late of Montville, in said
county of Wal- next, and show cause, if any they have, why the the Probate Court Room on the t.'stii da\
Galveston Oct 0 for Pensacola.
ember next, at ten o'.-lock in the totem
do, deceased, having been presented for probate. said account should not be allowed.
(IEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
heard th reon, and object if the\ see <•.,
John C Smith, Ivneeland, sailed from
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inA true copy. Attest :
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
DEO. E. JOHN**.
Apalachicola July 10 for Surinam.
Jere'h D. Parker, Register.
Judge of Insolvency Court. Wain
Lester A Lewis, Burgess, cleared from published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,' that they may
A true copy. Attest:
Bangor Sept 28 for Boston.
hue’it D. I’akk Kit. R.
appear at# Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, TT7ALDO SS. In Court of
Liuali O Kaminski, S Woodbury, arrived within and for said County, on the second
Probate, held at BelTueson the second Tuesday of October,
¥ ¥
at Charleston Oct 0 from New' York.
day of November next, at ten of the clock before 1805. fast,
FRED
Executor
on the estate
ATWOOD,
Lucia Porter, Grindle, sailed from New' noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the of ELIZA A.
TREYETT. la e of Winterport, in
same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
London Oct 8 for Boston.
said county, deceased, having presented his second
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
and final account of administration of said estate At Belfast, in tlie county of Waldo ui
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at BrunsA true copy. Attest:
Maine, the ninth day of October, A i1
for allowance.
wick, Ga, Oct 5 from New York.
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
R F Pettigrew’, Morse, sailed from PortOrdered, That notice thereof be given, three
undersigned hereby fiives notice
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, ! 1
land Oct y for Philadelphia.
pointment as Assignee of the estate
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for printed in Belfast, in said
county, that all persons E. SYLVESTER of Freedom, in sain
Sallie rOn, W H West, arrived at Boston
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has bet i.
Sept 23 from Charleston, S C.
October, A. i). 18515.
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Novem- | an Insolvent
upon his own petition i■
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Galveston
of Insolvency for said countv of WahV
G. CURTIS, Guardian of CLIFTON ber next, and show cause, if any they have, why
Oct (5 for Apalachicola.
2w42
CURTIS, Jit. of Searsport, in said county of the said account should not be allowed.
RUSSELL <i. DYER.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Willie L New'ton, E Coombs, arrived at >\ aldo, having presented a petition for license to
A true copy. Attest:
Belfast Sept 15 from Philadelphia.
sell, at public or private sale, the real estate of
JereTi
D.
Parker, Register.
sai<l ward described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
The Journal and the Tribune.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- At Belfast, in the
order to be published three weeks successively in
County of Waldo, an
fast, on the second Tuesday of October.
Maine, the ninth day of October, A. >>
the
Journal, printed at Belfast, that 1895. LUCIUS P. WALTON
and GRACE E.
Last year The Republican Journal Pub- they Republican
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at WALTON, Executors on the estate of ALFRED
undeisigned hereby ^ives notice
lishing Company had a six months’ contract Belfast, within and for said County, on the second WALTON, late of Belfast, in said
pointment as Assignee -«f the estate
county, deceaswith the publishers of the New York Week- Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
D.
BROWN
of Belfast, in said counts <■:
ed, having presented their first and final account
Insolvent Debtor, who has been deelar-ly Tribune by which the two papers were before noon, and show cause, if any they have, of administration of said estate for allowance.
solvent
his own petition by the <
furnished to new’ subscribers at §2, and to why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
upon
That
notice
thereof
be
Ordered,
given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, solvency for said countv of >V aldo.
old subscribers paying in advance for §2.25. granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
2w42
ALFRED A. SMALL. A-~
in
in
said
all
Belfast,
that
printed
county,
Another contract has been made on even
persons
A true copy. Attest:
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
more liberal terms, as set forth in our adJeke'h D. Parker, Register.
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Novemvertising columns. New and old subscribers
ber next, and show cause, if any they have, why
are now placed on an equal
footing and all At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the said account should not be allowed.
Non-Resident Taxes In the loan of Rdm i.
who pay fur The Journal one year in adthe County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
the County of ttuldo, for the year IV* I
A true copy. Attest:
vance can have The New
York Weekly
October, A. 1). 1895.
fTHE following list of taxes on real esta.
Jerk'h
D.
Tribune without extra charge. In remitParker, Register.
N. MASSURE, husband of SARAH J.
1 resilient owners m the town of Bt
tine it should be stated that the Tribune is
MASSURE, late of Searspoit, in said countv
the year 1H04, in hills committed !>• !•
wanted. as it will not be sent unless the re- of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition TIT ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- MARR1NER. collector of said town,
that
administration of the estate of said deceased
TT
last, on the second Tuesdav of October, day of August, l«St*4, have been rcim.
quest is made. The New York Weekly
|
be granted to him.
1895. MARY M. EDMUNDS, Executrix on the to me as
Tribune is acknow ledged to stand without a
remaining unpaid on the
That the said petitioner give notice to estate of LEONARD EDMUNDS, late of Mont- j
August. lSOt>. by his certilicate of tin:
rival as the leading Republican paper of the allOrdered, interested
persons
by causing a copy of this ville, in said county, deceased, having presented m w remain unpaid; and notice i- h<
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives order to be published three weeks successively in her first and final account of administration of that il the s. id taxes ami interest am'
all the news of the world, while its different I the Republican .Journal, printed at Beliast, that said estate for allowance.
not paid into the
treasury of the said :•
departments, political news, editorials, etc., they may appear at a Probate Court, to be. held : Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three | eighteen months from the date of
make it a most valuable paper to all. The at Belfast, within and lor said county, on the weeks successively in the Republican Journal, ment of the said bills, so much "t
Tribune is very cheap at §1 00 per year, ; second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons taxed as will be sufficient to pav t he an
clock before noon, and show cause, if anv tliev interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be j there or.
including interest, and clsa;
w hich is its price.
The Republican Journal have, why the
prayer ot said petitioner should held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Novemwithout further notice, be sold at pi.i
will be maintained at its present standard, ; not be granted.
ber next, and show cause, if any they have, why
at the idlice < f the selectmen in -ani
with special attention to local and State
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
the said account should not be allowed.
Thursday, tin* Twentieth day ot l-Vl.'i
A true copy. Attest.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time j
at 1 o’clock in afternoon.
J kue'ii 1). Paukkk, Register.
A true copy. Attest:
Dyer A Lilian Southerly part of lot \
J ruii'n D. Parker, Register.
-.
acres, value $300; tax, s'.hoo; n ha:
A New Word.
.Morse, Samuel. 1-2 stave mill; \ai
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tax. $0.00; rebate, $4.24.
the
of
on
the
second
In
Tuesday of TTTALDOSS.
Court of Probate, held at BelCounty
Waldo,
There is some
for
that I
L’hilbrick, Elisha. Southerly part :
ff
October, A. D. 1895.
fast, on the second Tuesday of October, and
when the Earl of
Dur raven
32; 50 acres ; value, $200 ; tax, >f.
1>. McCOBB, Administrator with the 1895. SARGENT A. COFFIN, Executor on the $2 32.
from our shores he will leave a new word
will annexed of the estate of ANDREW llo estate of JOHN PERLEY, late ol Unity, in said
A. ,F. Southerly part of
Burrows,
deceased,
his
acbehind him for our use.
first
having presented
To
COBB, late of Lincoluville, in taid county of county,
50 acres; value, $240; tax,*$7.20; rel*..u
count of administration of said estate for allowit seems, is to refuse to
without Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for ance.
Jackson, A. J. Home place,central pn”
license to
at public or private sale, so much
No. 3t5 and 37 ; 0 acres; value, sl5o.
for withdraw- •of the ,realsell,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
estate of said deceased as will proN. B ALLEN "
rebate, $1.85.
A
is a re- duce the sum of thirteen hundred and fifty dol- we» ks successively, in the Republican Journal,
3w41
Treasurer of the town of Bc!u
in
Belfast, in said county, that all persons
printed
fusal to
for reasons not considered lars.
attend
at
a
interested,
Probate
to
be
may
Court,
That
the
said
Ordered,
petitioner give notice to
The new word is three
all persons interested by causing a copy of this held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Novlables
which is
it.
But per- order to be published three weeks successively in tember next, and show cause, if any they have,
the said account should not be allowed.
sons who use it hold that it conveys with the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that why
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
and
an idea which could
A
shall beat my office in Memorial build'1true
ttest:
copy,
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
not otherwise be
Jere'h D. Parker, Register.
unlays from 10 a. m. to 12 .v., and 2 to J
without con- Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock beuntil
January 1, 1896. All persons who wi-i
lore
and
show
siderable circumlocution.
noon,
cause, if any they have, why
It is proper to
avail themselves of the discount of two pel
the prayer of said petitioner should not be grantS8.—In
Court
of
held
at
add that the word is admitted to be an ; ed.
Bel- on their taxes must
Probate,
pay bv January 1 l" "
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
fast, on the second Tuesday of October,
Americanism.
ll. F. MASON,
A true copy. Attest:
1895. HOLLIS M. HOWARD, Administrator on
Belfast,
Sept.
1,1895—'29tf
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
the estate of LOUISA J. CARR, late of Knox, in
said county, deceased, having presented his first
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all account of administration of
said estate for alconcerned, that he lias been duly appointed lowance.
and taken upon himself the trust of AdministraDr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment u
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
tor of the estate of
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching l*1
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
REUBEN A. SHAW, late of Winterport,
in Belfast, in said county, that all persons absorbs the tumors, allavs the itching at om-*‘.
as a poultice, gives instant relief. In
at
nterested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
1
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of Novem- Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for 1
as the law directs; he therefore requests all
per- ber next, and show
and Itching of the private parts,and nothin?
cause, if any they have, why
sons who are indt bted to said deceased's estate to
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggist' *
make immediate payment, and those who have the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
by mall, $1.00 per box.
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for setAnnual itlei mom than 6,000*000 boxaa.
A
true
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland
Attest:
copy.
tlement to him.
ARTHUR W. SHAW.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
Iy46
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Mary E Russell, W S Nichols, arrived at
Barbadoes Oct -3 from Para.

-At

I

I

j

J

they

WALDO

j

A

■

[

Sw-R*_J

Notice of

Appointment of Assignee j

'[’HE

j

>

HENRY

Notice tf Appointment of Assignee

WALDO

THE

Notice.

CHARLES

■

.*

ground

believing
departs |
dunraven,
play

showing adequate grounds
ing.
dunraven, accordingly,
play
satisfactory.
long,
against
lucidity

<

ROBERT

syl-

despatch
imparted

TO TAX PAYERS I

I

I

WALDO

[Harper’s Weekly.

|

Beecham’s

pation
by

for consti-

io* and 25*.

bock
go

pills

your

it.

PILES!

THE

PILES!

PILES!

Get the

druggist’s and

rtrinted

Wiil';1,:1',
>

»

Philosophy.

Wit and

candidate:

for governor.

A

Vermont s Great Statesman
Recommends Dr. Green’s Nervura to all. He says
Dr. Greene’s Nervura Is a
Wonderful Medicine. It Surely Cures the Weak,
Tired and Nervous.

r[)K ATCHISON, KANSAS, 0I.0HE.]
■r
carefully sift the talk you hear.
11# a ys
leaves the bars down.
man finally

A

dislikes

a

man

who wears

.;,|,li,irhood fuss spreads faster

a

omen make rhubarb
i fur divorce.

jelly.

than

This

man is out of the market
the minds of the girls.

as a

iring a dog, be sure it is not so
it you can't give it away.

i'i

couldn't let one of her bunches
uncurled if the whole world

_

that she doesn’t look well,
in furnished a topic of eouverj: si an hour.
in

.nil that the most enthusiastic
u t in the world will quit as

married.

is

early that as a rule the
little girl lisps is her theory

so

husband.

a

people who

great many

..

particular except

in the mat-

tired old girl whose laugh
to he told that

.nr

wail, likes

a

hievous

terribly

unw

Corvo,

eyes.

AN IXTKUFSTIXU

when huswere
still

soon

wish they
ii other's faults.
wives

•at

are

adornment.

.1111,

show that, during the past sea.<■
worn shirtwaists on
every
ip; to be buried in.
IK-N.

which some girls wear
necks in winter are not
notiiing but a bluff.

T. S.

MCGINMSS.

cis
r
'•«•

people who claim

oini
or

a

distinction because

Hon. T. S. McGinniss of .J. richo. Yt.. tl7e [ cine which can call out such strong words in
horse of the Democratic party, is Yer- I its praise as this recommendation of this
inon't silver-tongued orator, and always and
honored statesman, for all to use Dr. Greene’s
ever commands the attention and
XVrvura blood and nerve remedy to be currespect- of
the people.
He ran at t he last election as ed. But it is a fact that doctors, statesmen,
the people’s candidate for governor.
Such
scholars,
preachers, druggists and the peoj is
the high standing of the man, who, nut of ple everywhere, unite with one voice in prolr.s own experience, advises you to use Dr.
nouncing tliis grand medicine the greatest
| Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy curer of disease ever known. The weak,
i to be cured.
the feeble, the nervous, the run-down and
'We have used Dr. Greene's Nervura debilitated, the sufferers from
poor blood,
htood and nerve remedy in our family,” he rheumatism, dyspepsia, kidney and liver
says, “and think highly of it.
We Could disease*, all arc restored to health and
plainly set* that it had the desired effect nit- strength by its marvelous curative powers.
on Mrs. McGinniss, and
It is not a patent medicine, but the prefirmly believe that,
enu Id
we have persuaded her to use the
scription of the most successful living spec•medicine, it would have cured her entirely ialist in curing nervous and chronic diseases,
from her extremely nervous condition, tint Dr. Greene, of .">4 Tempie Place, Boston,
was greatly benefited as it, was.
Mass.
He has the largest practice in the
| she“We
have used it in our family with good world, and tins grand medical discovery is
the
and
of his vast experience. The great
have
result
recommended
it
t<
our
j results,
and know of many who have used reputation <>f Dr. Greene is a guarantee that
| friends,
Dr Greene's Nervura blond and nerve rem- his medicine will cure, and the fad that he
; ed> with the best results.
can he consulted by anyone at any time free
I d< net hesitate
I to recommend the medicine to ail. It is a of charge, personally 01 by letter,
gives abv.
mderful medicine.*’
solute assurance of the beneficial action of
ft must indeed be u great and giant medithis wonderful medicine.
war

cer-

they

century plant in bloom.

e-cions man who is afraid of
oi’s
should keep hard at
v' is ridiculous who is work-

j

i\s something to
occupy a.
When she discovers Santa
sic- begins to believe in
-.

■

1

icps

of
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ii

1

soul

poetical

are

really

not

but for
:ivt dollars that looks as if

:

a

:

nature,

f

f
r
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Poultry
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Newspaper Notes.

Papers.

The Bath Times credits The Boston Tran-

script- article on Deer Isle sailors to The Rej puhliean Journal. We are not
guilty.
j
i

issue of The Times is printed oue
1 day earlier this
week, to enable Editor Fish
! to attend the
Washington Fair, Thursday.
[Union Times.

■

J

ifeed

1

1

to keep up a supply
Mill be a great advantage,
will be well to buy periodihe.s of fresh grass and clover to
*
‘d up line; also to have all the
remnants from the kitchen boilj'j'ed for the fowls. In the
ng give a mixture of
middlings,
m
vegetable peelings, and other
P:
h as bread, meat, and scraps
hh*.
Scald the middlings and
! hen
incorporate with the vegeheaping teaspoon of salt for
J1
u liens.
Let this meal be made
1
■doppy, and allow a tablespoonh fowl.
Middlings contain all
[Tates and the principles of the
.i
kernel, therefore it makes a
b ‘-'gL;
producing food. At noon, if the
h< u.it produce
enough grass,
T l1'
cliopped grass and clover, and if
fh
>
and insects are not accessible,
A
a vveek
finely chopped meat. Before
l!,iNH
r!Vr fhi* heartiest- meal of the day
i
supper, wheat one day, oats the
pm i.-n
l»ailey; but no corn for laying
'ii
miner, as it is too fattening and
‘"■’•“U
Harper's Bazar.

j

|

1

■'

l';'1?

'iat!orm

11

'!

of tlie Massachusetts
has tlie true ring.
Here it

ans

‘•nihriei;

hinds for sectarian purposes.

animosities should be buried.
ads divorcement of church and
am

^•■'7
■

‘I'

the free public school.
adequate, logical and scientific

Arthur J. Hall.
There will be no
in the policy of the paper.
The Maine Democrat, published at Augusvince you of their merits
These pills are j
easy in action aud are particularly effective 1 ta, has closed its first
year with a souvenir
in the cure of Constipation and Sick Headache. For Malaria and Liver troubles they circulation of 4,100 copies. Win. H. Jeffrey
have been proved invaluable. They are is the editor, and it would seem that he has
guaranteed to be perfectly free from every edited to some purpose. Democratic papers
deleterious substance and to he purely veg- ;
in Maine are about as scarce as hen’s
teeth,
etable. They do not weaken by their ac- 1
tion, but by giving tone to stomach and bow- ! and most of them as poor as Job's turkey.
els greatly invigorate the system. Regular j
“Religious Journalism ami Journalists” is
size 25c. per box. Sold by A. A. Howes & '
the title of an attractive illustrated article
Co., Druggists.
J
Mr. George P. Morris in the October ReClient. “You have saved my estate. How I by
view of Reviews.
Mr. Morris not only
can I ever recompense you?”
Lawyer. “I !
am disposed to make it
easy for you, with ; sketches the striking personal characteristics
several payments, you know*. I am willing
j of the more prominent religious editors of
to take the estate as the first.
j the day, but at the same time points out the
general tendencies discernible in the aims
All Free.
and conduct of their papers.
Those who have used Dr. King’s New Discovery know its value, and those who have
Marine Miscellany.
not, have now the opportunity to try it Free.
Call on the advertised Druggist and get a
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
Trial Bottle Free. Send your name and ad- Co, New York, reports for the week ending Oct 6:
dress to H. E. Bucklen & Co., Chicago, and During the greater part of the week under review
of case oil to far Eastern ports strongly
get a sample box of Dr. King’s New Life shippers the views entertained
by owners of tonPills, Free, as well as a copy of Guide to opposed
but
nage,
subsequently entered the market and
Health and Household Instructor, Free, closed several
vessels, one of which obtained an
All of which is guaranteed to do you good auvanced rate to Calcutta. The supply of suitable
and cost you nothing. At A. A. Howes & vessels continues light, and with a confident feeling that the necessities of shippers will soon beCo.’s Drug Store.
come of a more urgent character, owners and conMiss Watson. “That villain in your story signees hold out for full previous rates, believing
is a perfect masterpiece. Where did you they are warranted in the position that has been
assumed.
Barrel petroleum freights continue
get the character ?” Novelist. “I imagined quiet, but with vessels
of a suitable character
a man possessed of all the forms of wickedscarce, there is no pressure to urge business at
ness which my wife attributes to me when
any concession from rates recently obtained. In
she is angry.”
long voyage general cargo tonnage* there has been
little business accomplished. Naval store tonnage
to load at
primary points continues in limited demand, though going rates are without appreciable
change. Orders for lumber tonnage to the River

j

tads sound and honest
money.
"If"‘

When Baby

h

When she

international bimetallism.
'Vs pi’izfe fighting and
’7v'v legislation.
••

ids tin- Monroe Doctrine.
"
i'-strii'ted immigration.
*'ts civil
service reform.
prog ■essive temperance

!

0l

7/
^

I

urges

was

sick,

Pills.

we

A

trial

will

con

gave her Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
was a

legisla-

“Disshere little
bee,” said Uncle
development of Huston Har- Ebeu, “reminds me busy
ob er whole lot ob people.
Dey
gits mad an’ stings er man ’bout
sh
little eruuffin an’ lays right dow an’ lets de
corporation laws.
corporation laws are of hull hive git robbed when de critical ’casion
"‘can
comes.”
origin.
1'sviids State roads
and
To Ihe Sufferers or Rheumatism.
urges

!•;

,;;''rl(‘cting legislation.

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
time in my practice I take great
pleasure in saying that it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
lB 8,1
|i-,tr.
only one I have found for the cure of this
^ ^
fc
u
v*liey and Bladder diseases disease in all its various forms.
'••'TH Av'kplr "£,rH l)y tlie “New Great
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
A* Kidnky
*
Cure.” This new
:
v t,
6m41
on
surPriae
account
of
its
tlMHi
,,5 ?at
1
in relieving pain in
Lady Cyclist. “Have you seen a lady go
iatld,.
!!"!nne88 l,ack
f tli,..
ney8’
and every par- by on a machine?” Villager. “Well, I did
unnMrv1<
1
seen
a party go past just now on a bicycle,
in
male
or
Pa?8a8es
female,
*?t,lon of water and pain in but whether it was a young lady or only one
R r
of
^•'"k relief
you young fellows I wouldn’t hardly like
lmmftdiately. If you want
&HV,v a .^J*1 cure this is your remedy,! to say.”
^0Wes & Co.,
BelMV
ou£

continued

Republican

some

KfHff

1

j;

Druggists,

V^Vh'1! ;,f
?'®wti'lav,'rK'

i,J«n

Interest.

Trance Mees, friend : while tile

here, my spirit
It"iu the h'eav^i* l>0lly lliy* saw
the pearly
^ the towers „ff C‘V.Kolll~
Bicycliug Enlu,''*,t(interrimt
le r
r,1Ptiiig
"How
-a.ls?

eagerly )

were

religious weekly.

F. B. Nichols, business manager of the
If the liair is falling out, or turning gray,
requiring a stimulant with nourishing aiid. Rockland Daily Star since its establishment,
coloring food. Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian lias severed his connection with the paper
Hair Benewer is just the specific.
and W. B. Nash, who owns the
controlling
“This predicting the weather’s mighty interest, takes his place.
eas\said the sceptic. “Could you do it?”
The Kennebec Journal announces that it
“Certainly. All you have to do is to predict a hot wave when it’s cold and a cold has engaged a
competent artist and that
wave when it’s hot, and stick to it.”
hereafter it will illustrate important articles
Don t you know that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla with cuts made in its own establishment.
will overcome that tired
feeling and give The Journal is ever enterprising and will
you renewed vigor and vitality?
no doubt cut its way to
complete success.
Disbro. “In your opinion, do bloomers ;
Samuel A. Burleigh, Colby ’P4, sou of the
add to the charms of lady bicyclists?” Boz- j
low. “Well, if you can show me a lady pos- late Hon. Hall C.
Burleigh, of Yassalboro,
sessing charms who wears bloomers, I might has bought the Waterville Sentinel from
he able to give you an answer.”
Judge O. G. Hall of Augusta. The Sentinel
Free Pills.
has been ably conducted by Judge Hall’s

Send your address to H. E. Buckien & Co.
a free sample box of Dr

1

i!,J

the worst possible conversation to
music there is!”

j Chicago, and get
j King’s New Life

*1

|

prefer

the best

1

spacious

We

ern

■'•me

h

This

have received a late copy of the NorthChristian Advocate, published at Syra( nlucky Speeches.
“Wouldn’t you like i
some music, Professor?”
“No, thanks, I'm j cuse. X. Y., J. E. C. Sawyer, D. I).. editor.
quite* happy as 1 am. To teii you the. truth, It is a well edited and prosperous looking

day.

to nature in treating poulntiuement tlie better.
Nature
in bulk,
Grain grows high
a-r stalks, swayed by every puff of
A hen, if she had free access to
•:g oats. would have to jump up and
a>wn
until exhausted before she
at oats to repletion; indeed, she
a
to stop long before she could
The lesson of this is, whengrain to fowl, scatter it far
ug short dry litter of some
they wiil have to hunt and
the more the better, as this
Aiful
exercise.
Wheat,
• »
corn, named in the order
an* good poultry foods.
U the list as richest in the
Mi neral,
and nitrogeneous
n* > osarv for
building up
f
iihe waste to which a lazy
U
iM.-ct,
; iN\is in
coniinemont need
<m food.
If the ‘■runs*' are

|

Kx-St’iiator

Head.

-Ualioue

|

ther increase the misery of those against
whom indictments were found by the September grand jury.
The league has decided to take advantage of the provisions of Chap. 17, Sec. 4.
of the Revised Statutes of Maine, which
fixes a penalty on the owner of a building
or tenement who
knowingly allows liquor
to be sold on his premises.
Convictions under that statute have
been very rare, for the reason that property owners against whom proceedings
were brought pleaded that the sale of
liquor was conducted on their premises
without their knowledge. But the league
does not intend to leave such a loop-hole
in the cases coming under its observation.
To-day its executive committee, composed of John P. Kelly, Melville C. Ayer
and George H. Benjamin, served notices
j on all the landlords in whose buildings
! are located the places of business of par| ties indicted by the grand jury for liquor

ton’s sarsaparilla and

and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
mid “what everybody says must be true.”
nerve

tonic

IvorineiJ
WA8HIN6 POWDER

not only for
Monday’s
but for washing dishes
kinds. In
find
dispensable ,for everything. The cake of toilet
soap
is enclosed in each
package is all that can be desired
Mrs. M. E. Barney,

!
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known, is
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COMBINATION HOT AIR
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HOT WATER
HEATER.

Easy to run and very durable. No dust
or stas.
Mads- in the h. st manner
p..»sihle and thoroughly warranted. _\n e\animation will instantly cenvine von of
its superior merits and at The
present low
;»■ without it.
prices you cannot a!f«*r
Manufactured and lor sale by

i
I
I
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WOOD & BISHOP C0„ BANGOR, ME. j

BEVERLY

PASTOR

CONDUCT.

$

A.

tlie Methodist
Church, and last Sunday lie secured the
City Hall and held largely attended mass
meetings in the afternoon and evening.
11 was while the evening service was going
on that Mr. Thurston took occasion to denounce him from his pulpit, and it was
not until the next morning that Mr. DoutWhen they met the foruey heard of it.
mer gave Mr. Doutney g4 hours to get out
of the city.
Mr. Thurston was seen by a
reporter and said that it was on moral
grounds alone that lie had taken the
course lie had, and that on the statement
of two or more of his female parishioners,
with whom Mr. Doutney had been too
familiar, he felt it Iiis duty to warn the

FOB

Actual business

$

THE

Portland

WHEREAS,

BELFAST ILLUMINATING

Get our jirices before you buy. We invite comparison. It makes trade for 11s.

J. H. & J. W.

SHAW, Principal,

JOHN 3. CUFFIN' „f Ti,n, in the
county of Waldo, by his mortgage deed,
date<l the second day of September, A. D.. 1893.
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
235, Page 329. conveyed to me a certain parcel of
real estate, situate in Unity in said
county of
Waldo, and being the same premises con ve veil to
said Coffin by Jennie Young and John W. Conner,
by deed of the same date as the above mortgage,
and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof'. I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
HKXRY YOUNG.
Oct. 2, 1895.—3w40*

Horse Blankets and Robes.

Mr. Doutney was seen at the Avenue
House to-night and denied in every particular the stories, and says it is the concoction of the pastor, either in spite or
jealousy, to ruin his character.
“My
whole record is before the public,” lie
said, “and I never, even as a drunkard,
was guilty of one overt
act against a
He said lie should remain in
woman.”
and
demand
a
thorough investiBeverly
gation. He was ready to meet anyone
who had charges to make against him,
and then would settle with Mr. Thurston,
as the law would give him redress.

carrier at

Motice of Foreclosure.

$ 8L00D

rest.

c miaim

PORTLAND AND ALGISTA, MAINE.

F. L.

CANCER,
ECZEMA, TETTER.

CURES

by mail and

H9wZ:iMlB

temperance meetings in

:

Cold

«

Sunday evenThurston, pastor of the
Methodist Church, Beverly, took occasion
to denounce from his pulpit Thomas N.
Doutney, the well-known temperance lec- CURES
SCROFULA,
turer, and forbade him the protection of
his homo and warned his people to do the
BLOOD POISON.
same.
Mr. Doutney has been holding
Kev. \V.

each

That

)

i

Beverly, Mass., Oct. 8.

ing

found

Stop

Doutney Denounced.
ACCUSED

\

/ 0,‘So‘p
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in
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Shaving Soaps
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Vt.

THE J. B WILLIAMS CO.,
Conn.
Makers of Wdhams’ FamousGlastonbury,

Every notice bears the names of the
executive committee and the league’s
president, Rev. II. E Frohock, pastor of
the Foss Street Methodist Church.
These notices concluded with a notification that tile parties named have paid
the special government tax, which the
Maine law regards as prima facie evidence
of sale, and a warning that if the offenders shall in the future be convicted of
liquor selling, the league will prosecute
the owners of tile buildings for knowingly allowing their premises to become a
common nuisance.
One drug firm is said to have received
to-night from the owner of the building it
occupies an order to vacate or refrain
from handling liquors.

HE

of all
it inwhich

Rutland]

selling.

!

/T. ?X

wash,

factfwe

JONES,

GREAT VALUE

COb

The undersigned hereby gives notice to all
PERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that he Will
be at his office in McClintoek Block, at the corner
of Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday.May 20th, from 10 to 12 a. M.,tn receive
X. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
For Belfast Illuminating Co.

payment.

Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St

May 13. 1895.—2f|f

WEEKLY NEWS

FOR

OF THE WORLD

LITTLE MONEY.

FOR A TRIFLE.

twenty-page journal,

is

the

leading Republican family

paper of the United

It is a NATIONAL FAMILY RARER, and

States.

gives all the general
gives the events of foreign lands in a nutshell.
Its “Agricultural” department has no superior in the country.
Its “Market Reports” are recognized authority. Separate departments for “The
Family Circle,” “Our Young Folk*” and “Science and Mechanics.”
of the United States.

news

COMPANY. CHICAGO. 224 State

THE N. K. FAIR3ANK

A Krasin s BronitHieierg.
B

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and 50 cents.
Effervescent.

C

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.

151 S. Western Avenue,
Sold by all dealers.

A SPECIAL CONTRACT enables us to offer this

Republican Journal”

(The regular subscription

Address all orders to

Takes the Lead in Waldo Co.
I

standing testimonial. Made
by first-class workmen,
personal supervision.

a

our own

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST, ME.

:

DRESS-SUIT CASES.

Ac.

Stevens Ac

KENT.

Mears & Pitcher,
Belfast,

BELFAST.

May 2,1895.—18tf

Thirteen

6^
DESIRABLE

RISKS

Millions ($13,000,000)

WRITTEN

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident Insurance Co.

RATES.

on

buildings acceptable.

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
^^Correspondence solicited.

*toOetl contf

F. C. WHITE.

Hod's PM Vein & LiDdermau's 8upr Loaf LoMi.

....OF....

Stove and Chestnut.

Egg and Grate.

$5.50

$5.30

5.35

5.15

.5.10

1.90

FOUNDATIONS and
Delivered and put in, (in barrels)

FOUNDATION WALLS.

“

of Work Guaranteed.

Prices at

Address

21tf

Insurance Assets,

BUY YOUR WINTER’S GOAL

Contractor & Builder

Main:st.,

Fire

LOANS NEGOTIATED.

Oor. Washington.

Me.

S3 CONDON STREET

Besf, Room 2

and

Travelers Life

...

Or Care Spencer & Wilson, 47
BELFAST, MAINE.

V.

Winterport, Me.,

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Erskine’s

J. F. WILSON,

Best

sent it to Geo.

Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire
of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

XEIV STORE.
Main St

ATWOOD,

Springfield Fire
Association

Winter Goods.

^

postal card,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Lowest Prices in

AND ALL KINDS OF

Organs,
Banjos,

FRED

Over

Very

and address on a

TRIBUNE will be mailed to you.

5-A Horse Blankets.

:

name

Tribune Building, New York City, and sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

TRUNKS, BAGS and

Blankets, Robes

St.,

for the two papers is So. 00.)

SUBSCRIPTIONS MAY BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

Plush. Robes.

Piancs,

TO

and “The

CASH IN ADVANCE.

Write your

ONE,
:

splendid journal

for

ONE TEAR FOR OXYLT $2.00,

HARNESS

swi,^INSTRUMENTS

75 Main

sive, brilliant and exhaustive.

SPECIAL PRICES OX

Bargains
:

Society” columns command the admiration of wives and
general political news, editorials and discussions are comprehen-

Stevens & Erskines’

under

....A FEW.

CALL EARLY.

Its

from the best stock

WE NOW HAVE

IF YOU WANT

daughters.

Street^BOSTON. PORTLAND^ ME.

Every harness

It

Its “Home and

results. Never, in any recipe, use more than two-thirds as
Never put Cotmuch Cottolene as you used to use of lard.
Put it in when cold and heat it with
tolene in a hot pan.
the pan. Be careful not to burn Cottolene. To test it, add a
drop of water; if hot enough, it will pop. Cottolene, when
rightly used, delights everyone. Get the genuine, sold everywhere in tins, with trade-marks—‘ Cottolene' and steer's head
Made only by
in cotton-plant wreath—on every tin.

development of

For Over Fifty years.
An Old and Well-Trikd Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by nail lions of mothers for
their children while teetliiug, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr46

l

a

sou,

Plate coutinue scarce, and this fact has led to the
a slightly easier feeling from the
various Provincial and Gulf loading ports. Deal
and timber freights are quiet. Some improvement
is noticed in the requirements of South American
and West India shippers, general cargo
together
with coal tonnage having been in better request of
late. Upon the latter s aple $1 50 is obtainable
to Havana and Matanzas, and about §1 70 to Cardenas, Sagua and Caibarien. Backward freight,
however, is offered very sparingly. For coastwise
luml>er tonnage there is a fair inquiry with steady
rates prevailing. Coal orders are quite plentiful
in the market, but. as prompt despatch is difficult
to obtain, business is restricted; rates are nominally unchanged. For tonnage supply on the
Pacific coast is great y in excess of the demand,
and the market there in consequence presents a
dull and depressed condition. The last fixture
reported was at 22s Gd for grain, San Francisco
to Cork f o.

I want to tell you how
very much pleased
with your

we are

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

change

Among the fortunate mariners, who have
followed the sea successfully from boyhood
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
to
the present time, is Capt. E. B. Thomas,
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
who retires this week from the command of
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever the
American Line steamship Pennsylvania
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
his farm at Hampden Corner, Me., taking
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- to
with him the best wishes of the Marine
It
is
cures
or
no
ly
Piles,
pay required.
and his many friends.
[Marine
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of Journal New
York.
money refunded. Price.25 cents per box. Journal,
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
You make no mistake when you buy dal-

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

Washington, Oct. 8. General William
Malione (iieil at 1 o'clock this afternoon.
Gen. Malione suffered a stroke of paralysis while ill his bed at Chamberlain's and
He had
never afterward left tire room.
been totally unconscious for more than 48
hours previous to deatii and passed away
seemingly without pain. Mrs. Malione,
lier two sons and daughter were at his
bedside when the end came.
[Ex-Senator Malione was born in SouthHe
ampton County, Ya., Dec. 1, 1S-P.
was a graduate of the Virginia militaryinstitute, and until the beginning of the
He joined
rebellion was a civil engineer.
the Confederate army iu lMil and throughout his war career was known as a lighting commander. He was elected to the
United States Senate as a Keadjuster in
1881, but was defeated after the expiration
of his term iu 1887. He had since remained in Washington.]

Housekeeper

writes:

payment of fines aggregating $5,500, has
made another move that promises to fur-

OF TOWN I11ST0HY.

■

Intended hi Patch Tour Kje.
Don’t skip ibis paragraph because it is
!
small. It is w.-rtli reading fur it tells about
int factor toward success in
ulrrv i" proper feeding and The Pin col a Balsam, a certain remedy for
cough,
tickling in the throat and the stopavis which have a free range
Mid held instinctively select what ped up feeling in the upper part of The
chest. A simple cough may Turn into somephysical requirements. Under thing serious if let alone. It ••cases to vex
uinstances, in a condition of you ami to keep you awake o'nights when
fowl travels immense distances, you have allayed the inflammation in your
before it gets all the tA»od it. throat with Ely’s Pineola Balsam. The
The nearer druggists sell it for twenty-five cents.
mg on foot all
Mfieal

HIT

A Model

ford’s enforcement league, whose pursuit
of the liquor sellers here resulted in the

|

Curvo.

name of the township which tin. 11 y became Phillips (the name of its proprietor,
Lieut.-Gov. Phillips of Boston.) was, I
think, given by Capt. Allen, an old-time
mariner and, at last, a pauper of the
town of his naming.
Corvo is the name of a little island of
the Azores, whieli Capt. Allen had no
doubt visited “as he sailed,” but lie called it “C'urvo,” ami as such it has come
It is a Portuguese word
down to us.
meaning crow. “Azores” is a corruption
of the Portuguese Acores, which means
So 1 learn from the indefatigable
hawks.
Fannie 15. Ward, whose admirable letters
of travels have long been a feature of the
Belfast .Journal.
Captain Allen lived early ill the century
on the farm now occupied by Luther II.
“I have
He used to say:
Toothaker.
been ill four king's dominions, the States
our
United
States.”
nine
of
and
of Holland
He finally dropped anchor in the
dreamy little grave-vard. now mostly
obliterated, about half a mile above the
business part of the upper village.
11. in Phillips Phonograph.

|

knows of some man who
i 'ii/cs" liis wife.
The wife
■ahiy be as much sui prist.1 as
she knew it.

■

or

*

the Boston Herald.J
Oct. 5, 1895.
Bidde-

to

Biddeford, Me.,

“Curvo,” which in old times contested
“Sliadagee” (Cliatauguay) as the

trouble in this world is that
are couteut to go off alone
!> ->f themselves.

■

rSpecial Despatch

with

:i
■■

ENFORCEMENT LEAGUE MAKES A
NEW MOVE IN THE LIQUOR CRUSADE.

woman

to her notice in Waterville recently,
where her niece lay, to all appearance,
dead for a mouth, and then suddenly revived.
The girl’s name is Goldie Ferguson,and
she is 19 years old.
The remarkable
event in question occurred some time ago,
but the story is worth repeating. Miss
Ferguson was very sick with typhoid
fever, and one day, apparently, she died.
The attending physician was not satisfied,
however, that the last spark of life was
quenched, and the burial was deferred to
The body remained
await developments.
warm, and there were, to professional
Still the young
ey'es, other signs of life.
woman slept, or remained in a stupor,
from which no efforts could arouse her.
Her teeth were so firmly set that they
could not be pried apart, and thus she remained for over a month, when the jaws
relaxed enough so that a little inilk could
be forced down her throat.
Miss Ferguson continued in this state
for some time, and then she gradually revived so that she could speak a few words.
About six weeks ago her grandmother
was at work about the house, when suddenly Goldie sprang up and said: “Let
me
do that, grandma, I am all right
now?”
Since that time she had been as well as
ever, and, apparently, is none the worse
for her strange experience.

lilfi, ill to humiliate a woman who
iJuiiiiiers.
man likes to suggest what the
vVilu** shall do.
u

Bangor

THE

came

M*-

...

CASE OF SUSPENDED
ANIMATION IN WATERVILLE.

related to a reporter
for the News the particulars of a remarkable case of suspended animation that

rest
1

Blddeford Landlords Threatened.

REMARKABLE

A

v

,,ne

Sleep Like Death.

we Guarantee it

in Dump Carts.

Wharf

Cumberland ooal.

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

i

....

Wood of all binds.

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
^“Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.

Telephone
connection.

COUNTY

Bears port Locals.
Miss M. I. West left Wednesday for Bos-

Capt. A. H. Lorriiner arrived home Tuesday.
in town

was

Friday.
Miss Grace Nickels made
town last week.
Mrs. Eliza Booker fell
tured ber liip.

a

short visit in

Tuesday

I

Mr. Albert Nickerson and
Swanville.
Miss Julia Chase have returned from Boston.
-Welch & Stevens of Belfast have just
finished painting our church, and it looks
very nice... .Mrs. R.S. Smart is in town fixing iipherhouseforthe winter....Mr. James
Robertson and family have moved up river.
Mr. D. W. Billings recently returned
from Boston, where he went with Dr. J. S.
Cole of this town for treatment. Last June
Mr. B. consulted Dr. Cole in regard to polypi
in his nose. The doctor removed four, but

ton.

Samuel S. Cobb of Bangor

CORK K9PONDHiNCE.

—

and frac-

Miss Nellie Carr of Medfield, Mass., is visiting friends in town.

he did not have suitable instruments advised him to go to the hospital, which he
did, in September. An appointment was
made with Dr. H. A. Lothrope, a specialist
of 10 Marlboro St., Boston, and 17 polypi,
of different shapes and sizes were taken out
of his nose and throat with but little pain or
discomfort. Mr. B. has them preserved in
alcohol and showed them to us Saturday
as

Miss Cad Rculston left by steamer City of
Bangor for Boston Monday.
Elder G. V. Lanpher left for bis home in
New Britain, Ct., Saturday.

Capt. J. B. Nichols arrived borne Friday
overland, from San Francisco.
Miss Fanny E. Smith is making her annual
visit to friends in Massachusetts.

It hardly seems possible that so
much foreign matter could be in a person’s
A. J. Biatlier is negotiating for the purthroat without choking one to death, and
chase of the James Nickels place.
such would have been the result if they had
Sell. Brunette
Saturday with a not, been removed.
varied in size
oil
for
the
traders
in
of
towu.
cargo
from an ordinary beau to the little finger.
Miss Ada Ridley left by train Friday i Mr. B. says he can speak clearer and breathe
more freely than he ever has since he can
morning to be absent several months.
Ship W. H. Conner, Capt. F. I. Pendleton, remember. He feels that too much cannot
be said in praise of Drs. Cole and Lothrope
arrived at Portland Tuesday from Japan.
who have saved him from such a horrible
Arno Little, agent for the Portland Transdeath as his would ultimately have beenis
m
town
in
the
interest
of
that
cript,
paper.
Don’t forget the L. A. S. at Capt. T. D.
Miss Ellen Jf. Mosrnan, who has spent the Nickerson’s
this, Thursday, evening.
summer in town, has returned to Lewiston,
Monroe. Miss Charlotte Thorndike SibMrs. Hinds and L.W. Small, wife and son,
ley delivered her lecture, “Over Palestine
wein? registered at the Searsport House, FriHills on Horseback,” at the Town Hall last

night.

arrived

^They

day.

Monday evening to a large audience. Miss
K. E. Sargent h; s secured a situation at
Sibley took the audience with her through
His
there
last the
Waterv'.iie and moved
family
Holy Land and her word pictures of the
week.
scenes, of the places and people, of that land
Hervey Carr, who recently arrived home, brought vividly to mind the life of Christ
has bought the A. E. Truudy place on Mt. and the growth of Christianity throughout
the world. Another correspondent writes:
Ephraim street.
Mrs. Geo. Jennisou, who has been visiting “The audience were spellbound listening to
her mother, Mrs. Lucy A. Nickels, returned her glowing descriptions of the Holy Land.
Her manner of delivery is very pleasing,
to Lowell, Monday.
and she brought the scenes depicted so
who
of
has
been
Mrs. Burnham
Boston,
vividly to the minds of her hearers that a
visiting at Mrs. Ada B. Trunily’s, return d
sacred silence fell upon all. The people of
by steamer Tuesday.
Monroe felt that it

treat, one
to listen
to her.”-Mr. and Mrs. John Jenkins have
a baby girl at their home, to be sheltered
this cold winter... .Fred Grant, proprietor
of the hotel, is quite sick and has symptoms
of typhoid fever-Mrs. Joseph Palmer and

Mrs. Cane is among those who have taken
advantage of the excursion rates, and is visiting friends in Boston.

w as

a rare

they have long looked forward to,

Mildred E. Sliute, organist of the Congl.
church, left by train Tuesday for a two
weeks* vacation in Boston.

her daughter, Mary Frances Palmer, from
Hollis, Me., are here visiting. Mrs. Palmer
will spend the winter here, at her old home.
-Willard Twombly and his son Guy have
gone hunting-Mrs. Plummer is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Freeman Atwood... .Frank
Colson, who has assisted in making cheese
here the past summer, was threatened with

Mrs. Jonathan Dow of Franklin Grove,
Illinois, who lias been visiting friends in
town, left for her home Monday.
Bark C. P. Dixon, Capt. F. Gilkey, arrived
Boston from Seville, Spain, last week,
and Las chartered for Trinidad.
at

Fred E. Whitcomb, local agent of the
American Express, is taking a two weeks
vacation in Salem and vicinity.

typhoid fever, but succeeded in breaking it
up-E. M Billings W. R. C. was inspected
Oct 8th by Inzetta Small of Lewiston. Sbe

Mrs. Charles Waterhouse anil sister left
by steamer Thursday for her home iff Boston after a short visit to friends here.

guest while here of Mr. and Mrs. F.
L. Palmer. Belle J. Palmer, Dept. S. V.
was

the

Miss Sibley st Home.

the subject of her recent lectures. With animated expression and rapid words she
took up article after article and picture after

picture and told interesting anecdotes and
facts about them, until it seemed that we,
too, had stood where she had and looked
upon the scenes she beheld, A table from
Jerusalem with the word in Hebrew on one
of its octagon sides was perhaps the most
interesting, as it is composed of the following
woods: The border is oak from Hebron,
black ebony from Kgypt, red almond from
Bethany and yellow balsam from the Jordan. The centre is olivewood from Jerusalem and the legs oak from Baslian. On this
table were relics from the excavations, including a tear bottle and a lamp. One little
vessel had a base of the olive wood in the
rough, edged with the bark anil a bowl of the
polished wood.
The embroidery done by the women of
Armenia, and sold by those connected with
the missions in Beyroot, was very interesting to one who had spent many hours iu
taking the same kind of stitches in silk designs and weaving thread into like intricate

patterns. One lovely pattern in delicate
shades of silk was beautifully wrought on a
black ground yards iu length. And two
small thread lace mats were elegantly done
by some little girls in the mission school.
Other pieces were lovely but these showed
the most patience and skill.
We had listened to Miss Sibley’s lecture
and learned much about Jerusalem anti its
surroundings, but we learned more by the
descriptions of pictures which vividly told
of humanity iu its high and fallen estate
and of woman in particular. Miss Sibley
said she had enjoyed great privileges in seeing so much of the world, but it makes her
very happy to think that her birth place
and home are in our own lovely land.
in

Rockland.

October 9th the Belfast and Thowaston
Choral Associations were the guests of the
Kockland Association. The Belfast people
were delighted with their reception and enter
tainment and speak in very complimentary
of the arrangement and decorations
of the chapel. A delicious supper, daintily
served, awaited them at the church. The
Rockland Daily Star gives some of the particulars, and the program, as follows:
The program was impromptu, but those
who beard it will agree that the selections
were very choice and the rendering certainly was most excellent. Miss Mary Faunce
was accompanist for the Belfast
Association,
and Mrs. H. M. Lord for the Rockland Association. H. M. Lord was in charge, and in
a graceful manner, sometimes
facetious, announced the numbers and singers. The pro- I
gram was as follows:
terms

A. K. P. Thompson, first officer of ship
Gov.Robie, leaves to-day to join that ship at
Philadelphia, where she is loading oil for

Wixtkkport.

Quite

an

excitement has

prevailed iu town for some days consequent
ugly rumors of a case of poisioning.
Japan.
The alleged victim was a Mr. Robert Vinal,
Miss Jennie Sargent, who has had charge a farmer about 63 years of
age, who died at,
of the Western Union telegraph office at his home near
ELliugwood’s Corner Sept.
Intervale, X. H., the past summer, returned 16th. A young nephew of the deceased,
home Saturday.
about 18 years of age, was under suspicion
Julia B. Sullivan, assistant at the post and so much feeling was aroused that Counoffice, is taking her annual vacation. Miss ty Att’y Bowden summoned a Coroner and
Kellie Tins sell will officiate during her jury and In Id an investigation Saturday.
The jury returned a verdict that the said
absence.
This, Thursday, evening

the M.

at

on

E.

church, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Jackson
will deliver tlieir magnificently illustrated
Ucture on “Florida, Picturesque anil Historical.”

j
J

Robert A. Vinal “came to his death on
Sept. 16tli, 1895, from disease of the heart,
and from natural causes. The suspected
poisioning of the said Robert A. Vinal is
without foundation in fact.”.... Mrs. F. C.

Young picked two ripe strawberries in her
Captains W. V. and Arnos Nicliols return- garden last week_Mr.
m. Reed
Fered from their hunting trip Tuesday, having
nald and Miss Annie Maude Reed
were

secured

one

buck

and two

does

an 1

a

supply of smaller game. Th y
the region of Nicatous Lake.
Freeman McGilvery Corps, No. 8, W. R.
C. w as inspected Tuesday evening by Mrs.
Grace E. Howe, senior vice president of the
department of Maine. While in town she
generous
hunted in

was

the guest of Mrs

Orilla A. Whitcomb.

Lizzie Sweeney, who has been employed
telegraph operator at the Tw in Mountain
Miss
house, returned home last week.
Sweeney will take charge of the Western
Union office at Damariscotta for the winter.

as

NORTH SEARSPORT

Margaret Abbott, youngest daughter

of the late Dr. Charles Abbott.were married
Saturday morning at the residence of the
bride’s uncle, Rev. A. L. Skinner, at Bucksport, Rev. Mr. Skinner officiating_Mrs. E.
C. Arey is still very ill_Mrs. C. E. Atwood is improving-Mr. and Mrs. George
Snow have gone to Boston for a visit....
H. M. Thayer and his father, Dr. Thayer,

accompanied by Mitchell, an indian guide,
have gone on a hunting trip... .Mrs. Henry
Snow left for Portland last Friday and will
the Grange
spend the winter there_Arthur Snow has
gone to Winthrop, Mass., where he expects

A. Brown of Boston was in town last
week as agent for the Universal Portrait Co.
of Boston.

Miss Alice Dow is at home from Swanvile, w here she has been stopping for neara

Miss

ITEMS.

There will be a social hop at
hall this, Thursday, night.

ly

married Tuesday at the home of the bride
in North Bucksport-Mr. Henry A. Bolan.
proprietor of the Commercial House, and

year.

M^s. Harriet Rice of Searsport Village
was in town last week, the guest of her
aunt, Mrs. Marion Mathews.

into the grocery business... .Mrs. T. B.
Grant has returned from her visit to Belfast.
-Timothy Fellows is visiting relatives in
New Hampshire....Miss Mary Chase returned on Saturday’s boat from a visit to

Stockton Strings. Capt. Ralph Morse
arrived home last week and will remain
through the winter... .Mrs. Avalena Griffin
left Oct. 10th for New Bedford, Mass., where
she will remain several months with her son,
Harry W. Griffin, and family. She was accompanied by Mrs. Evelyn Barney who will
make a short visit in New Bedford and then
go to her home in Pawtucket, R. I.... A social gathering in honor of Lewis Smith, who
recently returned from Boston where he
has been employed, was held in Penobscot
Hall last Saturday evening. Quite a number of young people were present. Homemade candy was served and a very pleasant
time was enjoyed by all—Capt. Elden
Shute of sch. Fawn was at home over Sunday. .Ed. Lancaster and son Joseph left on
Monday's boat for Cambridge, Mass.. Fred
Hichborn of Portland arrived home Monday
..

evening; also Miss Hattie Hichborn from
Augusta.. .Miss Annie Thompson came home
Current
from Bangor Tuesday.The
Events Club will meet with Mrs. Henry
Overlook Thursday, Oct. 17th.

bers

rendered by the Belfast AssociaThis association has been formed quite
recently and may be almost regarded as a
daughter of the Rockland Association. It
is not too high praise to say that it is already
fitted to take high rank among the musical
associations of the State. It was constantly
were

tion.

applauded.

The leader of the Belfast Association is
Mr. E. S. Pitcher. The members present
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher, Mr. and Mrs.
were:
E. J. Morison, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Hutchins,
Mrs. Samuel Adams, Miss Grace Walton,
Miss Isabel Ginn, Miss Edith Burgess, Mrs.
Ambrose Morrison, Mrs. M. W. Rich, Miss
Maud Milliken, Miss Mary Faunce, Mr. R.
L. Ilslev, Mr. Emery White, Mr. H. Merriain.
All the members remained over night, of
course, and some longer.
Those entertained outside the Rockland
Association w’ere Miss Faunce, the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Fogler; Miss Milliken,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Gilclirest
and Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Morison, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Walker. The. chapel
was prettily decorated for the occasion with
autumn leaves and flowrers.

to go

Boston and vicinity-The buildings of Ira
White at White’s Corner were burned last

Thursday afternoon. Loss £2,000; insured
£1,000. The insurance was in the National
of Hartford, and was settled Oct. 15th at

There are seven threshing machines in Fred Atwood’s agency.
operation yi this locality, all doing good
Brooks. Our High School nine played
work. They report a heavy crop of grain.
with the Monroe nine in the Berry field in
J. S. Nickerson and family were called to this village last Saturday aud came off vicFrankfort last Thursday to attend the fun- torious, 17 to 5. Allie Pilley acted as umeral of Mrs. Nickerson’s brother, Mr. John pire and Thomas Jellison as scorer. Our
Smart.
boys will piay in Monroe next week....
Milo Colson, who has for some time been
Miss Mae Fernald returned last week
manufacturing clothing at the David Brackfrom Medway, Mass., and will spend a fort
ett place in Jackson, has moved to Brooks
with
her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
O.
night
parents,
and will work in the second story of the
Fernald. She was accompanied home by
John H. Gordon factory_Kev. H. Small
her friend, Miss Edith Cook of West Medof Bowdoinham has been in town recently
way.
visiting friends and looking after his propJ. W. Nickerson of Swanvilleowns a farm
on Mt. Ephraim, where he has a pasture
with several colts in it. He recently lost a
valuable colt from this pasture, a red three
year old with white stripe in the face. If any
oce has seen a colt of that description will
they please inform Mr. Nickerson?

Fair Waltz—Song,”
Abt
Rockland Choral Association.
Contralto—“Good Bye Sweet Day,” Kate Vaimah
Mrs E. S. Pitcher.
Maseheroni
Soprano—“For All Eternity,”
Miss Main: Milliken.
Duet—“A Night in Venice,”
Arditi
Miss Jennie Ingraham and H. M. Lord.
Bass—“Three Horsemen,”
Sterns
.Mr. E. S. Pitcher.
“Memories of Galilee,"
Morrison
Rockland Association wrh solo by Miss
Mabel Hall.)
Buck
Soprano—“My Redeemer and Mv Lord,”
Miss Milliken.'
Tenor—“Beauties Eves,’
Tosti
H. M. Lord.
Contralto—“Sunset,”
Buck
Mrs. Pitcher.
Bass—“A Mariners Home in the Sea,” Ramlegger
Mr. Pitcher.
Trio—“The Erl King,”
Callcott
Miss Milliken, Mrs. Pitcher and .Mr. Pitcher.
Choir Song,
Rockland Association.
Gloria,
Mozart
Combined Belfast and Rockland Associations.
It will be noticed that most of the num-

Supreme Judicial Court.
JUDGE

EMERY

PRESIDING.

The October term of the Supreme Judicial
Court for Waldo county opened in this city
Tuesday. The grand jury for the coming
court year was impanelled the first day, but
by order of the presiding Judge the traverse
jurors are not to report until Thursday forenoon.
Following is a list of officials and
grand jurors in attendance:
Judge, L. A. Emery, Ellsworth.
Clerk, Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.
Stenographer, J. C. Clay, Portland.
County Attorney, Ellery Bow’den, Winterport.
Sheriff, S. G. Norton, Belfast.
Deputy Sheriffs, Hiram McAlister, Burnham; F. N. Vose, Thorndike; Isaac Leathers, Brooks, (crier); Geo. A. Jackson, Searsmont.

Bangor, Oct 10. Air, sch Anna ? Chase, Belfast : sld, schs Mark Pendleton and Stephen Morris, New York: 11, ar, schs Odell, McDonough,
Boston; Annie ft Lewis, Cobb, New York; 12, ar,
schs Nat Ayer, Boston; Maud Snare, New York;
cld, sch Waterloo, Boston: 13, ar, schs D D Haskell, Haskell, New York; Webster Barnard, Clay,
do; 15, cld, schs Odell, McDonough, Boston;
JoSie Hook, Foss, Winthrop.
Galveston, Oct 8. Cld, sell A B Sherman, Pillsbury, Apalachicola; 14, cld, bark Lizzie Carter,
Dyer, Port Tampa.
Brunswick, Ga, Oct 10. Ar, schs Maud Snare,
New York; Ella M Willey, do; 12, sld, brig Jennie Hulbert, New Haven.
Apalachicola, Oct 9. Ar, sch Henry Clausen,
Jr, Appleby, Galveston.
Bridgeport, Oct 10. Ar, sch Levi Hart, Pendleton, Philadelphia; 12, ar, sch Wm H Sumner,

son October 8th and 9th.
The meeting was
called to order at 10.30 a. m. Oct. 8th by the
moderator, Rev. R. G. Harbutt, who led in
a short season of devotion.
The roll-call of

Those who admire Miss Sibley so much on
the lecture platform should see her at home,
surrounded by the many interesting souvenirs gathered in the foreign lands which are

Baptist Choral Association

Congregational Conference.

The semi-annual meeting of the Waldo
Conference
of
County
Congregational
churches was held with the church at Jack-

A recent evening call on Miss Charlotte
Thorndike Sibley was an occasion of rare
enjoyment and one long to be remembered.
Miss Sibley was found in her home, which
for beauty of situation and in the elegance
of its appointments is an ideal residence.

Ralph P. Tupper, who has been visiting President, expects to start soon on a tour of
grandfather, Capt. Devereaux, returned inspection of Corps through Peuobscot and
“County
to his home in Brunswick, Ga.. Monday.
Aroostook counties.

his

Waldo

AN EVENING WITH BELFAST’S GIFTED YOUNG
LECTURER.

!

churches showed the following representation by Pastors aud delegates: Belfast 1st
church, Pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Mr. J. C.
Thompson, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury; North Belfast, Dea. R. 8. Gay, W. S. Hatch; Frankfort, not represented; Freedom, Dea. A. A.
Thompson, Miss 8. R. Perley; Jackson, Pastor, Rev. F. 8. Dolliff, Mr. O. A. Chase, Mr.
E. E. Morton; Sandypoint, not represented; Searsport 1st, Pastor, Rev. R. G. Harbutt, Capt. Butman, Mrs. Butman; Searsport 2d, Pastor ;|JWi uter port, not represent
ed. Meeting adjourned until 2 p m.
On account of the rain some were delay ed
and the meeting was not called to order
until 2.30 p. m. A goodly number finally
assembled notwithstanding the rain. After
a short devotional service a business meeting was held. The conference voted that
the Moderator appoint the nominating committee, and the following were appointed:
Messrs. W. S. Hatch, W. G. Hatch and
Scribe. The greetings of the church were
extended by the Scribe and responded to
by Dea. R. S. Gay and the moderator. On
motion of Rev. R. G. Harbutt, Rev. L H.
Merrill of Unity was voted a member of the
Conference. Singing of hymn “Blest be the
tie that binds our hearts ia Christian love.”
The hour for the fellowship meeting arrived
and the Moderator read select portions of
Scripture and called upon Rev. Geo. S. Mills
to open the meeting,
lie responded by
well chosen remarks upon the subject, Power
from on High, and was followed by Mr. Albert Croxford, who offered prayer, and by
remarks and prayers from Mr. j. C. Thompson, W. S. Hatch, Dea. A. A. Thompson,
Mrs. Pilsbury, the Moderator and Scribe.
The minutes of the last meeting were then
read and approved. The topic, temperance
work, “What can he done to check aud punish drink-selling in our towns?” was opened by Mr. E. L. Bartlett, who presented a
very able and well written paper, followed
by Mr. J. C. Thompson, F. S. Dolliff, A. A.
Thompson, Rev. L. H. Merrill, Boulter and
the Moderator.
In the Missionary hour
Mrs. Pilsbury spoke in behalf of the Children's Home in Belfast, giving a brief history of the Home and speaking of its needs
and what it proposed to do. She was followed by Rev. R. G. Harbutt, who commended the Home to our prayers and charity. The conference voted that Rev. Geo.
S. Mills fill the vacancy on the County Missionary committee made by the absence of
Rev. James Greer. After singing of anthem,
the meeting adjourned until 7 p m.
The conference reassembled according to
adjournment and was led in a song service
by Rev. R. G. Harbutt. Rev. Geo. S. Mills
read the 12th Chap, of 1st Cor.
Prayer was
offered by Rev. F. S. Dolliff. Rev. Mr. Mills
then preached the conference sermon from
the text found in 1st Cor. 12-27. Also Ephesians 1st Chap. 23 verse. The sermou, was
presented under the following heads: 1.
The Church of Christ, what it is. 2. The
Church of Christ, what it is to do? 3. Tiie
Church of Christ our relation to it. This
was a very clear and searching sermon and
ably presented, and the conference enjoyed
it much.
Aftor prayer and singing the conference adjourned until Wednesday at 8.30

Pendleton, Philadelphia.
Providence, Oct 10. Sld, sch W Wallace Ward,
Norfolk; 11, sld sch Daniel B Fearing, Clifford,
coal port or Savannah; 13, ar, sch Rabboni, Lord,
I Bangor.
Key West, Oct 10. Ar, sch Fannie A Gorham,
Philbrookf New York.
Port Tampa, Oct 11. Ar, sch Tola, Wilson,

been at C. E. Lane’s_Miss Marion York is
home from Boston and attending the
High School....One of the best entertainments of the season was given at the Good
Templar hall last Saturday evening....Mr.
Clias. G. Sheldon of Searsport has opened a
Jeweler's repair shop at the post office. He
comes well recommended and we wish him
success....Isaac S. Staples Sc Son will get
out their usual number of sleighs and jumpers this season. H. O. Lamson of Vassal boro
has finished upholstering them, and with the
first sleighing Ike will set the bells jingling.

Norfolk, Oct 11. Cld, sch Helen G Moseley,
Holt, Sagua.
Pascagoula, Miss, Oct 11. Ar, sch Horace G
Morse, Bugbee, Galveston.
Ntw Haven, Oct 11. Ar, sell Celia F, Randall,
Baltimore; 14, ar, sch Carrie E Look, Stevens,

Jacksonville.
Port Tampa, Oct 13.
Carteret, N J.
West Washington, D

C, Oct 14. Cld, sch Daylight, Nickerson, Newport News.
Darien, Oct 11. Ar, sch Mary A Hall, Veazie,

St Simons.
New Bedford, Oct 12.
Ellis, Newport News.
Perth Amboy. Oct J4.
Pendleton, Fall River.

FOR ONE

Sld, sch Charlotte Buck,

FOREIGN POUTS.

Hong Kong, Sept 5. In port, bark Adam W
Spies, Shanghae lor New York.
Hoi olulu, Sept 10. Ar, ship S I* Hitchcock,

nervousness, promotes
wards off

and

Mustard Pot,

“

••

“

Paper, package for
Soap, 1 cake,
Sewing Machine Oil,
Job lot Sterling Silver Him/,
only (i dozen, choice vinu
they last for

sleep, and

Sice Glass Tumblers
Common Lamp Chimneys.

influences.

Large

Containing among it* ingredient* the purest
of medicinal French brandy and the best of
imported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, find often dangerous gingers
urged as substitutes. Ask for SANFORD’S
GINGER and look for owl trade mark on the
wrapper. Sold everywhere. Pottkk Iiuug ahd
Chism. Coup., Sole Proprietors, Boston.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

••

Toilet

malarial, contagious,

epidemic

Pepper

■

JOc Toilet

chills, assists digestion, allays

San Francisco.
Aiix Cayes, Sept 25. In port, sch Arthur V S
Woodruff. Devereaux, for New York, ldg.
Bahia, Oct 10. Sid, bark Doris, Masterton, Rio
Janeiro.
Anjier, Sept 5. Passed, ship Centennial, Ilong
Kong for Baltimore.
Bafhadoes, Oct 11. Sid, bark Mary E Russell,
for Kingston, Ja, to load for Boston.
Riachuelo, Sept 7. Sid, bark Evie Reed, Whittier, Europe (V New York or Boston).
Rosario, Sept 12. Ski, bark Mabel I Meyers,
Boston.

,

1 Bottle Household Ammonia
1 Bottle Vanilla,
1 Pint Bottle Witch Hazel,
?
1 Large Scrubbing Brush,
25 Envelopes tor
Salt
Shaker, nickel top,

Is a stomach exposed to many
and serious dangers. This unfailing household panacea cures
cramps and pains, colds and

Ar, sch Annie Pendleton,

WEEK

....will sell....

A BOTTLE OF
SANFORD’S GINGER
AT THIS SEASON

Sld, sch Talofa, Fletcher,

Spoken. Ship John McDonald, Storer, from
Now York for Sail Francisco, Sept 5, lat 20 S, Ion
2‘J W.
Disasters, Etc. Sch Olive T Whittier, Whittier, from Baltimore for Galveston, with coal,
grounded on East Bimini Sept 14. and was assisted by wrecking vessels, for which
they received
a draft for $2,000 for services rendered.
Vessel
proceeded on her voyage Sept 10; no injury sustained. (The Whittier has arrived at Galveston
and sailed thence for Apalachicola)_Sch Alfaretta S Snare, from New York for
Bangor with a
cargo of grain, went ashore at Sayhinok, Conn.
Oct 10, but was afterwards floated*. She has arrived at New London in tow, leaking_Sch Chas
j E Raymond, Pendleton, at
New York Oct 12, from
Somes Sound, reports ‘Jth inst, in the Race, lost
jibboom and head rigging during a NW squall_
Sch James A Garfield arrived at Stonington Oct
14, from Haverstraw. with her foremast broken
off below the crosstrees, and maintopmasL
gone,
caused by gibing of the boom during the night.
She had a cargo of brick for Westerly, and was
towed to that port.The brig H C Sibley is
ashore at Black Rock, C B. She was bound from
Port Bevis for Chester, Pa,with a cargo of plaster.
A later repi rt says she was got oft' without damage.
Charters. Bark R A C Smith, New York to
TO
THE
New Zealand and back, general cargo, lump sum,
basis $5) per ton. Sch Willie L Newton. PenobFEOM
scot to St Jago, ice, p t.
Bark Havana, New York
to Havana, w p lumber, $3.75.
Soli Helen G
M
to
>bile
Moseley,
Havana, lumber, $5.75; Spanish gold, forward loading. Brig H H Wright, St
Martins to Baltimore, salt, p t. Sch I K Stetson,
Philadelphia to Nuevitas, coal in hags, $3; Spanish gold. Bark Henry Norwell, Brunswick to RondA. M.
out, lumber, $4.87 1-2.
Sch Edward Stewart,
The conference assembled Wednesday ! Jacksonville
to New York,
$5.00. Sch
under the leadership of Mr. W. G. Hatch, Stephen G Hart, St Simons tolumber,
New York, lumber,
who read Scripture selections. Remarks and ; p t. Sell James A Garfield, Union Island to New
AND
prayer were offered by Rev. R. G. Harbutt, York, lumber, p t. Coal freights: Sell Flora ConElizabethport to Bueksport, 05 cents. Sch
Mills, Boulter aud the Scribe.
Singing. don,
Wm Flint, Port Johnson to Salem, 02 1-2 cents.
Business. The nominating committee then
Sell July Fourth, Perth Amboy to Bangor, 75
reported as follows; To conduct communion cents. Sell S S Kendall, Port
Liberty to Bangor,
service this day, Rev. Geo. S. Mills; assis- j 05 cents.
taut, Dea. R. S. Gay, Belfast, and Dea.
Howard Small, Jackson.
Place of next j
BOKH.
conference meeting the 1st Cong’l Church,
=^=
Searsport. Time, June, day of month to be
1 “ft with the Committee of arrangements, j
(Ju.LAMcutE. Iii Rockland, Oct. 4. to Mr. and i
It is apparent after the first bottle has been
This committee to provide the preacher of Mrs. Leonard Cnllaniore, a son—Frank L.
taken, in the increased appetite, restored
j Cates. In
the co: ference. Committee of arrangements,
Rockland, Oct. 1, to Air. and Airs.
vitality, elasticity in the step, the msv glow
Janies T.
a son.
moderator, Scribe and clerk of church where j Norths.Cates,
ot;health imparted to the cheek, the sparkle
In Belfast, Oct. ti, to 91:. and Mrs.
to the eye, in fact by every sign that tells of
the conlerebce meets.: The report was ac- Joliu VV.
Norton, a son.
health.
cepted.
Richards. In Belfast, Oct. Id, to Mr. and 91rs.
Rev. Geo. S. Mills in a few appropriate Orrie K Richards, a son.
and fitting remarks expressed his sympathy
Whitmore
In Nnrilii>ort, Oct. 11, to Mr. and
starts in at the
and interest in all conference work, and his Mrs. Orrin \\ hilmore, a son— 12 pom ds.
first dose t<> make yon well. The nature of
its ingredient
gratitude to the, people of Jackson for their
is sure to resti
kind entertainment and cordial usage. He
tinned use.
was seconded by the Conference, who exMAEEIED
invigorates tl
tended to Jackson church a vote of thanks
for their hospitality.
In Bucksport, Oct. 12, Mr.
The Topic, “The
Bolan-Aiuiott.
whole church at work.”
1.
In mission Henry A. Bulan and Miss Margaret Abbott, both
Winterport.
work and benevolence.
2.
In
name.
Sunday of (.’0031
ns- Benson.
In Rockland, Oct. 3, Geo. TSchool—was then taken up. The first part
and Jennie A. Benson, bo h of Camden.
of the topic was ably opened by Mrs. Julia Coombs
Cko< k i.tt-Bishke. In Rockland, Oct. 5, AdalSmall of Jackson, who presented a well bert E. Crockett and Lottie'
IN
AND IS
E. JJisbee, both of
written paper, containing many well chosen Rockland.
DIFFERENT
FROM ALL
thoughts and wise suggestions. The discus- ; Ellinowood-Bk'-wn. In Brooks, Oct. 5, Richnmlated.
sion was continued by the Scribe, Mrs. Mills, ard J. Ellingwood of Winterport and Miss Sadie
nded and
Rev. L. H. Merrill and others. The part of C. Brown of Hampden.
Euickson-Joiinson.
In Vinalhaven, Oct. 5,
the Topic “Sunday Schools,” was well pre- Andrew Erickson and
Declar Johnson, both of
sented by Mr. W. S. Hatch and followed by Vinalhaven.
DALTON’S PILLS are first-class.
THEY DO NOT GRIPE.
Fehnalo-Reed. In North Bucksport, Oct. S,
Supt. J. Higgins of Thorndike, Supt. j.
Boulter of Freedom, Supt. E. E. Morton of Wm R. Fernald of Winterport and Miss Annie
Jackson also Rev’s Mills, Harbutt, Mrs. M. Reed of Bucksport.
In Appleton, Oct. f>, Harris
Harbutt, Dea. Small, J. C. Thompson, Mrs. N.Flktcher-ITtman.
Fletcher and Martha Pitman, both of Appleton.
Albert Croxford and others. The
Notice.
<i!L.M0Ki:-EL>.Mi NOS. In South Montvillc, Oct.
Topic: “Does the church believe in itself?” 7, by Rev. M. F. Bridgham, Char es E. Gilmore of
of'the Sheriff of Waldo County,)
Office
was introduced to the conference by Rev.
Searsmont and Miss Harriet M. Edmunds of MontState of Maine, Waldo County ss.
R. G. Harbutt, who referred to au article in ville.
1
October 15, A. 1). 1895.
Hanson-Lord. In Belfast, Oct. 10, by Rev.
the Christian Mirror. The topic was further
is to give notice that on the 15th day of
discussed by the Scribe,Rev. Geo.S. Mills and Geo. E. Tufts, Edgar F. Hanson and Miss Georgie
A. D. 1895, a Warrant in Insolvency
October,
Mrs. Small. A short recess was declared by G. Lord, both of Belfast.
was issued by Geo.E. Johnson, Judge of the Court
Huston-Bryant. In Monroe, Oct. 7, Isaac F.
cf Insolvency for said county of Waldo, against
the moderator, after which the conference Huston and Minnie
Bryant, both of Monroe.
the estate of EUGENE H. STEWART of Unity, in
re-assembled to partake of the Lord’s SupKelley-Gerow. In Northport, Oct. 10, by F.
said county, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
Rev.
A.
Mills
M.
Geo.
S.
per.
Dickey, Esq., George
officiated, assisted
Kelley of Northport on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
by Dea. Gay of North Belfast anti Dea. and Henrietta W.Gerowof Lincoln.
filed on the 15tli day of October, A. D. 1895, to
Pkentiss-Fraxcis. In Belfast, Oct. 15, by Rev.
Small of Jackson. The conference then adwhich date interest on claims is to be computed ;
G. S. Mills, Harry H. Prentiss and Miss Sara W.
sine
all
that the payment of any debt to or by said
to
and
journed
die,
seeming
feel,
Francis, both of Belfast.
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any propsome said, that tliis was surely one of the
Smith-Carter. In Hope. Oct,. 5, by Thaddeus
erty by him are forbidden by law; that a meeting
best conferences we have ever had.
Hastings, Esq., Luther M. Smith of Belfast and of the creditors of said Debtor to prove their
F. S. Oolliff, Scribe.
Mrs. Julia E. Carter of Hope.
debts and choose one or more assigness of his estate will he held at a Court of Insolvency to be
holden at the Probate office in said Belfast,'on the
South Montvillk. Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
13th day of November, A. I). 1895, at two o’clock
in the afternoon.
Gilman, John F. Gilman and Mattie EdBerry. In Rocklaml, Oct. 7, Evelyn, wife of
Given under my hand the date first above writmunds went to Lewiston last Thursday and John T.
Berry, aged 64 years, 4 months and 11 ten.
F. N. VOSE,
returned Saturday-Rev. Nelson Rich and
days.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inwife of Taunton, Mass., have been visiting
Collamore. In Appleton, Sept. 26, Mrs. Sarah
2w42
for said County of Waldo.
solvency
her brother, G. W. Prescott.. .Mr. Frank St. Col la more, aged 83 years.
Greenlaw. In Reno, Nevada, Sept. 3. Maria
Clair’s goods arrived last week and he has
IVotiee.
J
of
wife
Luke S. Greenlaw', formerly of Belbegun keepinghouse.
fast, aged about 59 years.
Office of the Sheriff of Waldo County,)
Hansoome. In Lee, Oct. 8, Grace, daughter of
State of Maine, Waldo County ss.
W illis and Vida Hauscome, aged 7 years and 6
SHir NKWS.
October 14, A. D. 1895.
)
months
is to give notice that on the 9th day of
Hodgdon. In Belfast, Oct. 12, Capt. Hiram Y.
A. D 1895, a Warrant in Insolvency
October,
67
Hodgdon,
aged
years.
PORT OF BELFAST.
was issued by Geo. E.
Johnson, Judge of the
Michaels. In Belfast, Oct. 11, Sarah E. MichCourt of Insolvency of said county of Waldo,
ARRIVED.
aels of West Rockport, aged 57 years.
A. POLAND of
of
WELDON
the
estate
against
Oct 10. Sch Anna D Price, Pendleton, Bangor.
Montville, in said county, adjudged to he an InOct 11. Schs Yera, McLean. St John, N B; Mary
Boston Produce Market.
solvent Debtor, on petition ol said Debtor, which
Eliza, Webber, Black Island; Brunette, Welch,
petition was filed on the 9th day of October, A. D.
Boston.
Boston, Oct. 12, 1895. The following are to- 1895, to which date interest on claims is to he
Oct 12. Schs Maggie Mulvey, Rolerson, Bangor;
of
computed; that the payment of any debt to or by
produce, etc :
A Rayford, Warren, New York ; P M Bonnie, Bur- day’s quotations
Butter—Cream, choice, 22&23; fair to good, said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
gess, Vinalhaven; Gazelle, Payson, Rockland.
property by him are forbidden by law; that a
Oct 15. Sch Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Eliza- 20@21; North, choice, 17v«49c.
Cheese—Northern, new, 8 l-2^9c, Westeru. new, meeting of the creditors of said Debtor, to prove
bethport.
8 3 4c.
their debts ami choose one or more assignees of
Oct 16. Sch George Bird, Gray, New York.
Eggs—Hennery,choice, 25(a28c; Eastern, 19&20C. his estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to
SAILED.
Beans—Pea, $1 50(al GO; mediums, $1 45al 65; be holden at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on
the 13th day of November, A. D. 1895, at two
Oct 10.
Schs James Holmes, Ryan, Boston; yellow eyes, $1 50a 1 70; red kidneys, $1 45 a 1 55.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, 3fckd40c p
o’clock in the afternoon.
Gazelle, Payson, Rockland; Caroline Kriescher,
bush.
Given under mv hand the date first above writBowden, Bangor.
GEORGE A. JACKSON,
Oct 11. Sch Fannie Whitmore, Campbell, RockApples—New, choice, p bbl, $2 50^2 75; No 2at ten.
75.
land.
$1 25:.a$l
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of In2w42
Oct 12.
Schs Menawa, Pendleton, Newark;
Hay—New York and Canada, fancy, $1800@19 00;
solvency for said County of Waldo.
Brunette, Welch, Searsport and Boston; Mary fair to good, $.G00^17 00; lower
$liigl5.
Eiiza, Webber, Black Island.
Straw—Rye, $12(al3; oat. $7 1>2&$8 1-2.
Notice.
Oct 15. Sch Willie L Newton, Coombs, Rock-

*•

Ill HIGH STREET

W. H. RICHARR
BLUE

STOli

YOU DO NOT NEED
HALF AN EYE
DISOEEN

....

BENEFIT

YOU EEOEIVE

j

Sarsaparilla

j

]

--

Button &LaceBooi
That

formerly sold at
pair, at only

ISI.68.1

Nerve Tonic

This lot includes:

French Kid, Fine Dontjola fa
Sewed and Cloth Top him
Common Sense <D Open; h

j

and every pair is

We have

I

lot of

BOOTS & SHOE:
sold at old prices.

IT IS TWO GREAT REMEDIES

Hussey,

large

a

HA HO A l A.

a

of all kinds, 1 sought before
snarp advance in prices, vvhi

IT IS MADE RIGHT, u^thai:™
COMBINED

>:

¥4.00 per

j

DALTON’S

OF....

Ladies’ Fine Kid,

TAKING

DALTON’S

ONE

W. T. COLBUR’
McCiintock Block,

Higd

Messenger’**

J

THIS

j

Wedding Pmii
IN ALL LINES.

DIED^

v

SHIRT WAISTS::-

Messenger’**

J

THIS

Camden.

Tuesday forenoon was occupied in organizing the Court, impanelling the grand jury
and calling the docket. Prayer was offered
at the opening by Rev. J. M. Leighton.
Judge Emery gave the grand jury a lengthy
and explicit charge as to their duties, and
they began the business of the session at 2

o'clock.
There are 155 new entries on the docket.
Richard T. Clifford of Brooksville, a native of Sligo, Ireland, was granted naturalize
ation papers Wednesday.

WITHOUT

Galveston.

Messenger, M. G. Norton, Belfast.
Grand Jury. O. C. Cammett, Belmont:
Isaac C. Closson, Searsport; Wm. H. Daggett, Belfast; Jones S. Davis, Belfast; Geo.
E. Donnell, Searsmont; Oscar Farrington,
grades,
Burnham; D. D. Gould, Jackson; E. D.
Hatch, Islesboro; C. E. Jones, Winterport;
Josiali Kingsbury, Frankfort; J. T. Lamb.
Belfast Price Current.
Lincolnville; Fred L. Palmer, Monroe; F. port.
AMERICAN* PORTS.
K. Roberts, Brooks; E. F. Spear, Montville;
Produce Market.
Price Paid Producer.
erty here....Mr. Rowell of Monroe has enNew York, Oct 8. Ar, sch Carrie A Bucknam,
Joseph L. atone, Troy; A. J. Tibbetts, PalApples, P bu,
30@50 I Hay, $>ton, 6 00610 00
gaged part of the I. G. Reynolds’ building ermo ; Mark Wadlin, Northport; A. T. Webb, Carle, Guantanamo; ar, ship Manuel Llaguno,
dried,
tb,
p
4^t6
51-2(66
|Hides, Ip lb,
Honolulu; 9, cld, sell Edward Stewart, Kent,
Swanville.
near the depot aud will take up the business
2l)0@2 10 'Lamb, jp Ib,
6(a8
Jacksonville; 10, ar, seh Haitie, Deer Isle; bark Beans,pea,
1 75.0.1 90 Lamb Skins,
was elected foreman and Mr.
Mr.
Gould
medium,
30(640
(3
1*
of repairing boots and shoes.... Miss Ella
Dixon, Seville; sld, sch Alfaretta S Snare,
465
yellow eyes 170a>l 85 Mutton,
lb,
Wadlin, clerk. Mr. Palmer was ill and w. s Bangor; 11, ar, schs Chas E Raymond, VinalMathews is stopping with Mrs. Dow, the excused from service.
18a22 Oats, fc> bu,32 Ib 30@33
haven; Mark Gray, Pendleton, Hillsboro, N B, for Butter, P tb,
35(640
6^8 Potatoes,
Traverse Jury. The following are sum- Newark; 12, ar, bark Carrie L Tyler, Surinam; Beef, p tb,
milliner. They have lots of new goods in
Round Hog,
5 l-2'66
Barley,
p
bush,
60gd5
sch
Port.Etna, Jordan,
that liue....W. B. Ingersoll is yery sick moned as traverse jurors: Geo. E. Berry, brig Katahdin, Bangor;
10ol2 Straw, p ton,6 0067 00
13, ar, seh Carrie E Look, Stevens, Jackson- Cheese, p tb,
land;
William
B.
Mr.
Fred
with acute rheumatism...
Rich- Burnham;
12ol4 Turkey, |> Ib,
Belches, Winterport; ville for New Haven; 14. ar, bark Rebecca Crow- Chicken, p tb.
0(60
ards of Boston spent last Sunday in town. H. M. Black, Frankfort; E. P. Boynton, ell, Port Tampa; sells Henry
264
100&125 Tallow,
Crosby, Bangor; CalfSkins,
14a 10 V’eal, |> lb,
Duck, p lb,
_Miss Edith Forbes of the M. C. I. at Liberty; Charles A. Carr, Freedom; James Jessie Lena, Devereaux, Satilla River.*
6(g7
19
doz.,
Wool,
unwashed,
14615
p
EfT{£s.
Edwin
F.
S.
Pittsfield was at home last Sunday and actCurtis,
Churchill, Belmont;
Boston, Oct 8. Ar, schs Kit Carson, Smith,
10@12 Wood, hard, 3 50(65 00
ed as organist at the Friends chapel-A. I Monroe; B. W. Downes, Thorndike; Wilder Rondout; Minetta, Crockett, Winterport; cld, seh Fowl, p tb,
0(oO Wood, soft, 3 0063 50
Geese, p tb,
B. Stantial, general agent for the Great P. Drinkwater, Lincolnville; William P. Fawn, Shute, Roberts Harbor and New York; 9,
sch
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
Eastern Fertilizer Co., wiio is at work in Farnsworth, Islesboro; John T. Frost, Bel- ar, schsMary Farrow, Morrissey, Winterport; 10,
Sadie
ar,
Corey, Lowe, Winterport; Polly, Beef, corned,p tb, 7^8 Lime,
bbl, 006100
Oxford county, was at home last Sunday- fast; Joshua S. Harriman, Prospect; James Rockland; Delaware*,
Bangor;
11,
ar, schs Lucia Butter salt,p 1>oa,
18
Oat
Meal, IP lb, 464 1-2
Mr. Dow has in a nice line of heavy winter H. How’es, Belfast; John C. Lamb, Troy; Porter, Rondout; Joel F Sheppard, Welch, Phila2 64
50 Onions, p lb,
bush,
Corn,
p
Morshawls_R. G. Edwards is grading the H. J. Locke, Belfast; Justin Merriam,
delphia (at Quincy); 12, ar, seh Henry li Tilton, Cracked corn p bu,
50 Oil,kerosene,gl, 12613
grounds around bis new house....M. M. rill ; Willis S. Merrick, Unity ; Howard Mur- Ranlett, South Amboy.
Corn Meal, p bu,
50 Pollock,
lb
4@5
Philadelphia, Oct 8. Ar, sch Mary L Crosby, Cheese, p tb,
Leonard is repairing his house at the old phy, Belfast; Josiah Nickerson, Swanville;
860
12@14 Pork, IP lb,
Thompson’s Point; cld, sch Olive Pecker, Cotton Seed,pcwt, 1 20 Plaster, Jpbl,
1 20
Geo. Damon place on Sprout Hill-T. A. Stephen L. Perkins, Winterport; Sumner Trim, Port
Hall,
12, ar, sch Eliza J Pendleton, Codtish, dry, p tb,
03
lb,
6(a8
Meal,
Ip
Rye
Elliott has his windmill pump in operation Poland, Montville; H. W. Rackliff, Knox; Fletcher, Royal;Cove; 14, schs
Pigeon
Mary L Crosby,
and finds no difficulty in pumping water Eli P. Randell, Stockton Springs; Clarence Trim, Feruandina; Isaiah Holt, W illiams, Savan- Cranberries, p qt, 8^10 Shorts,!P cwt 95(6100
1-2
Clover
565
Seed,
tb,
lb,
Sugar,
p
13^:14
into the Chase reservoir.... F K. Roberts is H. Smith, Waldo; Nelson P. Staples, Sears- nah.
40
p bbl, 4 00<a4 75 Salt.T.I., IP ush,
Portland, Oct 9. Sld, sch R F Pettigrew, Phila- Flour,
attending court as grand juryman. Isaac port; Daniel Sweetland, Searsmont; MatH.G.Seed, bu, 3 10(a3 20 Sweet Potatoes,3631-2
Leathers, deputy sheriff, is also attending thew W. Welch, Belfast; Oliver W. Whit- delphia; 15, ar, sch W H Conner, Hiogo.
8®11 Wheat Meal, 21-2(53
Lard, p tb.
to business at the court house... .Charles comb, Searsport.
The following attorneys from outside the
Dorr and wife (Hattie Leathers) with their
son have been at Beniamin Leathers’....
county are present: H. Bliss, Jr., and L. M.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
Rev. Nelson Rich of Taunton, Mass., has Staples, Washington; J. H. Montgomery,
at

A STOMACH

(

j

a. J. LOCKS
National

WADS,

SHELL*

PRIMERS.
SHELLS

LOADED

GUNS

A. D

WANTED!
Two thousand (2,000) cords spruce
The said wood to be sawed
wood.
four feet long, and not less than live
inches under the bark, and to be loaded on the cars at Belfast and any other
stations and sidings on the Belfast
Now is a

good time

to cut the wood

and have it ready to haul

on

All who have wood to sell call

snow.
on

the

subscriber.
CHA§. BAKER.
Belfast, Me., Oct. 4, 1895.—41tf

1

Byildnil

SHOT,

POWDER,

the Sheriff of Waldo County, )
>
of Maine, Waldo County, ss.

1805.
J
October 10,
This is to give notice that on the 10th day of
in
a
Warrant
Insolvency was
October, A. 1). 1805,
issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said county of W aldo, against the
estate'of EKE1) O. JOYCE of Thorndike, in said
county, adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor, on
petition of said Debtor, which petition was tiled
on the 10th day of October, A. D. 1895, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed; that
the payment of any debt to or by said Debtor,and
the transfer and delivery of any property by him
are forbidden by law; that a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts and choose
one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at
a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at the Probate
Office in said Belfast, on the 13th day of November, A. D., 1895, at two o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writF. N\ VOSE, Deputy Sheriff.
ten.
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
2w42
County of Waldo.

Bank

GUNS ani AMUNII!

Messenger’s

Office of
State

branch.

ABSOLUTELY PUKE

AT LOW El! riilC'E'
THAN EYEK liEKulT

rot1

J. H. & J. W. JONES
Su, cessors to F. A. Carle. 60

Another Good On
Stop

with

j

your
a

cough

in

s>-

bottle of..

Poor 4 Soi’s Cough Renfl
l’Rbr

Certain Relief.

WALDO SS.—lu Court of Proba:
V? fast, on the second Tuc.'i
18ho. JOSEPH C. TOWNSEND.
on the estate of MARTHA H. HIM1'
fast, in said county, deceased, havi
his first and final account of a»h.
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That, notice thereoi l-e
weeks successively, in the Repul'
printed in Belfast, in said county, tlau
interested, may attend at a Probate
held at Belfast, on the second T*:esda>
her next, and show cause, if any t'"
the said account should not be all""1 \
GEO. E. JOH NS*
A true copy. Attest :
J eke'n I).

j

■

s

Pakkfkj^

subscriber hereby gives publu
*
concerned, that she has been
ed and taken upon herself the trust
of the last will and testament of
ANDREW J. BAKER, late of "

THE

v
1

in the county of Wablo, deceased, hy
as the law directs; she therefore
sons who are indebted to said deeea^ ^
make immediate payment, and th<«*
any demands thereon to exhibit the
CATHARINE
tlement to her.

reii1^.;

1

